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The research described in this text addresses the

Beothuk Indians' adoption of iron teChnology during the

historic period in Newfoundland. This industry is inter

preted using archaeological, historical, metallurgical and

linguistic data. '" large sample of iron artif,:,.cts in

storage at Memorial University and the Newfoundland Museum

provides physical evidence of many, if not all, aspects of

Beothuk ironworking and is the central focus of the examina-

tion.

Chapter one deals with the background information,

including historic, archaeological and comparative data,

utilized in deriving research questions pertaining to the

descriptive aspect of this thesis. This approach resulted

in the first comprehensive typology of Beothuk iron tools,

outlined in chapter three. The resulting overview brings

together artifacts that have been found by the pUblic: SfH':t.nr

during the historic period and through archaeological

excavations over the past 25 years.

The combined sample referred to here includes tradi

tional Beothuk iron implements, including projectile points,

awls, fish spears and possibly scrapers, that were mostly

recyclod from European items. The samplo .also contains

European objects possessed by the Beothuk and debris from

the recycling processes that produced traditional Native

tool-·l:ypes. Identi f ication of the spec i fie stages in

Beothuk manufacturing processes facilitatE<d the formation of
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metallurgical research questions relating to structural

changes in iron that would occur in SUch reworking of

European material. These queries are listed in chapter

four, along with bacltground information describing the

properties of industrial .....rought iron, cast iron and steel

in Beothuk context.

Chapter four also outlines the results of a laboratory

analysis of Beothuk iron undertaken in Ottawa. In addi-

tion to generally corroborating historic descriptions of

Beothuk iron.....orking. these dat.. indicate that during the

industl'y's formative pQriOd, ca. A.D. 1650-1720, European-

made projectile points and associated forged objects were

somehow acquired by the Newfoundland Natives. These ar~i

facts po~sibly represQnt some form of peaceful interaction

between the Beothuk and other people, =~ch as Europeans or

the Montagnais, a proposal usually considered untenc"::::le by

students of Newfoundland history.

After the Beotnuk iron industry is described, these

data are compared to contemporaneous mainland Nortn American

cases. inclUding the Onondaga Iroquois. Labrador Eskimos and

Nova Scotia Micmacs. This highlights the Beothuk iron

industry relative to North American history.
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CHAPTER 1: BACKGROUND INFORMATION TO BEOTHUK IRON

The Beothuk iron industry represents a Native technol-

attributable to Europeans' arrival in Newt'oundland.

Archaeological and historical information provide a useful

introduction to the Beothuk use of iron and its incorpora

tion into their society. Three comparative cases of North

l\merican Aboriginal iron industries provide further data for

del.-iving research questions pertaining '1:.0 the descripti'/e

analyses of artifacts and the role of iron in Native

economies. Background mr:tallurgical informati<.Jn is left

until Chapter 4, when the laboratory component of this

rl:<search is described. The anthropological-archaeological

ilnplications of the terms "industry" and MtechnologyK, as

utilized in this thesis, are descrit:'~·' below.

The sample referred to in this thesis permits deriva

tion of the first comprehensive typology of Beothuk iron

o:Oj~cts, consistir.g of threll genllral groups' (1 I r,,"'~',~l "rl

traditional types, including projectEe points, awls, fish

spears and possible scrapers; (21 debit-.age of manufacturing

processes, and (3) unmodified European items. Once ade-

quately defined, this inventory assists mOl~phological

analysis for possible trends in tool production and use.

Ident.ification of thE! physIcal aspects of eeothuk ironwork-

ing is also a prerequisite to th~ metallurgical assessment

of manuf acturi ng processes.



Iron Technology' Definition

Technology has been interprete~ as, "that com;:.olex of

lell.rned behll.viors giving rise to material culture, embracing

t.he means by which people modify their natural E.nVironment

moroso than the objects themselves. It can refer to human

activities on savaral lilVels of abstraction, from all

technical pursuits in total, to others more specific to

place and time, i.e. Western European [or Beothuk iron]

t~cllnology, or to individual/subsidiary endeavors, namely

subsistence or ceramic techno) Jies' (Spier 1973,1-21

Viewing a culture's techl.ology in terms of its general

dd.lptive strategy moreso than just its uiagnostic materials

(Ilidington (982,4&91 provides a usefUl framework for evalu-

<.lting <lrtifacts' significance within that society.

similar to the approaCh taken here, namely that references

to D~othuk iron technology must take into II.ccount these

peopla's continued .ability to meat thair sUbsistence nel'lds

iIi <lenition to obtaining and recycling supplies of iron.

'rhis thesis deals with the latter two processes and other

illt.n·nal aspects of Beothul<: iron technology at one level of

ilu;;tractioll. Hypotheses about. iron'.\i overall significance

in terms of Beothuk activities, i.e. their gen<:l:al adaptive

strategy, constitute a second level of abstrac1:ion.

order to accentuate the distinct.ion between these t .....o points

of view, Beothuk ironworking, encompaSSing artifact morph-

ology and manufacturing prOCfiI$$o;lS, is referred to as an

"induotry" that ex:ists within a general technology.



The Archa£olcqical Record

Mchaeological dat.a ind.l-:::ate that the Beothuk we['e the

final component of Newfoundlano'~ Recent Indian occupations

that also include the prehistoric Little Passage and Beaches

complexes. The Beothuk represent the historic phase in the

continuum and were preceded in time by the Little Passage,

.....hich is tentatively placed in the A.D. 1000 - European

contact interval I Penney '984; 18S; Pastore '989: personal

communication!. A Beaches component from Boyd's Cove ha.:

been radiocarbon dated to roughly A.D. 990 (Beta 102J5;

Pastore 1985: 323), while a comparable asse~nblage from Cape

Cove Beach, Bonavista Bay, may have been used as long ago as

A.D. IJ5 {Austin 1984:1191.

Each Recent Indian group is char..ctcrizcd by distinctly

shaped stone proj ecti le points, wi th the Beothuk' s use of

iron making them further unique. Little Passage projectile

point.s tlind to be small, mostly under 18 x 42 mm., st.elmled

or corner-notched, ilnd predominantly made from fine-grained

grey-green chert lSchwarz 1984:1, 741. These seem to have

declined in qUlllity throughout the historic period I$chwarz

1984:4) as the Beothuk increasingly utilized iron. Beaches

projectile points ar-e typically larger than Little Passage

examples and cxh i bi t si de- or cornQr-notch ing I Pastore , 98 S :

J2JI. Little Passage stone toolkits also include triangUlar

bifaces, variably-shaped endscrapers, and linear flakes. It

is also possible that bone awls and other bone tools were

used during the LittLe Passage period.



Little Passage site~, suggest three variations, the

first. beinq base camps sit.uat.ed in inner coastal 2;ones where

t.(Orrestrial and marine food resources were equally acces-

sible. The seco"d type often occurs in simi1ar inner

coastal locat.ions. but; is charactori2;ed by less diverse t.ool

assemblages and i!i. interpret.ed as \.tllltral exploit.ation camps

from which hunting expeditions could be mounted in any

number of direct.ions. These expedit.ions would have result.ed

in t.he t.hird type of site, namely special exploitation camps

situated in close proximity to a particular resource. such

as ",eals or caribou (Schwarz 1984,39-411. Little Passage

sites typically lack the s;Jbstantial house (eatures often

found at Beot.huk occupations, although their structures may

have been similar t.o those represented by boulder tent rings

at Point Revenge localities in Labrador IFitzhugh 1975,351).

It has been suggested that the evolution of more elaborate

ane! substantial Beothuk houses is an historic development

reflecting access to more efficient European iron tOOls

IP.;Jsl:.ore 1984,1011.

On the basis of the aforementioned sit.e t.ypology. a

Li ttle Passage SUbsistence/settlement pattern is proposed in

Which people. during late winter, would move down river from

inland sites to base campti along bays or river mouths. From

th ..se locations, throughout the spring and summer, expedi

tions would be organized to central occupation camps where

the resources of a particUlar area could be monit.ored. and

also to special exploitat.ion sites wit.hin regions of



re~iably rich resources. In the fall Little Pa.ssage groups

would leave the coast via bays and rivers, presumably to

spend late autumn/winter hunting caribou ISchwarz. 1984 43

461. This is a hypot.hetical mOOel for Little Passilge

settlement/subsistence patterns and may be SUbject to

modirication after suitable faunal samples are analyzed.

Archaeological Evidence for Beothuk Toolkits

Beothuk material culture underwent significant changes

during the historic ~eriod as iran tools gradually replaced

more traditional items that were mostly made from stone.

Over the past 15 years archaeological excavations haVE:!

discovered much evidence of this iron industry, often in

association wit.h stone artifacts. The latter are more

cOlMlon at older Beothuk occupations. Figure 1 illustrates

the sites contributing coll£Octions to t.his research. while

Figures 2, 30-35 depict the artifact lls:selllblages fOllnd in

undisturbed housepit interiors. The lat.ter are important

activity areas for tool production and use, which makes them

useful in interpreting the socia-cultural significance of

lron. The historic material in Figure 2 is supplemented by

artifacts found elsewhere at these sites. prOducing the

totals listed in Figure 3. Stone it£<ms are omitted in

Figure 3 because of the often high frequency of prehistnric

specimens outside BeothuJ( housepits.

Throu;hout the 1982-85 field :ieasons. Dr. Ralph Pastore

supervised excavation of a Beothuk-Recent Indian site at



Boyd's Cove. Not.re Dame Bay (DiAp:31. Art.ifact.ual evidence

and a radiocarbon date of 270 :!:. 10 B.P. tBeta 6729) imply an

occupation from A.D. 1650-1720. This suggested date is

strengthened by t.he high proport.ion of iron to stone arti-

facts and the site's locat.ion. which at. t.hat. t.imo lay

between a French fIshery to the northwest. and an English

fishery to the southeast (Pastore 1982:137; 1983:98, 102).

Over 1700 iron artifacts have been recovered to date

from Boyd's Cove, inclUding 903 from four undisturbed

housepit interiors and a 1m x 2m t.rench in a fift.h. These

hou:;e features also contained 677 glass tra('le b'5l<l('ls, smaller

amounts of other historic materials and 140 stone items

(Figures 2, 351. Recycled iron project.ile points, fish

spears, awls and possible scrapers Were found, along with

rel<lted unidentifiable manUfacturing debris and European ob

jects. The latter include complete items and partly

modified fragments. The iron is dascribed in gre;,t",,.. rl",t'\il

in chapter 3.

The 140 stone arti f acts are spread over 15 categories.

inclUding projectile point.s, bifacE:s, scrapers. utilized

flakes, hdllunerstones. abraders and whetstones (Figures 2,

J51. Projectile points, and possibly some of the bifaces,

attest t.o hunting in the Boyd's Cove area while retouched

flakes, utilized flakes and linear flakes imply butchering,

food-processing and assort.ed domestic act.ivities. Scrapers

were undOUbtedly used in prepaling hides while hanunerstones

and cores relate to st.one tool productitJn at. Boyd's Cove



(Schwarz 1984: 341. 1\nalogous use-wear studies indicate that

stone projectile points were often applied to cutting,

chopping and scraping tasks in addition to hunting IAhler

197\:107; Montet-White 1974:151, which suggests mUlti-

purpose usage.

Boyd's Cove's diverse toolkit, including traditional

materials along with recycled iron and European items.

implies a wide choice of implements for the Beothuk. The

a:::companying faunal sample. consisting of polar bears, black

bear,:;, caribou, seals, smaller mammals, birds and fish. is

interpreted as evidence for the efficiency of the hunter and

his weaponry at this site. especially in the procurement of

large carnivorous species ICumbaa 1984:11-181. The elabor-

ate toolkit, healthy faunal record and large, substantial

houses at Boyd's Cove suggest a successful Beothuk existence

that could be partly attributable to their access to

European materials, although relations between the t·"o

groups would eventually break down, probably by A.D. 1720

IPastore 1989:personal convnunicationl.

The Boyd's Cove artifacts are complemented by smaller

assemblages from coastal and interior Newfoundland. Approx-

imately 20 km. away, at the opposite end of Dildo Run, is

Inspector Island IDiAq: 1) where 291 iron artifacts were

obtained from one completely excavated housepit interior.

two 1m excavation units from a second housepit, and outlying

features. The housepit interiors produced 67 iron objects,

six clay pipe sections, five lead fragments, three trade



beads and 22 lithic tools. The excavated housepit had an

oVftrlying. disturbed garden zone containing another 24 iron

object-so in addition to four of stone, three lead shot and

tloIO clay pipe fragments. The iron was in poorer condition

than that from Boyd's Cove. possibly due to A less fAvoura

ble soil environment. but a comparable sample of projectile

points. European tools/fragments. and modified pieces was

obtdined.

The Beothuk stone tool assemblage at Inspector Island,

including projectile points, bifacas. cores, a scraper and

various specialized flakes, strongly resembles that from

Boyd's Cove. A Little Passage faunal sample taken at

Inspector Island has not yet been analysed, but prelimi~ary

examination suggests the presence of seal, fish and bird

bonl: (Pastore 1989:personal conmunicationl.

Iron Is obviously the preferred material for tools at

Inspector Island which. along with the site's locatiQ!! 

further away from advancing English settlement - tent.atively

suggest a later occupation than Boyd'S Cove. probably during

the A.D. 1720s. It is hypothesized that Inspector Island

represents tht! Beothuk retreat westward due to the spread of

English settlement on the coast (Pastore 19B9:personal

cOlllmunication).

At the Beaches si te, Bonavista Bay (DcAk: 1 I, 16 st.one

art1factz and 20 badly corroded iron items were found 1n a

Beothuk hous~pit. Stone Objects include a projectile point.

seven assorteel tool fragments. seven ut.ilized flakes and one



abrader IDevereux 1969 42-451. The Beaches toolkit suggests

hunting activities and subsequent preparation of resources

similar to those ilssociated with Boyd's Cove and Inspector

Island. The Beaches faunal sample, including seals. black

bears, caribou and birds (Devereux 1969:42-451, corroborates

this claim, although the high proportion of seals, 90\,

reflects a major preoccupation with sea maITlllal hunt.ing.

The Beaches' mixed stone and iron assemblage was only

dated to the general historic period (Devereux 1969:S71.

pending further research to fix more firmly the time of this

occup3tion. Its location suggests a pre-A.D. 1675 usage, as

the English presence in Bonavista Bay grew rapidly after

wards. From A.D. 167S-1681 the summertime European popula

tion of Bonavista Bay increased from 401 to 754, represented

by some 138 boats. In A.D. 1675 there were approximately

100 permanent residents and by "'.0. 1700 this number had

increased to &00-800 lHead 1976:15, S51. This growing

popUlation probably resulted in the Beothuk ret.reating

westwards towards Notre Dame Bay.

,.,t the Fox Bar site in Bonavista Bay lDeAk:2l, SO iron

artifacts. J4 shell beads/fragments. 28 bone pendants/frag

ments. 20 stone items. 10 other worked bone pieces, eight

clay pipe sections and a European potsherd were discovered

in a Beothuk burial. The site was disturbed prior to arth

aeological discovery, similar to other Beothuk graves found

to date, Which probably accounts fat" the absence of more

diagnostic lithic artifacts than the cores and flakes
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present. All the remaining items are covered with red ochre

ICarignan 1973:13; Newfoundland Museum samplel. Unfortun-

at ... 1y the Fox Bar iron is badly corroded Which severely

limits its applicability in this thesis. Its location and

mixed assemblage, inclUding 4 stone coree, utilized flakes

and a large rimsherd of sgrafflto ware, a popular seven

teenth-century European pottery (Woodhouse 1974: 103).

suggest a relatively early deposition, ca. 11..0. 1600-1650.

In 1970 Helen Devereux's excavations at Indian Point,

Red Indian Lake (DeBd.: 1) produced 16 Beothuk iron artifacts

and no diagnostic lithic material, mostly from features

outside housepits (Devereux 1970:28-30a). Twelve of these

iron items were examined by the author in Ottawa and the

....ht;rcabouts of the other four are unkno....n. At its time of

excavation, Indian Point could only be dated to the general

historic period lDevereux 1970:55, 56l, although ne....

interpretations outlined in this thesis suggest that at.

lea£t liome of Devereux's material is relatively recent,

pl"obably post-A.D. 1750.

A large amount of caribou bone from the upper, i.e.

Beothuk, level at Indian Point tentatively suggests a late

fall-early winter occupation lStewart 197\ :201. The sample

l\\ostly consists of healthy caribou which indicates the work

of efficient hunters who were capable of selecting choice

.:1nimals lStewart 1971:11l. This also reflects the effec-

tiveness of the Beothuk toolkit, which almost exclusively

consisted of iron items by now. 11. minimum of 16 caribOU and



smaller numbers of other animals were identified from 2134

bone fragments, with another 10.529 pieces yet to be

examined (Stewart 1911 :31.

In 1964 Devereux coordinated excavations at Pope's

Point I DfBa: 1 I, on the Exploits River, which resul ted in the

recovery of Baothuk iron along with modern and prehistoric

materials. Unfortunately, these artifacts were mixed

together throughout most levels of the site, but a Beothuk

occupat.ion is implied by the presence of modified iron, 41

glass trade beads, 1 clay pipe sherds, 20 copper and 9

unidentifiable metal items [Devereux 1965:13-161. The

author examinec'l iron projectile point preforms and other

Pope's Point artifacts in Ottawa, but the location of some

diagnostic iron, including a complete projectile point, is

unknown. The site report indicates one intact iron projec-

tile point along with three fragments/preforms and another

three possible prtilforms (Tables 4e, 4h: Devereux 19l:,S,Plate

16 e-i, k, 1 J

There are 38 stone objects, inclUding three prehistoric

Dorset. Efikimo projectilll points and 15 scrapers, from Pope's

Point. Preliminary analysis of the faunal sample indicates

a preponderance of caribou bone along with some beaver and

bird remains [Devereux 1965: 12 J. Dating the Beothuk USE: of

this site is problematic in view of the incomplete data, but

the iron artifacts and the absence of late Little Passage/

early historic lithics imply a relatively late occupation.

probably after A.D. 1150.
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In 1972, 131 iron artifacts, 15 stone abraders and

thr:«1l ham:r:"ClOtones were found during excavations at Wigwam

Brook I Of A.... : 1 1 (LeBlanc 1973:114-1161. Much of this site

had been previously disturbed by looting. but the absence of

stone cutting and piercing tools implies that the Beothuk

....ere not using such items by this time, ca. the late

eighteenth-early nineteenth century A.D. wigwam Brook' 5

historic component and location. corresponding with John

Cartwright.'s 1\.0. 1768 map in Which Native houses are thrae

miles upstream from the nFalls~ (Grand Falls) around

Nilnrod'G Pool, are the basis for the estimated time of

occupation (LeBlanc 1973:148),

Faunal material from Wigwam Brook consists mostly !?f

cdribou bone and suggests a year round occupation (Stewart

1973: \7; 18, 25). This corroborates the suggested late

l3eothuk occupation here, presllmably aftEr they had stopped

utilizing coastal resources because of their fear of

Eu.:opeans (Howley 1976:33,278; Tuck 1975:76) Historic

data report that early in the nineteenth century A.D. large

amounts of c'iribou were regularly taken by the Beothuk

(Howley 1976:79, 87, 123), although soon thereafter,

probably by A.D. 1823, they had fallen on leaner times. In

1823 three starving Beothuk women, including Shanawdithit,

were captured as they foraged for food in New Bay, Notre

Dame Bay. Another Beothuk female and a man .....ere shot as

they approached their woUld-be captors {Howley 1976: 169) .

Shanawdithit later reported that there were 13 other Beathuk



left in t.he interior at this tithe (Howley 1976:2291.

Beot.huk iron has also been recovered from graves on

Newfoundland's northeast coast at Comfort. Island (OiM: 1 I

and Slo'an Island IDiAs:l I. in the Bay of Exploits; Burnt

Island. in Notre Dame Bay. and Western Indian Island. in

Hamilton Sound. Similar grave goods were found on Rencontre

Isl.3.nd. near Burgeo, on t.he south coast IHowley 1976:331,

333.3341. Most of t.his material is now scattered over

Canada and the world. which preclUdes more detailed analysis

of it here. Altogether, t.he sample of readily observable

iron artifacts totals over 2200 pieces which proved general-

1'1 acceptable for the task at hand.

The extant sample of Beothuk material culture has

recently b.~'n significantly increased by the Newfoundland

Museum's acquisit.ion of over 1200 iron artifacts and smaller

amounts of other items from 27 sites, mostly found along the

Exploits River and the northern end of Red Indian 1...,."~

few of i:.he new items were found at the inland sii:.es previ-

ously mentioned here. Some of the objects are included in

the test sample. but detailed examination of most o[ the

collect.ion is pending. Preliminary analysis by t.he author

suggests that the evolution of Beothuk ironworklng. as

proposed in this thesis. is borne out by this material.

Much of the new iron is not fir-mly datable due 1.;0 incomplett:

provenience cJata, but a large amount appears to be fairly

:~ecent. probably coming from the latter eighteenth century

A.D ..
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Historic ReC'oJ:d

Written descriptions of Beothuk people are scanty

compared to other North American nat.ives, but. the available

i Ilf ormatt on of f ers some insights into the former's tradi-

tions. including the widespread pressure for change manifest

by Europeans in Newfoundland. Historic perceptions of

Beethuk settlement/subsistence patterns and material

culture, with specific references to iron, are examined

her ...

Data are especially scarce for the early historic

period, ca pre-seventeenth century A.D .• but some of the

older documents mention Natives, that may have been Beothuk.

on I~orth }-J"Tlerica's east coast. While the ethnic identity of

thc:se groups is not clearly identified. such reports are

significant in depicting a Native material culture devoid of

iron Objects. Corte-Real noted 1n A.D. 1500 that, "in this

country th",re is no iron, but they {inhabitants) malt.'" "'''lords

of a kind of stone, and point their arrows with the same

nlilterial" (Howley 1976:51. In A.D. 1509 Estienne noted that

n<ltivcs of Newfoundland ·pointed ft their arrows with fish

oone or stone I HoWley 1916: 8). After Parmentier sailed to

the New World in A.D. 1529 he reported that the people

living bet....een Cape Race and Cape Bret.on tipped their arrows

with black stone or fish bone IHoffman 1963:14).

The European fishery in the New World expanded through

out the sixteenth century A.D. to a scale at Which over 100

ships were annually sailing to Newfoundland by A.D. 1600
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(Trudel 1981,2911. Many vassals never touched shore as, 1n

the early migratory fishery. fish were mostly caught. split,

salted and stored on board ship, so that fishermen had no

need of terrestrial resources, except fOJ:" possibly fresh

water and/or fireWood. This implies that the Beothuk had

limited access to European goods during much of the 1500s

until around the mid-sixteenth century A.D. when, fallowing

England's lead, the fishery shifted from a "wet" to a ·.:irJ~

format, involving more use of the Newfoundland mainland

(Innis 1978: 21. 461. The new approach incorporated shara

based operations, utilizing wooden stages, flakes. cook

houses ano. other facilities, from Which fishermen made daily

excursions in small boats and returned to dry their catch on

land lHead 1976,S). The English were mainly concentrated

around the Avalon Peninsula. but along with the French and

other Europeans, also fished to the northwest and southwest.

The "Petit Nord", along northern Newfoundland, refer~ t.n n

French area with no EngliSh settlers until late in t.;1·~

eighteenth century A.D. (Mannion 1977'23; Innis 1918:21. 90;

Quinn 1918:525).

The incredsing Europedn activity around Newfoundland

throughout the sixteenth century A.D. would logically make

their materials more accessible to the Beothuk through

direct or indirect contat·t. Shipwrecks provided one source

of iron in which interaction with Europeans would not have

been required. In May. A.D. 1594, an EngliSh ship. the

Grace. sailed into Bay St. George where it encountered the
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wrl::cks of two Basque whalers still containing iron bolts

plus tht: chains useo in hanging the main shrouds and fore

shrouds. A nearby Beothuk camp on the mainland contained no

iron artifacts (Quinn 1919,641, although the Beathuk were

probably using the met",l by this time. The occupants of

this camp may have been lured there by the Shipwrecks

containing large supplies of iron. It has been suggested

that Micm;:!,:; and other northeastern people adjusted their

settlement patterns to facilitate obtaining European goods

on the Atlantic coast during the summer (Bourque 1974:9;

Burley 1981 :213; Sanger 1982:202). By A.D. 1594 the Beothuk

conceivably had an equal desire for such materials, espec-

lally iran, and the Grace may have arrived in Bay St. George

before the wrecks had been stripped of their prize.

After A.D. 1550 the shore-based facilities associated

with the dry fishery provided the Beothuk with more predict-

able sources of iron that could bo stolon. In A.D. 1621

Ricllard Whitbourne wrote, A Discourse and Discovery of the

News-founds lannde, noting that a problem existed in Trinity

Bay wit.h Beot.huk coming from Bonavista Bay in th~ night to

steal knives, axes, sails, clothes and other items from

European camps (Cell 1962:118, 119; Howley 1976:201. The

fisllery continued to grow during the seventeenth century and

by A.D. 1700 some 700 Ships, carrying a total of 7000 men,

were sailing annually to Newfoundland (Trudel 1981: 291).

l::ighteenth-century migratory fiShermen were increasingly

puslled to lll..1re outlying harbours as NeWfoundland's choice
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ports, especially those on the Avalon Peninsula,

by the pe,:manent population whi...:h totalled some 3500 by A.D.

1730 (Head 1976:821. By A.D. 1750 there were 8000 year

round residents, mostly of English stock. and each summer

the population dOUbled during the migratory fishing season

(Trud-el 1981 :3421.

After ca. A.D. 1550 the B.othuk may have been able to

get iron from fishing premises left vacant by Europeans

returning home in the fall. In later years. however, the

growing permanent European population in Newfoundland and

the increasing Beothuk demand for iron likely led to

confrontations between the two groups (Pastore 1987,59).

This probaoly contributed to the widespread depiction of the

Beothuk as thieves (Hewson 1983,13, 18,27,30, 451, which

reflects possibly ethnocentric feelings, considering that

Native concepts of ownership and use of tools likely

differed from Europeans'.

Also, the extent of damage that fishing p;. ~lllises

suffered from the Beothuk seems to have been distorted by

history, as documentation attributes an equal or greater

amount of destruction to rival European fishermen. The

shore-based facilities essentially consisted of shoddily-

built flakes, stages, huts, cook houses and other structuces

that wece often not expected to last more than one fishing

Many times these constructions were destroyed by

their owners in the fall to be used as fire wood on board

ships returning to Europe (Head 1971>:3, 171 Others were
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year's f isherlTlen who might precede them and claim the best

facil.ities not taken away by ice. Many harbours in autumn

often retained only the barest material remains of the

summer's shore operations, such as a few small boats or

bundles of last year's Wood hidden nearby (Head 1976: 17,

18).

Furthermore, the first Europeans to land in a particu-

lar h.::lrbour in the spring often selected the best of any

remaining structures ancJ destroyed the rest to secure an

advantage over subsequent arr i vals. Latecoming fishermen

often had to spend the first 20 days of the season securing

1l1aterials and constructing the necessary premises. Similar

modes of sabotage between Europeans cor:monly persh.ted

throughout the f."shing season as well (Innis 1978:56, 57;

Quinn 1978,527). This information indicates that the

8eothuk were part of a larger socio-economic syst",m r:rPAT i ng

~roblems for the migratory fishery.

The first recorded proof of Beotltuk possessing iron

dates to November 6, 1612, when Jc.hn Guy's party of explor

ers encountered canoe-travelling Indians at Bull Arm,

Tl-inity Bay and the two groups exchanged gifts. A few Clays

earlier Guy's men had discovered Beothuk houses containing a

very bright copper kettle, an old sail and a fishing reel

IQuinn 1979:1541. At Bull Arm iron knives, scissors,

needles, a hatchet and other Objects were given, or sold, to

the Natives. In return for an unarmed arrow shaft, a
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....hich, in view of data described in this thesis, were

probably nails or spikes that could be transformed into

projectile points. It is also possible that they ....ere

European-made projectile points, which were popular trade

objects and gifts throughout much of North America (Bauxar

1959:40-58; Russell 1967:320-327; Salwen 1978:163; Trigger

1978:J471. The Beathuk's use of disarmed arrows and bows as

peace offerings were eventually acknowledged by Europeans to

represent a desire to engage in trade {Duckworth Papers n.d.

: 46451.

Available documentation indicates that the Beathuk were

heavily dependant on iron tools by the mid-eighteenth cen

tury A.D., although they had probably begun using such items

much earlier. In sUllUllarizing his 1768/69 explorations of

Newfoundland, George Cartwright noted that the Beothuk made

arrow heads from old nai1ll about six inches in length and

stuck them into the notched ends of three-foot long pine

shafts where they were secured by lashings of deer sinew

[G. Cartwright 1792 vol. 1:101. A map drawn sometime during

the 1768-73 intarva1 by Captain John Cartwright shows

Beothuk arrows witt iron tips, but conspicuously lacking

sinew bindings (Marshall 1977:2401. This illustration is

interpreted ali an authentic depiction of Beothuk material

culture lMarsha11 1988:651 and suggests possible functional

or stylistic variations on eighteenth-century arrows.

In the latter half of the eightE!ent.h century A.D. some
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Europeans noted that. Beot.huk were becoming less common on

tht: sea coast tG. Cartwright 1792 Yel.l:S, 6; Hewson 1983:

15; Howley 1976; JJ I. This is in marked contrast to historic

depictions of a Beothuk migratory existence t.hat alternated

between summers on the coast and winters in interior

Newfoundland (Hewson 1983:14; Howley 1976:331. Changes to

this pattern imply new modes of resource procurement and

use. inclUding the gradual replacement of stont! tools by

iron items and the concomitant evolution of the latter

industry.

The Beothuk's eventual great desire for iron is reflec-

tl::d in government-sponsored attempts at friendly contact

thaI:. included extensive lists of appropriate objects to.be

used as qifts. In A.D. 1808 Govern·.:.or J. Hollo",",ay authorized

the purchase of 18 tin pots, 24 helved hatchets, twelve

helved hatchets (possibly different in some way from the

other 24), and 100 pounds of seven-inch nails for Lieutenant

Spratt's ullsuccessful A.D. 1809 search for Beothuk (HOWley

1976,671. The large amount of nails is interesting,

considering the Beothuk tendency to rework them into other

tools. Unmodifiod nails were reportedly used in the con

struction of a nineteenth-century canoe (Howley 197611921

and an eighteenth-century wooden frame for drying skins

I Hewson 1983: 20, 41 I, but such accounts ar~ rare.

In A.D. 1811 Lieutenant David Buchan led a goodwill

eXjJedition into interior Newfoundland that found well-main-

t",illed European axes along with hundreds of bright and sharp
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iron projectile points at Beothuk camps. Buchan's group

eventually engaged in ill-fated contact with Beothuk that

resulted in the death of two of his marines (Howley 1976:76

80, 861. In 1\.0. 1820 Buchan made a second attempt at

friendly contact. carrying with him iron projoctile points

made by his ship'S armourar as gifts. No Beothuk were seen

so the intended presents were left at various spots in the

inte£ior known to be frequented by the Natives (Howley 1976:

124,341).

Primary data regarding the Beothuk were greatly

enhanced in the nineteenth century A.D. when two of their

women were captured by settlers. Demasduit. also known as

Mary March, lived among Newfoundland's European popuLation

from March, 1819 until January, 1820. Shanawdithit, called

Nancy by her captors, was taken in 1823, along with two

other females. She survived for six years during which she

supplied much information pertaining to BeothUK material

culture, religion, popUlation, language and some of her

people's views of Europeans (Howley 1916:93-95, 169-2621.

Shanawdithit described two types of iron "spears", one

designed for killing seals and the other for "deer", in this

case, caribou. The first of these tools is now recognized

as a toggling harpoon that is similar in function to items

employed by many North American Natives in sea mammal hunt-

ing. These~, in Beothuk terminology, consisted of a

triangUlar iron blade with a straight stem set in a bone

socket, that was in turn hafted to a 12-foot long wooden
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shaft (Plate 10; Figure 11; Howley 1916:2411.

detached from the wooden shaft upon the blade's penetration

of t1.,~ prey animal. but remained c:onnected to the hunter via

a line. Shanawdithlt's depiction of a toggling harpoon is

markedly different from standard versions of these tools in

which the bone socket is attached to the shaft via a fore-

Possibly her recollection of the implement is

somewhat inaccurate, or the Beothuk versio.. s of toggling

harpoons did not perfectly imitate the examples from which

they may have been copied, such as Micmac or Dorset.

toggling harpoon is described in more detaiL along with the

oth.:.r types of Beothuk iron objects, in chapter three.

The second type of spear referred to by Shanawdithit

was apparently mainly used in caribou hunting. These tools,

a-min or a-mina in Beothuk terminology. consist of elongate,

tapered blades whose long stems. or tangs, were permanently

set into wooden shafts similar to toggling harpoons' 'l'ne

blade's widest portion occurs near the base. forming two

aharp, obtuse-angled shoulders that taper to the much

narrower tang IHowley 1976:248). Many similar implements

are found in the sample of Beothuk iron described in this

thesis lFigures 7-10, Plates 4-7).

Shanawdithit and her sister-captives' preference for

iron l"~. ·,·,cts. including kettles. hatchets, hammers and

nails, over European trinkets. linen, paper or other items

offered them indicates the Beothuk's high regard for the

metal. The three women. one of whom was weak with sickness.
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regularly returned to their sleeping quarters undllr loads of

literally staggering proportions (Howley 1976:1721. They

may have envisioned returning to their people with a wealth

of usable tools and raw materials for subsequent recycling.

A description of how the Bacthuk recycled European iron

15 supplied through an eight~enth-centuryA.D. report by

John Peyton Sr .• an English settler liVing in Twillingate.

In 1792 he told Lieutenant G.C. Pulling that he had seen a

wounded Beothuk man hammeriog the bed of a t.rap into

arrows on a rock inside a wigwam during the winter of 1781 M

(Hewson 1983:27, 45). Another report mentions the use of

flat rOCKS as anvils to -, .. beat out their (Beothukl arrows

and spears on M (Hewson 1983:20).

A. more e1aborat.e acconnl::. of Beol::.huk ironworking is at-

tributed to George Wells, a resident of Exploits Island,

Notre Dame Bay, who told J. P. Howley that he had wi t.nes::ed

such activities in the Elarly A..D. 1800s. He exp}a'nAn t.h;at

t.he piece to be modified was first kept in a fire for a few

days to soften it. A.n old axe inserted poll-first (butt

first I into a ~ junk" of wood was then utilized to shape the

raw material by working the iron back and forth along the

axe's cut.ting edge. The proposed working edge of thE:! new

tool was next Sharpened by grinding it on a stone, producing

arrow heads about six inches long (Howley 1976,2711.

W.E. Cormack conducted extensive research on thEt

Beothuk and attempted to find survivors in the late 18205.

In A..D. 1829 he reported to t.he Beothuk Institution in St..
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John's that nails were much prized by ';;hem and tentled to be

reused (Howley 1916:1921. He later explained that iron

eventually completely replaced. stone and bone as raw

materials for arrow heads and spear points. Supplies of

iron were obtained from European shipwrecks. assorted debris

around settlements, and sometimes pilfered from fiShermen's

prf<mises (Howley 1976:2301.

Historic descriptions of Beothuk graves indicate the

strong position of iron in these people's ideology. Grave

goods are typically interpreted as being necessary for the

deceased persan's survival in the after-world and have been

reported from many Amerindian sites (Jenness 1932:1651.

There are a number of I'eference.:. depicting nails, iran pat

fragments, axes, ather European objects and mare traditional

Beothuk materials, including birch bark, bane pendants, red

ochre and stone tools, in burials (Hawley 191£>:289, 332,

335). One bone pendant from a Comfort Island grav,," haP:' ~n

incised design that is very representative of iron project-

ile point blades (Locke 1975:301. This burial also contains

(l possible Basque iron whaling harpoon.

Evidence of new physical and ideological stimuli,

attributable to European influence, in Beothuk material

cul ture can be seen in the number of words added to their

language during the historic: period lAppendix AI. The list

shows a gr3dual increase over the years, starting with the

~Cl inch Vocabulary", compiled in the late eighteenth century

A.D. from information supplied by a captured Beothuk girl,
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OLlbee. These data. first released in The Pulling Manuscript

in A.D. 1792 and as the ·Clinch Vocabulary·, proper. in A.D.

1800, have ten clear references to European words (Hewson

1978:14-21). Another vocabulary compiled by Leigh in A.D.

1819, with assistance from the aforementioned Demasduit

(Mary March), contains some thirty-five examples clearly at

tributable to a European influence (Ho....ley 1976:38-501. The

-King Vocabulary", released shortly after A.D. 1829. has six

new words allegedly supplied by Shanawdithit (Howley 1976,

107-113) .

This research indicates that 50\ (11/34) of utilitarian

European objects listed in the vocabularies were recycled by

the Beothuk into more tra::l.itional forms of tools. Nine of

15 European iron items were variably reworked into projec-

tile points, awls, fish spears and possibly scrapers, while

other metals and boat sails were modified for other func-

tions. All the European objects, with the possiblA p"r:pp'"inn

of guns, could have been recycled or otherwise incorporated

into extant Beothuk functions. Access to firearms holOs

greater potential for changing traditional hunting/settle-

ment patterns and for more aggressive relations with other

people.
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Comparative Cases

In order to assess more fully the socia-cultural impli-

cations of Beothuk iranwarking, analogous industries from

east.ern North America <'lra examined here. This approach is

somewhat in line with Trigger's concept of a Colonial North

American history ..,'ithin which Native anel European themes are

contributing parts (Trigger 1982;111. Data relating to the

Onondaga Iroquois from the present New York ,~tate area,

mostly compiled by James W. Bradley, and material pertaining

to Labrador Eskimos, taJ<.en mainly from Susan Kaplan's work.

are referred 'to in this regard. A thh:d analogue, comprised

of Micmac grave goods from the Hopps site. Nova. Scotia

I Bkep: 1 l, cont.ains a selection of European-made project.~le

pointG that are v~ry similar to two items from int.erior.

Newfoundland.

Between A.D 1550 and 1650 the Onondaga Iroquois made

pt'edominant use, or reuse, of European axes as raw materials

in the production of celts, harruners, mauls and hoes. Broken

European knives and sword blades were recycled into chisels,

gouges. other woodworking tools and harpoons, depending on

the condition of the iron fragment (Bradley 1980: JO). There

is an obvious tendency towards the production of t.ools

connected with farming and woodworking by these people,

0Pf ,sed to the Beothuk emphasis on projectile points. This

is not surprising given the differences in SUbsistence

activities be1:ween 1:he 1:\<10 groups. The demands of farming

in Onondaga (Tuc~. 1971: 19 J would have required implements
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for clearing land and tilling the earth. The Beothllk

environment, on the other h<1lnd. necessitated a mobile

hunter-gatherer economy.

The Baothuk and Onondaga early contact, or proto-

historic, periOdS (Tuck 1971 :171 t differ in that the latter

people acquired European materials via Native middlemen

before meeting the newcomers (Bradley 1980,109). By

contrast. in the late fifteenth and early sixteenth cen

turies A.D., some of the first Europeans to arrive in the

New \ll'orlo. met possible Beothuk on the coast during the

After A.D. 1550 the Beothuk had access to iron at

shore-based operations associated with the European migra-

tory fishery. The Onondaga introduction to European

materials provided them with time to absorb some of the

latter's impact upon their culture before being exposea to

the stress implicit in direct or close contact with the

visitors.

By the mid-seventeenth century A.D. the Onondaga were

practically dependant on European materials and implements

(Bradley 1979:2921. Bradley conclUdes that the Onondaga'S

ironworking methods illustrate the retention of prehistoric,

stone age procedures, although any working of iron involves

technical knowledge surpassing the Neolithic level (Bradley

1960:111). This suggests that Onondaga ironworking incor

porated extant tool-making skills to their fullest poten

tial. Iron fragments displaying U-shaped grooves on their

surfaces are cited as evidence of sandstone or other lithic
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abraders being used to etch lines in the metal along which

it could be broken. The presence of v-shaped incisions on

iron from later sites is interpreted as proof of the

eventual replacement of st.one abraders by metal files.

Tertiary stages of production saw stones used to sharpen the

cutting edges of the new tools (Bradley 1980: 111).

The proposed Iroquois combined application of old and

ne"" technique::; to work a strange material is interesting

wi til respect to thoa Beothuk. Onondaga people made ornamen-

tal items from native copper befor~ they had access to iron,

and thus had been exposed to metal (Bradley 1980:111;

Beauchamp 1903: 12). Metallurgical evidence suggests that

the properties of copper-working are not directly relevant

1:.0 iron-modification (Knauth 1974:84), although any associa-

tion with metal would likely have been beneficial in this

new industry. Since the Beothuk had no native copper, only

their skills in working stone, and possibly bone, wot\ld have

preparecl them for recycling iron.

The" Onondaga recycled less iron concomitant with tl':.e

increased availability of European goods (Bradley 1979,110 J.

This does not seem to be the case in Newfoundland where a

late Beothuk site at Wigwam Brook yielded a high proportion

of reworked iron objects and manUfacturing debris, compared

to finished European tools (LeBlanc 1973:106,131). The

other Beothuk sites referred to here similarly indicate

large amounts of ironworking. Lilte Beothuk sites display a

lolCk of stone tools, except for hammerstones and a faw
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abrad.ers, but European material, consi~ting mostly of iron,

was usually recycled rather than used intact (Devereux 1970:

37; LeBlanc 1973:114-116). These points are dealt with in

greater detail when the sample of Beothuk artifacts is

introduced.

The Onondaga desire for European objects resulted 1n an

elaborate trade network involving other Iroquois nations and

their neighbours. The Iroquoian-speaking Susquehannock and

the members of the Iroquois Confederacy. the Mohawk, Seneca,

Cayuga. Onondaga and Oneida, acquirod now socia-economic

power as middlemen peddling the new items to inland people

via major rivers (Bradley 1979:357), Long-established SQt-

tlement patterns and trade routes were altered to accommo-

date the demand for European materials. Midway through the

sixt.eenth century A.D. t.he Susquehannock looveo sout.h to the

Washington Boro basin, at the bottom of Chesapeake 8ily, con

ceivably to position themselves better for obtainin,:,

European supplies (Bradley 1979:378). Early in the seven

teenth century A..D., th~ traditional trade network shifted

towdrds an east-west flow from the older north-south

direction (Bradley 1979: 39G).

Traditional trade relationships were subjected to

aoditional stress as rivalries between different groups

gradually subsided, aided in part by the assimilation of

refugees from war and epidemic diseases. Refugees were

usually adopted into smaller Iroquoian villages, ultimately

resulting in the creation of large towns covering miles of
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cerr i tory. By the eighteenth century A. D. these settlements

(!"hib~tl"<d much European influence in their architectural and

agricUltural design lBradlBy 1979:348-3501.

In Labrador a contemporaneous iron industry occurred

<lmong the Eskimo population (Kaplan 1983:Vl I. On Eskimo

I:>land Thrt<e in Hamilton Inlet, sixteenth and seventeenth-

ceutury i\.D. EuropQan material was found in Native context

from that period (Kaplan 1983:413, 420). Nails, spikes and

other iron objects were cold hammered into semilunar knives,

projectile points and harpoon endblades (Kaplan 1983: 231).

Archaeological assemblages containing mostly tradition

al objects. along with recycled iron, suggest. that from A.D.

1600-1700 Hamilton Inlet was generally the southern lim~t of

EzkilllO CatllpS, although Inuit occupations are reported in the

Slra it of Belle Isle (Martijn 1980:; 05, 106: Tuck 1984: 2321.

Tht- Inuit obtained some European goods through trade, but

much was taken through pilfering, to the .i.re of fish~rmen

(Jordan 1978:176; Taylor 1972:135, 139,140). This is an

interesting parallel with the Beothuk although the course of

each iron industry eventually ran quite differe:1tly.

The Labrador people's settlement-subsistence patterns

underwent significant modifications early in the historic

period as Eskimos were drawll, by the presence of European

goods, to the Strait of Belle Isle region from central and

nort.he~·n Labrador (Kaplan 1983:331). Settlement shifted

from outer coastal sites, with an associated dependance on

marine mammals, to mere marginal inner areas where



terrestrial food resources, including caribou and fish, the

latter probably taken with European nets, became the optimum

game (Kaplan 1983:298).

Eskimos who remained along the Labrador north '.:oast

during the early perled found themselves in a situatU'n

analogous to the Onondaga Iroquois whereby they received

iron and other European goods from Native middlemen before

meeting the strangers responsible for the items. The

L:!lbrador middlemen were fellow Eskimos who had moved to the

Hamilton Inlet area earlier in the historic period and as

the scale of European trade increased, especi<llly in the

A.D. 1700-1801l interval, they gradually achieved status

associated with a more wealthy, influential class. The

onset of these powerful men among a normally egalitarian

society is marked by a number of soc io-cul tural transforma

tions, including a new practice of burying such people in

solitary graves, with associated caChes, on hilltop'" o"er-

looking villages or hunting grounds (Kaplan 1983,240, 331,

8491. Residency patterns also changed throughout the

seventeenth and eighteenth centuries A.D. as large family

groups began sharing the same house, und&r the control of a

dominant male figure (Kaplan 1983,357).

The Labrador Eskimos became increasingly reliant upon

European materials, as did the Beothult and Onondaga people.

By the latter seventeenth century A..O., st",el knivlls had

completely replaced traditional slate and nephrite examples

although some older tool-types, such as toggling harpoons,
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were still in use. albeit equipped with iron endblades.

Similar to the Onondaga, Eskimo ironworking declined

drastically as more European goods became available (Jordan

and Kaplan 1980; 40 I. Guns were available in Labrador by

A.D, 1850, but toggling harpoons with metal endblaolil5 were

still regularly used by hunters at this time. These items'

penieverance iodice-tas a theme of cultural continuity

dictated by environmental conditions (Kaplan 1983: 248).

After A.D. 1800, in compliance with the Moravian mis

sionaries' desire for a more terrestrial-based economy. most

Labrador Eskimos had forsaken their regular settlement/sub-

sistence habits in favour of living around missions or in

smalL scattered villages on the mainland and inner isl~nds

lKaplan 1983,298-3001. By this time foxes, WOlverines and

other fur bearers were the predominantly sought after

anilnals, which provideO furs for barter at traOing posts,

but insufficient meat for hunters' ~amilies. Seals \·!ere

procured by Eskimo men whenever possible, but most often

European food supplements were required. Missions fed their

Native followers in times of need, on the condition that

tln,re was to be no sharing with non-Christians (Kaplan 1983:

3651. This represents some Europeans' attempts to eliminate

older, ftpagan" tendencies concerning communal living and

integrate the Labrador Natives into the colonial development

of the New World.

The contemporaneous development of ironworking among

Labrador Eskimos and the Beothuk spawns obvious questions
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concerning possible exchanges of id.eas and/or materialS

across the Strait of Belle Isle. Labrad.or fl:atives regUlarly

visited the tip of the Great Nor-tharn Peninsula {Taylor

1912:139. 1441 although no Beothuk artifacts, suggesting

contact between the two groups, have yet been found in that

The parallel development of Beothuk and Eskimo iron

industries remains thought-provoking considering possible

contact with Europeans and. methoc1s of reCyCling iron. The

tendency for each group to pilfer European iron and the

indicated. changes in Eskimo CUlture are potentially relevant

to the poorly-documented Beothuk.

The Onondaga and Eskimo case5 of i-anwerking both

contain useful models of the potential pressure for socio-

cultural change inherent in Native use of European goods.

Each .)xample manifests its o....n reactions concerning trade,

settlement/subsistence habits and the fate of their indige-

naus material CUltures. These themes will be reexamined

throughout this thesis in terms of Beothuk iron technology

anc3 summarized at the end for all the grQups.

The Micmac represent a different reaction to the

European presence in that they rarely modified iron. Their

geographical position put them in direct contact with

El~~'''''peans from the beginning of the contact period onwards,

and their willingness to engage in trade guaranteed a supply

of the newcomers' materials (Burley 1981:209,2111. Unlike

the other comparative cases, Micmac people closely inter

acted with early Europe"n visitors. For example, during the
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sixteenth century A.D. they freely boarded Basque fishing

vessels, helping themselves to fish and various objects

(Whitehead 1987:171. The Micmac became important partici

pants in the European fur trade, trapping animals and acting

as middlemen for other Aboriginal people in thE'. Gulf of

St. La....rence !lnd the Gulf of Maine (Whitehead 1987:33).

Late sixteenth-century and early seventeenth-century A.D.

graves indicate that they soon became dependant. on European

tools for their various activities. which by then consisted

mainly of obtaining furs for trade (Whitehead 1988:62-64).

The Micmac's participat.ion in the fur trade, combined

witll their inVolvement in French-English conflicts and the

influence of missionaries, reSl,llt.ed in changes to their.

trCldltional settlement!subsisten<':e patterns.

archaeological!ethnohistorical research suggests that

prellistoric!early historic Micmac predominant.ly lived in

riverine settings which facilitated seasonal excursions to

inl<tnd or coast.al are.'lS <tt peak resource times. This

arrangement contrasts wit.h historic reports of them spending

sununers on the coast and the rest of the year hunting furs

in the interior, which possibly represents a modified

settlement pattern designed to obtain European trade goods

brought over each ne~1 fishing season {Bourque 1973:9; Burley

1981 :2\3; Sanger 198~:2081. Eventually the depletion of fur

bearing animals from accustomed hunting areas an~ popUlation

pressure from European settlers living on the coast pUShed

the Micmac into more marginal areas Where their survival
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could only be achieved through further depenc1ance on the

colonists (Whiteheac1 1986:35; Burley 1981 :2131.

Micmac artifacts inclUded in this test sample include a

modified nail that is similar to Boyd's Cove and Inspector

Island specimens, and French-Basque projectile points that

resemble some Beothuk· items. The Micmac i terns hold poten

tail ramifications for the Beothuk use of iron. with respect

to modification processes and contact, including the possi-

bility of trade. with other groups. The Micmac artifacts

are described in datal 1 along with the Beothuk sample and in

AppendiX B.



CHAPTER 2: SPECIFIC RESEARCH QUESTIONS

The central question in this thesis asks why the

Bt!othuk adopted iron as an alternative to stone and bone 

does it represent an inherently superior material resulting

in more efficient tools, or were other factors involved?

Archaeological and technological literature indicate that

f>tonc projectile points are equal, or superior, to iron

examples in terms of cutting edge function (Pope 1923: 369).

Iron is tougher than stone, however, and thus produces tools

less prone to breaking. This information suggests that

"here are functional advantages to each material and the

preferred use of one over thp. other is also attributable to

additional reasons.

Such factors may include changes in Beothuk subsis-

tence/settlement patterns in response to the European

presence in their homeland. Historical and archaeological

data suggest that the Little Passage/early Beothuk pract.iced

a migratory type of existence that alternately utilized

coastal and interior resources (Hewson 1984:14; Howl.ey 1976:

33: Schwarz 1984: 43-46). This pattern apparently became

inapplicable as Newfoundland's European population increased

and gradually confined the Beothuk to the island's interior.

Tile isolation from coastal foods and other resources hilS

been identi f ied as a possible instrumental factor in the

extinction of the Beothuk (Tuck 1976:761. Traditionally,

they most likely resembled prehistoric Newfoundlanders,

inclUding l:.skimo and Indian cultures, who regularly visit.ed



coastal quarries for preferred types of stone, usually cllert

for tile Beotlluk, to be made into tools (A.uger 19B5:12t;

Simpson 1987:115). It is possible that tile Beotlluk even-

tual~y found European iron to be more accessible tllan tllese

traditional materials, resUlting in tQcllnological change,

and wilen tlley began living in the interior all year round,

iron continued to sUy':!rsede ~ ithic tools even though good

quality stone is available in such rf!gions (Robert Stevens

1988, personal communication).

Other statistical questions constitute the first

comprehensive typological analysis of the Beothuk iron

industry yet undertaken. The total number of classes/types

of tools are identified and interpreted with respect to

pOSl:iible use-patterns relating to space and/or time.

Possibly there were specific conditions that affected the

rate at which iron technology evolved, such as proximity to

the coast and/or dates of occupation. For instance. were

~d<!quate supplies of European iron more accessible to latter

period Beotlluk than they were to their predecessors? It is

important to note that the more recent Beothuk, by living

year round in the interior, were further removed than their

forefathers had been from concentrated European settlement

on the coast. This indica. ~s the need for care Cui inter-

pretation of the archaeological record.

Other questions concern the process .. s by which the

Beothuk modiCled iron - were any techniques retained from

their older bone and. lithic industries? Ethnoarchaeological
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studies indicate that many Stone Age craftspeople heated

their lithic materials to enhance tool production and

successful use of this procedure implies extensive knOWledge

of the physical properties of the stone involved (Bleed and

Meirer 1980:502, 503, 505; Flenniken 1915: 125). Could this

practice have been carried over to a burgeoning iron

industry? Similarly, to what extent were tOu1s aS50c1ate<:l

with older industries applied to ironworking? The historic

record suggests that Beothuk iron was SUbject to both cold

working and hot working techniques. Conceivably. different

conlbinations of these treatments were utilized and, if so,

do Beothuk iron toolS exhibit evidence of this? If heat

treatment was usee, was it universally applied or sUbjec::t to

sp(:cific conditions?

The answers to these questions facilitate comparing

the Beothuk iron industry to other contemporaneous cases

froln eastern North America.. Following the description and

interpretation of the Beothuk iran industxy. this .;tudy

evaluates three other variations of Indigenous peoples'

transition from stone technologies to specializod iron

industries featuring recycled and/or intact European tools.

Methodology

Non-metallurgical research problems, requiring morpho

logical analyses of Beothuk assemblages, were approached

through examination of data and artifacts in St. John's.

This permitted suggesting the general rate at which Beothuk
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iron replaced older materials by comparing the frequencies

of tools found at undisturbed sites. Visual analysis of

artifacts, mostly conducted at Memorial University and the

Newfoundland Museum, facilitated detecting the types of

objects made by Beothuk craftsmen and the Europoan materials

used as raw materials. Once clearly delineated within the

sample, the recycled items were subjected to f'Jrther

descriptive appraisal involving tabulated attribute values,

recorded in WID., to indicate any trends in tool production.

Use-wear studies of analogous lithic arttfacts are cited in

suggesting some of the fun(.tions associated with traditional

activities that iron obj,;,cts may have performed.

The sample referred to in this thesis, containing

finished implements, preforms, manUfacturing debitagll and

European objects/raw materials, permits tentative identifi

cation of some of the different techniques involved in tool

production. Establishing a typology of Beothuk iron tools

is a prerequisite for assessing the growth of toolmakers'

ironworking abilities over space and/or time. Improvements

in these skills could have resulted in more efficient tool

production, reflected in a wider range of high quality

objects utilizing a greater selection of European items as

raw materials.

Questions relating to changes in iron's physical con

stitution, including variable hardness v lues, preferred raw

materials, and the effects of hot working, relative to cold

harl¥llering, were best answered by a laboratory analysis of
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pertinent art.ifacts. These tests examined iron objects for

differences 1:1 grain structure attributable to particular

modification t.echniques. Parks Canada's Conservation Labs

in Ot.tawa provided thClo necessary facil.ities and pertionnel

for metallurgical appraisal of Beathuk iron from Boyd's Cove

IDiAp:31 These results are presented in Chapter 4. and

Appendix C.

The preceding paragraphs address internal aspects of

l:.he Beothuk iron industry that must be determined before

cross cultural comparisons with other groups can be attempt

ed. The rates at which the particular iron industries

evolved. focusing on the tools produced, the raw materials

utilized and the different techniques involved, are poten-

t; ally informative concerning Nati va-European interactions.

~or the Beothuk, these data are potentiully important in

terlns of possible changes to traditional sUbsistence/set

tlement patterns and local material culture inherent in

closer alignment with Europeans or illcreased use of the

latter's goods.



CHAPTER 3: ARCHAEOLOOICAL ANALYSIS OF BEOTHUK IRON

This section begins \olith a aescription of impot:tant

internal aspects of the Beothuk iron industry, including the

types of recycled tools and their suggested manufacturing

processes. The degree to \olhich these objects seem to have

been supplemented by intact European items is then addressed

and the perceived relationship bet....een the iron and the

older stone industries, in terms of functional efficiency,

is broached.

Iron Projecti.'.e Points

Beothuk iron projectile poil~ts consist of two major

parts: a pointed, often symmetrical, blade and a much

narro....er tang section that ....as hafted to a wooden shaft or

bone socket (Figures 4-11,24-26; Plates 1-101. This

description closely resembles the definition posited by

Ahler in his study of stone projectile point form and

function, in which such tools are typically - .. bilaterally

symmetrical and bifacially flaked, consisting of two parts,

a distally pointed blade, and a haft element usually dis

tinguished from the blade by means of grinding, notching,

lateral constriction or other modification" (Ahler 1971:6 J.

This section of the thesis examines Beothuk iron projectile

points' physical attributes along with their functional

implications, in terms of manUfacture and use.

Thirty-one projectile points retaining enough of their

original form to permit morphological examination are
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thickness. with the latter value taken across their widest

part. They are also examined with respect to tang length,

tang width and tang thickness, with the latter two parame

ters taken at the Distal end that i;l.rticulatos with the

blade. In the case of another 19 arti facts, missing all or

most of their blades, it is unclear if they are broken

projectile points or preforms. An additional nine objects

are clearly preforms (Tables 1-3; Figures 4-11, 24-26;

Plates 1-4, 6-8, 18, 19).

The analysis resulted in the division of the sample

into four types, that in three of four cases. are further

spIlt inlo subsets. Thls crganizational scheme, illust~ated

yraphically in Figures 13-23, reflects artifact morphology

rather than function, which leaves it amenable to the

possibility that the some of the different types were used

in similar tasks. For instance, projectile point!': lJii-.h

blades under 6~. 0 nun. long were probably used in hunting

large game. such as cariboU, black bears and seals, along

with less formidable prey, i.e. small fur bearers. These

tools may have also been utilized as knives. A second set

of prOjectile points eXhibiting longer tangs in combination

with more variable blade sizes, including some up to 90 INn.

in length, may have seen similar use despite sometimes being

much larger than members of the first group. '" third group

of projecti 1 e poi nts, wi th blades 1 01-170 rom. long and 'tangs

300-378.8 mrn. in length, were mOiiit likely mainly UGlid in
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occur only in interior Newfoul"dland which strongly as-

sociates them with caribou h'mting.

The smaller items resemble historic references to

arrow heads lG. Cartwright 1792: vol. 1:10; Marshall 1977:

240), while the largest variations resemble Shanawdithit's

description of "deer spears" used by her people (Howley

1916:2481. The largest of the middle-sized blades might

suggest classification as deer spears, but their tangs'

slight cross sections are more characteristic of arrow heads

and they are difficult to label as either. The terms "arrow

head" and "deer spear" also downplay iron projectile points'

potential multi-functional nature. includi" possible

butchering and other tasks in addition to hunting applica-

tions. In the hope of imposing a rigorous, objective

classification scheme for Beothuk iron projectile points,

the potQntially ambiguous terms "arrow head" and "(iAAl"

spear" are not utiliz.ed in this thesis. In their place the

four types of projectile points are denoted by a numerical

prefix, with sub-types designated by the appropriate number

and specific letter, namely la, lb, 2a, 2b, 2c, Ja, Jb, Jc

and 4.
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Proiect! Ie Point Typology

Type 1: Lanceolate Blades n=a

The eight type 1 projectile points are characterized by

lanceolate, r.r non-shouldered, blades atop tangs that are

square in cross section (Figures 4-6, 9; Plates 1-3, 61.

Thf<sa are d i v ided i nta sub-types 1a 10"'6) and 1b (0-2) on

the basis of trends in their blade and tang shapes (Figures

13-23) Five of the la artifacts were found at Boyd's Cove.

on the coast, While th"1 sixth la item and the two lb objects

COOIG from inland s1 tes around Red Indian Lake. Their exact.

provenionce is unknown due to their collection some time ago

by untrained personnEll. Two la preforms found on the coast

and one Crom interior NeWfoundland (Table 1) provide more

tentative evidence for the suggested higher density of

lauceolat", non-shouldert<d blades in litt.oral regions.

The Type 1 artifacts from interior Newfoundland cannot

be clearly dated due to incomplate provenience elata, but

tlH:ir area of origin, the northern end of Red Indian Lake,

indicat.es significant reuse t.hroughout prehist.ory and

history, similar to Boyd'S Cove. Conclusions introduced

here suggc:st that the interior la artifact. is probably

cont.£:mporaneous with Boyd'S Cove examples while SUb-type lb

occurs slightly later.
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Sub-type 1 a: Lanceolate Blades

Tangs < 62.01 rom. Long and Square in Cross section 1l;;6

1a blades are 49.8-62.7 mm. long. 9.4-18.6 mm. wide

and 1.5-2.85 mm. thick, with a mean siZE! of 56.97 x \3.27 x

2.16 rnm. lTable 2; Figures 4-6, 9. 13-20; Plates 1-3, 61.

They tend to have gently convex sides that attain their

widest area around mid-length. Some, such as DIAp: 3: 242 J

and DiAq:l:815 (Figures 5.6; Plates 2,3), with more

sharply curved sides are referred to as possessing "pseudo

shoulders" in order to distinguish them from other

specimens clearly not possessing this trait.

The two intact 1a tangs are 44.6 and 62 long.

combining for a mean of 53.3 11UTI. that is slightly less than

the a'/erage 1a blade length 156.911. The longest item,

DiAp:3:18 from Boyd'S Cove, has a blade len.gth of 62.7 mm.

and a tang length/blade length (TL/BLI ratio of 0.99/1

(Table 2; Figure 181. The othlOr complete tang, NF 3174 from

Red Indian Lake, has an incomplete blade that is 31.5 mm.

long while missing a small distal portion ITable 2; Figures

4, 9, 18; Plates 1, 61. The blade's tip ·:ngle suggests the

broken section is no more than 9.0 nm. lOlJg and that its

tang is slightly longer than its complete blade would have

been.

One la artifact, DiAp:3:2423, is completely missing its

tang_ The five remaining la tangs are 3.45-6.40 nun. wide::

and 1.00-4.90 mm. thick, for an average of 5.17 x 3.13 mm.

(Table 2: Figures 21-231 la tangs tend to be som&what
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is 4.20-4.90 mm. thick lTable 2l. All la tangs are squarel

rectangular in cro!;:;; section and appear to be made from

wrought iron nails. The absence of modification, t.hrough

hammering, cutting or grinding, on their surface is an

impo.t:tant distinction between tohem and the rQst of the

sample whase tangs portray evidence of reworking, as do

their blades. The essentially unmodified 14 tangs suggest a

b,lsic level of ironworking that possibly reflects their

antiquity relative to the rest of the sample.

SUb-type lb: Lanceolate Blades:

Tangs Square inCross Section and > 62.00 rom. Long n=2

As the title implies, differences in t.ang length are

strong distinguishing criteria bet.ween la and 1b projectile

points. The t.wo I b tangs measure 117.50 x 4.00 x 4.50 mm.

and 122.60 x 2.70 x 2.55 mm., for. a mean of 1.20.05 x 3.35 x

3.52 mm. that is much longer and narrower t.han the 1a

average of 56.97 x 5.17 x 3.13 nun. [Table 2; Figures 9,21

23: Plate 61. The lb tangs are thinner t.han all la items,

except one that is 1.00 mm. thick. This item seriously

lowers the La average, considering that the remaining 1a

langs are 4.2-4.9 nun. t.hick ITable 21.

Analysis also revealed morphological differences

bet.ween 1a and 1b blades. The intact 1b blade, NF 3172, has

dimensions of 56.4 x 11.2 x 1.45 mm. and is ...... ithin the range

of 1.1 specimens, except for being thinner. The broken lb
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rOborat.es NF 3172 in suggesting that 1b types are thinner

than la. Both lb blades are also narrow in comparison to la

examples. NF 3170's implied combination of a very small

blade ....ith a much longer tang makes it additionally distinct

from la items ITable 2: Figures 4,5,9: Plates I, 2, 61.

The discrepancies in form between both classes of Type

1 projectile points may relate to function"l factors and/or

specifiC manufacturing criteria pertaining to where and when

the artifacts were used. SUb-type la is more common at

coastal sites Which also appear to be older than many of tho

inland localities referred to here. Unfortunately the

interior Type 1 artifacts, namely NF 3174 lIal, NF 3170 11bJ

"nd NF 3172 lIb), Clln only be datod to the general historic

period due to their collection !)y enthusiastic, but incau

tious nonprofession"ls. As explained above, NF 3174, the

individual 1a artifact from interior Newfoundland, might be

older than the lb examples anel could reflect a more rudimen

tary level of ironworking. It may have been made on the

coast before being carrieeJ into the interior via Beothull

SE:asonal migrations, or it might be an early iron projectile

point manufactured at a lacustrine or riverine living area.

In addition to the preCE:ding temporal factors, longer

tangs may have provided the Beothuk with stronger, more

durable projectile points that could better cope with the

increased physical stress implicit in killing large amounts

of caribou, and other animals, in intl<rior Newfoundland.
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Similarly, the trend towards narrower, thinner blades in tho

interior possibly represents the evolution of more efficient

penetrating tools that required less effort in slaying

animals. A functional study of stone projectile points

~uggests that suitably streamlined blades achieve this

Elf fect (Browne 1940: 209) .

It is important to reiterate that the different Type 1

attributes represent possible trends in Beathult iron projec-

tile points occurring over space and time. Sub-type 1a is

characterized by a tang length/blade length ('rL!BLI ratio of

0.99/1. while the comparable figure for lb artifacts is

1,61/1 (Table 2; Figure 181. Similarly, the average 1a tang

length/blade width ratio (TL/awl, ~ 52/1. and its mean ~ang

length/blade thickness (TL/BT1), 33.65/1, arc much smaller

than the con:esponding lb values of 13.76/1 ITL/BW I and

112.\4/1 lTL/BTll, which reflect the trend towards long

tangs from I a to I b I Figures 19, 20 I. The resulting hypot.h

osis asserts that future la and lb projectile points should

be distinguishable from one another on the basis of blade/

tang ratios, in addition to their actual measurements (Table

2; figures 13-231.

Suggested Type 1 Manufacturing Procedure

The large sample of Beothuk iron from Boyd's Cove

includes various uncompleted projectile points, i.e.

p~·.'!fonns, that are indicative of the techniques used to

manufacture them. This permits tentative reconstruction of
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the sUb-type 1a manUfacturing sequence ....hich can then be

extrapolated. to lb artifacts "nO. others.

Wrought iron nails, inclucHng 234 complete items and

945 fragments. comprise the most popUlar raw material for

recycling at Boyd's Cove. One hundred seventy five purpose-

Iy modified nails/fragments indicate that items up to 20

em. long were brought through a series of stages that

usually began with the shaft being hammered flat 2-4 cm.

below the head. until it eould be broken off (Figure 24;

Plate 151. This produced two distinct sections; 11) a

modified nail fragment - retaining the head, and 12) a

partially flattened shaft (Figures 24, 26, 27; Plates 2. J,

14). Modified nail fragments could have provided iron

sUbstitut.os for stone hide scrapers, While the shaft

sections are more suitable for reworking into projectile

points or awls.

Derivation of a finished projectile point appanmtly

involved hammering the partially flattened nail shaft to

bring about the approximate desired blade size. Grinding

the preform on a !it<:lne abrader would t:.hen ref inc the blade

and render an overall smooth finish on both surfaces,

besides sharpening the cutting edges. A Boyd'::- Cove

artifact, DiAp:3:1236, has the tip of its blade partially

outlined, presumably through these teChniques (Figure 5;

Plate 2). Additional abrasion would probably have been

employed to remove more of the unwanted iron unti 1 the

pointed tip was satisfactorily formed.
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The author' 5' at.tempts at replicating Beot.huk projectile

points from \ofroughl iron nails r ..veal t.hat. grinding the

latter on suita.ble stones is an effective, albeit tiresome

and time-consuming. method of altering the metal's shape.

The major byproClucts of this activity are copious amounts of

fine black dust and obvious use-wear, in t.he form of

grooves, on the surface of the abraders/grindstones. The

pn.. sence of nine abraders from Boyd's Cove. 15 from Wigwam

Brook. and 25 from other interior sites (NewfouncHand Museum

collection} attest to the Beothu):: frequent grinding of iron.

Some of the inland abraders are especially worn, with deep

grooves up to two centimeters thick extending over much of

their surface area, which implies a greater Beothuk reliance

on ironworking at intarior sites. compared to co.ast.al areas

where lithic I:ools were retained for a longer time.

SUb-type lb projectile points were probably m.anufac

tured through a sequence similar to that proposed for 1a

exalnples, except that the longer lb tangs imply a need for

additional modifications. These extra st.eps might increase

l..he likelihood of failure and this pot.ential risk in manu

racturing lb items could be reduced by using suitably-sized

L'aw materials that would require minimal reworking, as in

the case of la objects. Nails might be accepta.ble, except

that their tapered shafts would often need alterations to

achieve the more uniform Ib cross sections. Rod iron

fragments, chain links and fishhooks would provide adequate

amounts of metal for recycling, but they a.re usually round
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are square. It seems that additional hammering, cutt.ing and

grinding would be needed to derive t.he lb t.angs, no mat.t.er

what. raw mat.erials were used.

Int.erior assemblages include a number of projectile

point preforms that cannot be conclusively categorized

within the typology due to their incomplete nat.ure or

surfaces marred through corrosion. Wigwam Brook (DfAw: 11 's

possible Type 1 preforms include lis 76, 77 dnd 79 (Pldte 41,

whose square-edged tangs suggest they may have been made on

small \olrought nails. DfAw:l :75's slightly angular blade

(Plat.e 4) is suggestive of Type 2 artifact.s described in the

next section of this thesis. DfAw, 1 :80, consisting of a

slightly flattened area atop a tang that is square in cross

section, and DfAw: 1 ,78, port.raying a simil·::u. :!'orphology

Qxcept for being round in end view, manifest primary stagos

within the manufacturing sequence .....hich renders them 1nc:on-

elusive as to what type of projectile point they represent

(Plate 4). From t.he museum collection, NF 3166 has a

lanceolate blade with unsharpened edges and a broken distal

end that are possibly attributable to problems experienced

during manUfacturing (Figure 9; Plate 61.

One preform, DiAq,1:815 IFigure &; Plate 3: Table 31,

from Inspector Island has a pseudo-shouldered blade similar

to some Type 1 artifacts from Boyd's Cove, but indicates

aberrant choices of modification technIque and raw material.

This blade, instead of being hammered out on one end of a
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long, narrow object. has peen carved, possibly utilizing a

chisel, file or axe, on the surface of a flat., rectangular

piece of Iron reminiscent of trap fragments mostly found at

intacior sites. The proto-blade has been partially undercut

feom its iron core through a sideways application of force,

again probably using one of the aforementioned European

tools. Once removed. the blade preform might have been

SUbjected to grinding on a stone to refine its shape and

cutting ed~ ~S.

This suggested technique appears cumbersome compared to

those proposed for Type I projectile points in which wrought

iron nails were often utilized as raw materialS.

3bsence of a complete tang on DiAq: 1: 815 could reflect

manUfacturing difficulties that should not be surprising if

it is an example of Beothuk experimental ironworking. On

the other hand, this artifact is morphologically similar to

a Boyd's Cove item, Diap:3:2423, described earlier as having

a pseudo-shouldered blade. Both of their flat, thin,

relatively short tang areas are suggestive of Type 4 objects

(Plate 10, Figure 111 which suggests that DiAq:l :815 and

DiAp:3:2423 are endblade preforms.



'!Ype 2 Projectile Points:

Shouldered Blades < 90.0 mm.~~

Type 2 projectile points displa.y greater morphological

diversity than do Type I examples and, in manufacturing

terms, are technologically more complex. These qualities

may be partially attributable to some Type 2 tools having

been made by Europeans as trade items or gifts for Beothuk

people or other North American Natives. As explained in the

historic background, this was a popular European tactic in

their assimilation of the New Worlds's indigenous people.

Other Type 2 items, E:specially some from inland sites, were

probably made by Beothuk after their ironworking skills had

improved, subsequent to the Type 1 period. This proposed

increase in abilit';',~s is reflected in the more intricate

design of Type 2 tools and the wider selection of European

objects utilized as raw materials in their manufacture.

Type 2 blades' widest area, referred to as the !'honld-

ers, occurs near the base which adjoins to the distal end of

the tang IFigures 4-1,9; Plates 1-4, Ii, 71. Six items are

assigned to SUb-type 2a, another eight are designated 2b

examples, and three more with exceptionally large blades are

placed in sub-type 2c lTables I, 2; Figures 13-23). As for

Type 1, morphological trends within the Type 2 category

appear to conform to geographical-temporal boundaries in

Which the artifacts are dividE:d between coastal and inland

sites, with the latter containing the more recent material.

All the 2a items were found at Boyd' s Cove and Inspector
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IslanO, while the other Type 2 objects come from interior

Newfoundland ITable I). One Type 2 preform h"ls been found

on the coast and three more come from inland proveniences.

Sub-type 23 Projectile Points n=6

Tang Length < 76.31 rom.

Tang Length/Blade Length < \.91: 1

Tang Length/Blade Width < 4.95: 1

Two 23 blades are intact in terms of length while five

call be assessed for maximum width and thickness at the

latter parameter. The complete blades, DiAp:3:784 and

DiAp:J:1769, are 39.1 and 28.7 mm. long respectively, for an

average value of 33.9 rnm. Longer 2a blades than these

occur, however, as indicated by an incomplete artifact,

DiAp:3: 1565, whose remaining distal section is 49.0 mm. in

length ITable 2; Figure 3; Plate 1 I. The 2a blades are

13.4~19.0 mm. wide and 1.3-3.45 mm. thick, for an aV"Irage

cross section of 14.86 x 2.09 nun. (n=5j 'table 21.

The complete 2a blades are shorter than the smallest 1a

example t 49.8 nun. I and the complete lb item 156.4 nun. I. The

2d mean blade width, 14.86 mm., is Idrger:- than la's (13.27

mill. I and Ib's (9.2 mm.l. The narrowest 2a blade 113.4 mm.l

is wider than four of the six la artifacts and all lb items.

The 2a average blade thickness, 2.09 rnrn., is below la's

12.16 nun.) and larger than lb's (1.22 nun.). One 2a blade is

under I.S mm. thick, the la minimum, and one Ib blade is

tll i nller than 1.30 nun. the smallest 2a value ITable 2 I
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Figures 13-15).

Intact 2a tangs are 42 8-76.3 mm. long and average

61.57 mm. In-4), compared to the contemporaneous la mean of

53.3 nun. Two 2a tangs are longer than 62.0 mm., the 1a

maximum, one 2a item is shorter t.han 44.6 mm., the la

and the other two 2a examples are within the range

of la values (Table 2; Figures 18-221. All 2a tangs are

much shorter than the minimum 1b length of 117.5 mn.

2a tangs are square in cross section. measuring 4.30-5.50

mm. x 4.05-5.00 mm., with a mean of 4.77 x 4.40 mm. l'l'able

2; Figure 23). This is smaller than la's average width,

5.17 mm., but larger than the 1a mean thickness, 3.13 nun.,

although the latter statistic is somewhat inaccurate due to

one very thin tang measuring 1.00 mm. (Table 2; Figure 23),

Barring this artifact, la tangs are 4.20-4.9 mlli. thick, with

a mean of 4.45 nun. that is very similar to 2a's. The 2a

cross sections are generally larger than lb examples. whose

maximllffi is 4.00 x 4.50 mm. (Table 2; Figures 21-231.

Concerning their tang length/blade length [TL/BLI

relationship, 2a projectile points are more similar to

artifacts than they are to la (Table 21 FigurE< 18).

average TL/BL ratio is 1.87/1, with 1.85/1, its lowest

individual value, being larger than the solitary lb figure

of 1.61/1 and la's, 0.99/1 [Table 21. The la value clearly

reflects its large blade and proportionally short tang,

compared to lb and 2a objects.

(,n the question of tang length, relative to blade
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width. 1a and 2a artifacts closely resemble each other,

indicated by TL/BW average ratios of 4.52/1 [la) and 4.02/1

(2al, compared to the 1b figure of 13.76/1 (Table 2; Figure

19) 1a and 2a tang length/blade thickness values are also

quite similar, with TL/BTI means of 33.65/1 [1a) and 33.74/1

(2a f, that are very different from the 112.14/1 describing

lb IFigure 201 Table 21J. These statistics reflect Ib's

extremely long tangs and narrower, thinner blades. compared

to la and 2a examples. Similarly, these data reflect the

reported increases among 2a tang lengths and blade widths,

occurring along with decreased blade thickness, relative to

As mentioned earlier. 2a and 1a artifacts from Boy~'s

Cove fall within the A.D. 1650-1720 period, which, in view

of their significant morphological differences. raises ques

tions pertaining to manufacture. The shoulder areas of 2a

blades and their longer tangs imply a need for additional

working than would be required for la's lanceolate cutting

areas and basically unmodified haft sections. Boyd'S Cove

i.ron artifacts were examined by a material culture special

ist, John Light, who subsequently remarked that some,

referred to here as SUb-type 2a, exemplify too high a

quality to have been made by Beothuk or other relatively

late entrants into this technology (John Light 1987 ,personal

cOllullunication l. Documentary information suggests that in

industrialized cultures ironworking skills tended to be

acquired slowly and were difficult to teach to other people.
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Until the twent.iet.h century. smelting and forging of iron

were 14rgely dependant on intuitive decisions by artisans

rather than strict adherence to formula. Craftsmen relled

on their experience, acquired through long apprenticeship

and extensive practice, to bring iron successfully through

numerous changes in shape. texture and physical constitution

to ehe desired end products ISchenck and Knox 1986:21; Vlach

1981:171 Wcygers '973:151.

The suggestion that some Boyd's Cove iron ....as reworkod

by artisans more experienced than the Beothuk were by A.D.

1650-1720 1s supported by laboratocy testing of artif<'lctos.

incHcAting that oil number of recycled items were hot-worked

under concHtions only attainable in a forge (Chapt.er 4:

Appendix C:242). The forged items consist of modified nails

and a project.ile point preform which, although presumably

European-worked, are clearly designed for trade \o1ith

Natives. The items' stat.us as unfinished tools also

suggests that Europeans reworked these i terns near Boyd's

Cove IAppendix C:2441.

Thlil litvidlilnclit for EuropC!an-\o1orkod nails at Boyd's Cove

is contrary to the theory that the Beothuk were self-suf f i

cient in the production of iron tools at this site (Pastore

1989;S1, 661. If Europeans were forging iron in the Boyd'a

Cove area for trade purposes, possibly with Montagnais 01.

Beothuk people, Nat.i ves might have learned important

information about how to manufacture projectile points

themselves. It is possible that the shouldered 2a hlades
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from Boyd' 5 Cove provided models for Beothuk tool-makers to

emulat" and the la items ound there represent their early

att."'OIpts at making iron projectile points. This theory

pn,sumes that the production of shouldered projectile points

implies a level of skill generally not achievable by BeothUk

people through!Jut the seventeenth century A.D .. The

wr iter' s first hand exper ience in repl leati ng iron projec

t1 It< points indir:ates that lane eo late blades are obtainable

a[t",r only a few t.ours trial and error, involving the

d(:struction of three or fOl!r nails. Derivation of the blade

Ghoulder ar&as is a mUCh more difficult matter.

A Boyd'S Cove preform, DiAp;3;2422, interpreted as a

'I'YPt: 2 artifact because of its shouldered blade, suggests

tllaL the Boothuk may have at least attempted to make such

tools at t.his sit.e. This iz the only clear evidence for a

shoulullr",d p=eform at Boyd's Cove and in view of metallur-

gil.: .. l ddta indir:ating the Prl~sence of European-modified

preforms here, it might be another example of the latter.

It is sugg<:sted that. the Beothuk' s lack of experience in

irollW'Ot'king at. this time would prct;lude the manufacture of

DiAp: 3: 2422 implies '1 similar production

s.hlu""nc .. t.o Type 1 items in which the tang was completed

boloro t.ho blade, Which was gradually finished, starting at

its proxillldl end. DiAp:3'2422's crude tip appears to be

await.ing tcrminoll grinding to refine its point.

Whilo these data do not necessarily mean that the

Heot.huk obt.ained modified iron directly from Europeans, they
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strongly imply such contact, or possible interactions with

other Natives. cuch a link between the Baothuk and the

Labrador-based Montagnais IndIans has been proposed else-

where lPast.ore 1964: 101-1021. Other evidence indicating

possible cooperation between the Beothult and foreign people

inclUdes the presence of Normandy stoneware in Beothuk

housepits at Boyd'S Cove (Pastore \984: 101). A large nUlllber

of European-made glass trade beads found at Beothuk sitt:1s

also imply the latter people'S peaceful contact with other

groups. On the coast, Boyd's Cove has 677 trade beads and

Inspector Island yielded three. From interior Newfoundland,

Pope's Point contained 41 trade beadS. Red Indian Fall~ III

tDfBb;]) had 1030, and South Exploits IDfAw:7) produced 14

I Newfoundland Museum collection I The Boyd's Cove b~ads

were classified pertaining to Kidd's criteria 11972J, with

th .... following results; House 1; IIal2 {white) 456,

(blue) 79; House); IIa12 (whiteJ 89, Ila56 (bluel 'fl) Hnl1~'"

4; lIa12 twhitel 7, l1a56 (blue) 10. In total then, ar .... 552

white beadS and 125 blue beads (Pastore 1989 :personal

communication J.

The possible Beothllk-EuropE.-an peaceful contact in Notn,

Dame Bay is even more plausible in viow of a r ....cent re ....xam

ination of Boyd's Cove's faunal mat .... l:"ial, which indicatt!s a

nigh proportion of fur bearing animals compared to other

large samples from Indian Point and Wigwam Point. 'rhis

strongly suggests that thE: Beothuk procurf<d pelts for

exchange at this coastal ~ite (Peter Ro..Jl .... y-Conway 1989;
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pt:rsonal com.rnunicattoni.

The 2.:. example, DiAq:l :792, ~rom Inspector Island is

tentatively dated at post-A.D. 1720 (Pastore 1989:personal

conullunic3tion), suggesting that it is more recent than

Boyd's COy,," artifacts (Figure &; Plate 31. It may rf:lflact

th£: t:volution of Beothllk iranworking to the level at Which

Eur-opean-manufactured goods could be closely r£.plicated, or

it could I')l.! a fragment of a trade object. Unfortunately,

dUl: to corrosion, most of the other Inspector Island

<ut.iract:s cannot be satisfactorily Classified within this

typology, which precludes interprGting the preferred

projectile point styles at this site.

The argument for increasingly complicated Beothuk

ironworking at Inspector Island, compared to Boyd'3 Cove,

finds support 1n the projectile point preform, DiAq: 1 :815,

indi,catillg recycling techniques nat practiced at the latter

!i i te. It a Iso suggests the use of a raw mater i al th ..... ; l;

poltlntially more difficult to mOdify than wrought iron

lJ,.iils, th(! predominant choice at Boyd's Cove, These

conditions foreshado .... activities discernible in sUb-types

2lJ, 2c, )a, )b and Type 4, representing the continued

evolution of Beothuk ironworking throughout the eighteenth

and early nineteenth centuries A.D., mostly in interior

Newf oundland.



SUb-type 2b Projectile Points n=8

Includes Some Longer Tangs than 24

TL:8L ) \.90

TL:BW ) 4.94: I

Four 2b blades are complete in t:erma of length, eight

are referred to concerning width, and six lire assessed for

thickness tTables 1, 2, Figures 6,7,9: Plates 3, 4, 6, 71.

Blade lengths are 26.5-53.0 nvn., with an average of 34.82

that is very close to the 24 mean 133.91. Two, of four,

complete 2b blades are shorter than 28.1 lTUl1., thE< minimum 2a

length (Ta 1e 2, Figure 131, and one 2b blade is longer chan

49.0 mrn., the 2a maximum. The 2b blades are 6.4-18.2 ITIfI.

wide and 1.1-3.04 mn. thick, with a mean cross section of

12.37 x 2.00 11\IJI. that is less than the indicated 2a averagC!

of 14.86 X 2.C9 mrn .. Five of the eight 2b blades are

narrower than 13.4 1l1l\., the smallest 2a width, and one 2b

example is thinner than 1.3 l'l'JIl., the lowest 2a thickness.

Two other 2b items are Only slightly thicker than this

(Table 21. On the average, 2b blades are I>maller along all

parameters than la's mean of 56.97 x 13.27 x 2.16 mill., and

shorter than 1b'S, 56.4 x 9.2 x 1.22 nan. (F'igures 13-151.

As suggested by the heading for tllis section, long

tangs are the strongest distinguishing attributes bet....een 2a

and 2b artifacts. The eight 2b tangs are 56.35-124.3 rom.

long, with a mean value of 90.44 mrn., compart:d to 2a's,

61.57 nun.. Six 2b tangs are longt:r than 16 3 mm., tht:

maximum 2a figure (Table 2, Figures 19, 101. Tht: 2b tangs
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arc: 2.00-5.25 mm. wide and 1.80-5 20 mrn. t.hick, for a mean

of 4.23 x J. 78 mm. that is smaller than the 2a average of

4.7"/ x 4.40 Intll. (Table 2; Figure 23) These differences in

cross section averages reflect the fact that three 2b tangs

arc less than 4.3 nun .....ide, the narrowest 2a value. and five

2b haft elements are thinner than 4.05 nun., the lowest 23

t.hickness (Table 2; Figure 231.

2b tangs are also proportionally larger, With respect

to their blades, than are 2a varieties. The average 2a

TL/[jL value of 1.87/1 is significantl;t lower than 2b's

w!lith. at 2.89/1, includes all four members above the 2a

lll.:lxirnum of 1.9011 {Table 2; Figure 181. The 2a TL/BIrJ mean,

4.0211, is noticeably below 2b's, 7.65/1. and the 2a TL/BTI

avc:cage of 33.74/1 is similarly smallar than 2b's, at

41.05/1 (Table 2: Figures 19, 20l.

Sub-type 2b tangs also tend to be longer and have

smaller cross sections than la examples. Seven, of eight,

tangs at'e longer than 62.0 nun., the la maximum, and three

la tangs are wider than 5.25 nun., the largest 2b value. One

2b tang is narrower than 3.45 nun., the minimum la width.

Ttl" 2b tangs are typicall} thinner than la specimens, except

for IP-b (2b) that is slightly thicker than la items and

DiAp:3:2668 llal that is extremely slight. One 2b tang is

longer than 122.6 mm., the Ib maximum, while seven 2b tangs

are slwrter than 117.5 mrLi., the minimum lb width. One 2b

tallg is less than 2.70 mm. wide and 2.55 nun. thick, the lb

minimums (Table 2: Figures 21-231 2b tangs manifest a
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range of sizes. including some that closely appl:"oximate

other sub-types and others t::.hat. are II\Orc distinct {Figures

21-231 and a larger sample would be desirable to adequately

assess the relationship between the ell fferent classes

suggested here.

Four 2b tangs have square cross sections. while two are

round and two are irregular. The irregular items are square

in lsolat€<d areas and may have origin411y been this shape

allover. before being disfigured through corrosion, or they

may have been left a ....aiting terminal modifications that

would h .. ve given them a more homogeneous, quadr",ngular

finish. The two tangs with round cross sections m3Y be at

tributable to the use of objects other than wrought iron

nails. such as fishhooks and chain links, as ra.... materialS

for recycling. Projectile points with narrow. thin blades.

NF 3170 for l!x.;ample IFigure 9; Plate 61. could have, been

recycled from fi5hhooks, whose typicilily small breadt-.h.

compilred to nails, would have mitigated against the prodUC

tion of l.,rger cutting areas. A Boyd's Cove preform, OiAp,

),1431, with a round lcross section I tang. also appears to

be a modified fishhook (Figure 5; Plate 21 and a similar

item comes from Pope's Point (Figure 10-kl. Similarly

worked chain link!; in the Newfoundland Museum collection may

have been more difficult to modify because. of their bigger

cross sections. Chain links are mostly conc~ntratp.d within

interior Newfo\~"dland which implies t.hey wt:rE< oft.en obtainf:d

from furr 1ers' traps.



The morphological similarities shared by 2a and 2b

itf:ms suggest that some of the latter projectile points may

also have been made by European artisans or that they

represent the continued evolution of Beothuk ironworking.

po:;sible European-made 2b projectile point, from the Sandy

L",ke araa, hilS a finely-detailed tang with gently convex

sides and a square cross section that tapers on each end.

Its symmetrical blade contracts evenly along concave edges

to Lhe haft element IFigure 9; Plate 6). The tang is

e!Jpeclally distinct from most others in the sample that tend

La be more uniform in cross section or proximally tapered.

If the SanrJy Lake artifact is European-made, it ....as probably

obtained before the Beothuk began living permanently in

interior Nt: ..... roundland around the latter eighteenth and early

nineteenth centuries. This shift in settlement patterns,

apparently directed at reducing contact ....ith Europeans,

would also have effectively distanced the Beothuk from t~ ~

latter's goods, although relatively late European attempts

at fril;!ndly contact often included various gifts for the

Natives.

It is also possible that some. or all, 2b artifacts

postdate their 2a counterparts and reflect the continued

evolution of Beothuk ironworking that resulted in higher

quality products than were previously achievable. At least

three diagnostic 2b preforms are present in the sample and

~OllIC of the three Type 1 preforms, as well as some

unclassifiable fragments, may actually be 2b itemE> in the
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very early stages of manufacture lTable 11. The 2b preforms

typically contain a finished tang and an incomplete blade

""hieh indicates that the latter section was worked on after

the haft element. The best examples of 2b preforms,

Of1'\.w:l:75 (Plate 4) and Locke-J (Plate 7), illustrate this

process. The Locke example mainly requires: work to the

distal tip of the blade to finish it and appears nearer

completion than does the Wigwam Brook artifact.

SImilar to Type 1, production of 2b projectile points

would be simplified through the use of suitably-siz.ed raw

materials that would require a minimum of reworking, through

hammering, cutting and/or grinding. to render the desIred

shape. The relatively small 2b blades and their slight,

albeit elongate, tangs imply that preferable sources of iron

would. have compact cross sections while being of sufficient

length. The available sample indicates that nails, f ish

hooks, chain links and small-diameter rod iron geTJ.<?r"'ll~'

filled these criteria. More formidible European objects,

inclUding animal tr:-aps and axes, seem to have been reserved

for the manufacture of projecti Ie points larger than Types

1, 2a and 2b.

Sub-type 2c Projectile Points n-3

Blades >~ mm. Long

Tangs Similar to Sub-types 2b and lb

Sub-typ~ 2c con"ists of three projectile points whose

shouldered blades are larger than other Type 2 examples
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whill: th~ir tangs are relatively unchanged (Tables 1, 2;

Flgurf:s 9. 10, 13-23; Plates 1-4. 6, 7). The two complote

2c blades an, 73.0 and 83.95 rom. long, while the third

member of this set, OfA",,: 1 :217. is a preform spanning 89.27

mm. [Table 21 Similar to other uncompleted examp!ils. this

t.lade requires work on its distal end which restricts its

significance here primarily to width and thickness. DfAw: 1:

211'5 blade measures 25.6 x 3.1 rom. in cross section, while

the complE:te example from Pope's Point is 15.2 mm. wide.

The thickness of the Pope's Point item is not available.

Artifact NF 3171 is severely corrOded in the proximal blade

area and its cross section dimensions of 11.0 xl. 1 0 mm.

Cdllllot be accepted as accurate (Figure 9: Plate 61. The 2c

blade valuE:s effectively portray the great size difference

bE:tween thE:11l and other Type 2 examples (Table 2: Figure 131.

The Pope's Point artifact has the only intact 2c tang,

which, at 110.4 mm. long, is shorter than the largl?st 2b

example, measuring 124.3 mm. (Table 2; Figures 18-221. The

2c item is slightly bent and was originally longer than

110.4 llUI'.• , although its length is probably not missing any

more than ten millimeters IFigure 101. DfAw:l ,217'5 broken

tang is 10.40 mm. lang. while NF 3171'5 tang, measuring 60.9

x J. 2 xI. 85 mm., is also incomplete and probably had a

larger cross section before suffering a significant loss of

iron through corrosion.

2c tangs' cross section measurements are within the

upp~r range of figures encompassing Typos 1, 2a and 2b. The
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2c items are 3.21-5.10 1mI. wide. with an average of •. 04 nvn.

that is larger than lb's (3.35) while being sma.ller than

la's 15,111. 2a's IL771 and 2b's 14.231 (Table 21 Figure

231. DfAw:l:217, the only accessible 2c tang thickness,

mlitilSUreS 3.15 mill. which is greater t.han la's mean 13.131 and

lb's 13.521. while being smaller than t.he 24 average 14.40

mm. I and the 2b value 13.18 mm.l. The 2c tang is actually

t.hinner than all la artif<lcts except for one very small

value (Table 21 Figures 21-231.

Al though 2c tangs are similar in size to 1band 2b

examples. 2c tangs are proportionally smaller, relative to

their large blades (TAble 21. The representative 2c TL/BL

ratio. 1.52/1, is below 2b's 12.89/11 and lb's {l.bl/II

(Table 2; Figure 181. The 2c TL/BL ratio is likewise

smaller than 2a's average (1.87/11. indicating that the

latter's tangs are much longer than their blades, While this

relationship is lel"'i pronounced in the former (Fi9u~'!.' Jl31.

The 2c TL/BW ratio, 7.27/1. is below 2b's (7.65/11 and Ib's

113.76/11, but greater than 2a's 14.02/11 ITable 2; Figure

191. The 2a TL/BW value is undoubtedly a reflection of

their short tangs and concomitant wide blades;, relative to

much of t.he sample. Tang length/blade thickness t::omparisons

are not available for 2c artifacts.

The Pope's Poi nt arti f act has been cited elsewhere as a

possible European trade item lDevereux 1965:141 and the

author was 4ble to compare its available measurements with a

sample of french gOOl.o .. [rom a Micmac burlal at the Hopps
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sitE! IBkCp: 11. Nova Scotia. Nearly 200 European-made iron

projectilE! points have significantly longer, wider blades

and larger tang cross sections than does Pope's Point-l

(Table 2; Appendix Bl. It is useful to note here that the

Wigwam Brook preform, DfAw:l :217. and 14 similar artifacts

recently obtained by the Newfoundland Museum indicate that

the Beothuk produced 2c projectile points at interior sites.

More metallurgical and morphological tests are necessary to

det&rmine the ultimate source of the Pope's Point. implement.

Type 3: Shouldered Blades Over 100.00 mm. Long n-5

This category, consisting of the largest Beothuk iron

projectile points found to date, is split into three sUb-

typ'"s; Ja, Jb and 3c. The Newfoundlar.d Museum has three

additional 3a projectile points and 15 preforms which were

acquired subsequent to this research. All Type 3 artifacts

come from interior Newfoundland, a distribution that is

significant concerning differences in their implied func-

t.iOllS, manufact.uring procedures and time of use, relative to

Ty~",s I and 2. One badly corroded, possible Type 3 item has

bet:Jl reported at t.he Beaches site, Bonavista Bay (DeAk: 1),

but the available data suggest this was not a finished tool

l Devereux 1969, plate 3).

Sub-type 3a, Tangs Sguare in Cross section n=3

These projectile polnts, recovered at sites around Red

Indian Lake and the Exploits River, have blades 1(11.0-170.0
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long vith an average length of 128.\0 tmI. ITables I. 21.

Blades are 17.1-30 .• n'I'll. wide and 2.7-5.8 mJlI. thick. (or a

milan crO$!i section of 21.81 x 3.73 1Tm. that is much bigger

than any of the previously described projectile points'

ITable 2; Figures 8, 13-15; Plate 5 I. '" 2e preform, DfAw: I:

217, has a comparable blade cross section, 25.6 x J.I mm.,

but probably WQuld be smaller if it had been finished.

The two intact 34 tangs measure 300.5 and 376.8 rom. In

length. which makes them much longer than any others in thic

sample. They I.e" also proportionally longor, relative to

their blades. than any of the other Gxamples except for two

2b members. NF 3169 and IP-b (Table 2; Figures 7, 9, 18-221.

The Ja TL/BL ratios are 2.98/1 and 3.33/1, compared to t.he

2b values of 3.66/1 and 3.96/1 (Figure 181. The three 3a

t.angs are similarly large in crot;s soction, ranging frorr,

6.20 t.o 8.20 lMl . ...,id. and 5.60 to 8.20 lTI'Jl. thlrk, for an

average of 1.08 x 6.71 Iml. ITables I, 2: Figure 211 Il, l.a

preform, DiAp,3,1168. has a 6.4 lmI. wide tang. but pr;;lbably

""ould have been narrower in a finished st.at.e. All the 3a

tangs are square in cross se;tion.

A total of six 3a projectile points, along with IS

preforms and IS blanks/trap parts, recently acquired by the

Newfoundland Museum show that tt,e Bliiothuk recycled these

tools from Europoan lur trilps in interior Newfoundland

IPlates S, 11, 181. The suggested manulacturing process ilO

lOimilar to that. implied by Types 1 and 2 except that new

sources of raw mAteri.Als, fur traps, wore ut.ili.zed. Trap
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sC'motim&s over 10 nun. thick. were initially hammered flat in

preparation for formation of the tang. The next step appar

ent.ly involved cutting away excess iron, probably using an

aX(, and hanmer. r~sultin9 in th~ rough tang out.line. Many

Ja proto-tangs have significant amounts of plast.ic deforma-

tion. i.e. lipping. indentat.ions. etc., over their surfaces,

indicating they were hammered. and cut in their early

stages. Tangs were most likely finished by grinding on

stone abraders to render <\ smooth, even surface.

As for Types 1 and 2, the initial stage of 3a blade

production seems to consist of hammering one end of the iron

cora to a thinner, wider cross section than the tang.

Additional cutting. hammering and grinding produced a

triangular blade tapering in width and thickness from t.he

shouldenl towards the distal tip. The final steps of blade

formation most likely involved grinding the tip ano ",cl'J~"::: to

a sharp finiSh.

TIle successful manufacture of a 3a projectile point

implies numerous applications of cutting, hammering and

grinding to a piece of iron az it was gradually remodelled

into its new shape. Tang production would have been espec-

ially problematic, considering that these sections are often

Ilnly half as wide as the trap spring. ja.... aT, basal fragment

u,.ed as a raw material. Completion of 3a projectile points

mi"-ltlt have been facilitated by heat treating and many iron

artifacts from interior sites were recovered from hearths
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which might reflect attempts at this procedure {Locke

1915a:ll. However, clear iuentification of hot worked iron

requires laboratory examination similar t.o that undertaken

with Boyd's Cove objects. The Beothuk may have incorporated

hot working techniques that they had previously learned at

Boyd'S Cove, and possibly other sites, in their SUbsequent

recycling of iron.

The longer, more elaborate 3a manUfacturing sequences

suggest a higher chance of failure than for Types 1 and 2.

implying that the manufacturers of the larger projectile

points were more accomplished ironworkers. The Ja artifacts

may represent the ultimate evolution of Beothuk ironworking

abilities that started with 1a pr.ojectj Ie points, character

ized by minimally worked blades and tangs that are unmodif

ied nail shafts. Some long-tanged Type 2 projectile points

are proportionally very similar to 3a examples (Table 21,

but the Type 2 objects' smaller size implies they r:n"ln b'!'

obtained with a much reduced amount of labour. The 3a items

are also more complicated in terms of raw material, fur

traps, that would have been more difficult to recycle than

the wrought iron nails preferred at early sites.

SUb-type 3a has not been satisfact.orily dated due to

incomplete provenience data, but it appears to include

relatively recent Beothuk tools, from ca. the late eight

eenth-Etarly nineteenth centuries A.D. Fifteen trap parts

were found at Boyd's Cove. but none indicates signs (Jf

recycling like that portrayed in Plates 18 and 19 and by
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:.ilfld lat" t t"3(jllllonts. mostly from interior Newfoundland.

In~p(:ctor Island (DiAq: 1), a BecthuK occupation subsequent

to Boyd's Cove, contained a preform, DiAq:l:815, made from a

trop, aXE: or at.her European object rarely modified at the

old",r sitE:. The Inspector Is' 'lnd artifact may be a prelude

to the Ilf=othuk iron industry characterizing nlore recent

inl"l.d sites.

If 3a tools posed a siqnificant challenge to Beat-hull.

drlisans, completed examples might have been highly-prized

p01.>,-,essions. The Beothu ~ obviously selected the large 3a

d"':.lgn o..,«c ,",maIler alternatives, considering that the

lat.ler were sometimes fashioned from the same raw materials

as .....erc bigger items (Plate 191. The Ja variations may

c<:pru",cnt ",ore efficient hunting tools, compared tC' Types 1

and 2, Lhat evolved in conjunction with the increased

illlportlnct: of C''lri~ou to late-period BeothuK. The long 3a

lll.:lues <IpP~..lr well-designed for penetrating large animal.s'

uudy cJ.vitiE:s while the elongated 3a tangs could be securely

h':l! ted to strong shafts Which would increase leverage and

Ll,,, forct.! u<lhind the hunter's thrust. This would have been

un i'llporl:all factor in killing caribOU at close quarters,

such as [lom canoes in Red Indian Lake and the Exploits

llivur or on land from behind the cover of deer fences or

other blinds. These traits may represent improvements to

sUb-typQ 2c. presuming that the 3a def:ign is better suited

\LlI' l·l.lpl1..lll.ldly withstanding the significant physical stress

ILl L,u '·Xp"..:l",j ill "lJ.u\lhtel·ing Coll'ihOU and other available
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animals. This would sugge::>t that the evolution of Type 3

projectile points was conditioned by functional demands as

well as technical factocs relating to ironworking.

Types I and. 2 \oIere prob3bly more mUlti-functional than

3a. considering that the smaller projectile points could

have been used in hunting big and $mall game. in addition to

being possibly utilized as knives and scrapers. Type 3d

projectile points are implicitly too large. especially when

hafted. for use in procuring smaller animals and probably

were too cumbersome to be effectively used as knives and

scrapers.

Sub-type Jb: Bl<ldes Simi lac to .Ja

Tangs Round in Ccoss Section n.. '

This division of Type .3 projllctile points, comprised oC

tht: largest Indian Point example, has a blade me<lsuring

126.4 x 20.9 rml. lno available thicknO$sl ITable 7.: Pi']" .... "

7,131. Its tang, which is broken off just. below th" distal

end, is rounc1 in cross section with a diamE.!tlO!r of 5.35 ""UR.

thillt is significantly less than most 30lil eros!: section:.,

except for one ....ith a thickness of 5.60 mm. ITables I, 2;

Figure 21-23 J •

The Jb artifact is also signific,~nt. bocauso of i.ts

resemblance to European-manufactured t;rade goods found in

Micmac graves at. the Hopps site IBkep: II, Nova Scotia l~uth

Whitohead 1988:pCln:onal convnunieationl. ThEl author's OXclln

ination of the MiClnac artifact:::; at th<. llova Scotia Musllum
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(App",ndix B; Plate 11; Figure 71. although more extensive

t.,,~ts. including metallurgical ana·_yses. are necessary to

d"t"rlllilll: th" Indian Point item's ultimate source.

The Hopps site artifacts havtl been dated to the A.D.

1570-1620 ilJterval. while the Indian Point item is less

firmly fixl:d in tilne. This t1mespan coul<1 be correct for

th" Jb it"m'" deposition at Indian Point. although two

s'll«llec 2b f:ndblades from separati! areas of the site

IlJl;ycr",ux 1970:21. 22. 261 suggest a later use. probably in

LlH: Edghtl:ent.h cent.ury A.D. As mentioned earlier, Indian

Point appeolcs to have been regularly occupied since prehis

tory and the Beot.huk might have procured this long-bladed

object !rom Europe ... ns, Micmac, Montagn.. is or others, through

tr<lde, accidental discovery or theft. If the Beothuk had

access t.o the Jb artifact around the time suggested by ·the

Novd Scotia ~ates, it could have provided another Ul:Ilf'nl

mod"l tor tool-r<lakers to imitate as they learned the

rudiments of ironworklng.

Suu-tyf''' 3.~: Blades 5;'011a.- to 3a and 3b and Manufactured by

British Navy n=1

These projectile points were made in h.D. 1820 on board

Cilptolin David Buchan's ship in the Bay of Exploits as giH.s

tOl" Beothuk people whom Buchan and his men hoped to meet as

Lhvy explored the Newfoundland inter .ior l HOWley 1976: J411.

Tht! )c ll!.:Idtl clearly bears the "broad arrow" trademark of
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thE: British military upon its surface (Figure 11; Plate 9)

The tools' late deposition implies that they could not. have

had much influence over the Beothuk iron industry and are

mostly important here in a comparative sense.

The individual 3c item was found somowhare along the

Exploits River and subsequently donated to the Newfoundland

Museum. It has a large blade, measuring 120.00 x 23.00 x

3.80 nun., that is similar to the 3a it"llIs, except for b",ill9

much thinner (Table 2; Figures 13-15). It has a fairly

uniform thickness, unlike most Beathuk projectile paints

that become progressively thinner from their base towards

the distal tip. Its widest portion occurs near its mid

length. also unlike other Type J blades, and its sides are

more gently rounded (Figure 11; Plate 91.

The Jc tang is roughly square in cross section and it.s

relatively small dimensions, 4.00 x 3.40 mm .• resemble Type

2 haft elements moreso than Type 3 versions (Table :2: FIgure

2JJ. It corroborates a reported European practice of using

a minimum amount of material in the production of trade

goods/gifts for the New World Native market (Fitzgerald and

RamSden 1988: 1591. The tang 1s 41.80 HIm. long and may be

broken, jUdging from its jagged, proximal end.

Type 4 Projectile Points: Toggi ing Harpoons

Toggling harpoons are rarely associ<lted with tho

Bf;othuK: none have ever been found through archaflology.

alt.hough Shanawdithit describes such iron-tipped tools In
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n,flO["(:nCE:S to her people's material culture IHowley 1976:

14&1. Th£:; artifact referred to here {Newfoundland Accession

No. :VIIIA-711 w.s t.aken some time ago from a Beathuk cave

burial nlliac Comfort Cove and is now 1n storage at. the

th,wfoundland Museum {Figure 11: Plate 101.

The harpoon head consists of a f Inely-worked iron

t:lldblade with its st~m firmly set, and lashed with animal

Sillt:W, into a bone socket. The triangUlar blade is 23.5 rrrn.

10"9 and 41.9 mrn. across the base. It is roughly syrmletri-

cal, mea~uring 31.9 x 30.4 mm. down its tlolO aides (Table 2;

Figure 13; Plate 10). Its uniform thickness. 1.5 mm., and

bitJ.cially bovellod. sharp edges lndicate high quality

workmanship. Dorsa-ventral striations are clear evidence

that the end blade was bifaci<llly ground to its desired

thickness on a stone <lbr<lder in the terminal st<lges of

production. The marks on one surf<lce are <lpproxima.tely

perpendicular to those on the opposite f<lce. The bl<lde

edges were also ground to their fin<ll form <lS indicated by

stci<ltion marks on their much smaller surface areas.

This endblade's tang is mostly embedded inside the bone

~ocket. but x-ray analysis revealed it is rectangular in

shape lPa:otot:e 1989:personal cOll'l1lunicatiool. It is 12.0 RIm,

wLdli!. whLch is much bro<lder than others io the sample. that

aro up to a maximum of 8.20 mm. (Table 21, The tang

thickness, I.S nun., is unchanged from the blade and differs

from most !Jeothuk-produced projecti Ie poLnts whnse blades

ul,lc.)ll1e gra....udlly thicker towards their proximal end that



joins with the haft section lTable 21. The endblade's

overall thin cross section implies that it was derived from

a fragment of sheet iron, such as is available in trap pans.

This very distinct morphology suggests production techniques

unlike those implied by Types 1-3, possibly inclUding

increased grinding.

A Type 4 preform, DfAw,1:95 [Figure Ill, [rom the

Newfoundland Museum collection, was found by a private exca-

vator at the South Exploits si te [DfAw: 11, on the Exploi ts

River. This object, which appears to have been cut from a

trap pan, is sufficiently corroded to mask possible surface

evit'.ence of grinding like that on the complete endt"lade

described abovll. Its asymmetry and lack of bevelled edges

indicate it is il. preform. It is slightly larger than tho

finished endblade. but would be smaller in completed form

due to grinding on its edges lTables 2, 31.
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Beothuk Iron Awls and F'ish Spears

Awls Cire grouped with fish spears here because of their

morphological similarities and comparable manUfacturing

processes, including the use of European fishhooks and

wrought iron nails as raw materials. Two awls made from

straightened fishhooks were found at Boyd's Cove, two

,;iruilar artifacts are in the Newfoundland Museum's Red

Indian Lake collection and two were reported at Indian Point

rDevereux 1970: 22). The barbs of the Boyd' 5 Cove examples

an, absf<nt and were probably removed through grinding to

facilitate the modified fishhooks' use as needles or

pi:rforators. The Boyd's Cove and Museum specimens retain

th(:1r slightly flattened proximal ends where the fishing

line ....ould have been att... , hed, which suggests that. the

Beothuk may have tied cord or other material to them

IFi<Jur& 12; Plates 12, I)). Indian Point producad t ....o

straighten8d fishhooks ....hich, by retaining their dio;;tal

barbs, suggest use as fish spears. One of them ....ith wood

still adh(:lring to its shaft implies evidence of its former

hafting (Figure 12l{Devereux 1970:29), Historical documen

tation attests to the use of recycled fishhooks in such a

manner IHe....son 1984:19, 40}.

Appropriately sha.ped nail fragments may also have been

used as awls by the Beothuk. Plate 15 (a). illustrates a

.... rought iron nil11 split into a truncated (upper) fragment

ilnd its accompanying (headlessl shaft section that suggests

.111 ,lcccpL.lbl" a .... l or projectile point l>lank, There are 130



nail shaft frollgments retaining their pointe~ ends from

Boyd's Cove, along with 66 similar itpms from Inspoctor

Island, six from the Beaches, five from Wl~am Brook an~ <'l

few in the Newfoundland Museum collection, implying a ready

suppl]' c[ awl/projectile point preforms.

Some nail shafts were SUbjected to further modification

in order to produce suitable awls. "1'1 Inspector Island

artifact was worked distally to derive ill sharply pointe~ tlP

and proximally to achieve a flat, square end IFigure 12:

Plate 12l Its square cross section ilii indicative of a

wrought iron nail. Similar tools from Boyd's Cove had been

hamlOered to produce less-tapered shaft.s I Figure 24: III J;

Plat.e 121.

Pope's Point. produced nine items classified as awls,

two of which \oIere made from rod iron While the other seven

were made from plate iron IDevereux 1965:13). Similar plate

iron awls from other interior sites are in the Newfn,,"rll;Onrl

Museum collection (Figure 121. The rod iron awls could have

been made from straightened chain links, fishhooks or stock

rod iron. Plate iron awls might. have been made from trap

pans <lna splinters of cast iron objects, such as cooking

pots or kettles. Cast iron is unsuitable for other recy

cling because of its brittle nature due to tl high impurity

content, which proCluces weak points prone to fracturing

IFrurip et al. 1983:12: Hodges 1981:891 The Aspen Island

awl's IDfAw:S:S1: Figure 121 edges Indicate haVing blten cut

by an axe and hanvner. while t.hE! Slaughtt!E" h;lan~ exampl ..
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IDtlia:5:71 is too corroded to contain such information.

Ot.her Recycled Tools

Modified nail fragments. which are mentioned earlier in

thE: description of Type 1 projectile point manUfacture. have

wid!': distal ends that are very suggestive of stone hide

f.>cr",pers' work i og edges. These nai 1 sections. 1 Ike iron

projectilE: points. could have been ground on stone abraders

t.::> derive sharp working edges. The p::-eviously mentioned

Hopps sample I Bkep: 1) from Nova Scotia contains a large

spike with approximately the bottom 25\ of its shaft

hanwered flat, producing a complete version of a mOdified

nail fIitgment (Apr~ndix B). A researcher at the Nova Scotia

Muo.;cum noted the resemblance of this object to hafted st.one

hide scrapers (Whitehead 1988: personal communication).

No cOlllplete nails exemplifying similar reworking have

yet been found in Newfoundland. but ten Boyd'S COVA n'ln(iifiAd

nail fragments dJ.splay long shaft sections that are reminis

cent of the Hopps specimen (Plate 14). These are probably

the best candidates for use as hide scrapers because their

lellgth implies that the necessary leverage for scraping

could be supplied without recourse to a wooden or bone

handle, as stone examples and shorter modified nail frag

ments would requIre (Plate 14 I. The shorter examples imply

no prepdration of the dist.:!l working edge while the longer

itlollllS are typically rlatter and may have once been quite

>;lhH'P bt!for ... su(tel'ing dilmage through corrosion. If the
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Beothuk used moclifled nail fragments a .. hide scrapers. this

woUld represent an efficient recycling industry in which the

amount of wastage/debita-ge was minimized.

Anomalous Modified Iron

A fe.... Boyd'!> Cove artifacts display r~workinq unlike

the more COfTll\on methods pertaining to projectile points.

awls and fish sp."rlli. Plate 16 lb and cl shows two wroughl.

nails that aTe split/cut longitudinally rather than trans

versely as seems to the case for most modified nails. Item

16c, DiAp,3:718, represents unique troatment:. of a modifitld

nail fragr.lent in ,.,hlch the flattened shaft area has been

partially cut lengthwise, possibly in an l.ttempt to narrow

it. In metallographic terms the object indicatcli signifi-

cant plastic deforma~ion in being sharply ~wisted, result.ing

in i~s innermost layers being ~urne4 ou~ ~o ~he surface.

These altera~ions may be a~~ribu~abl. to ~hi5 nail hay!n']

been heated ~o enhance reworking. It 1s the only incldent;f:

of a modified nail fragment being reused in this manner aoll

the re.... sons for these modifications are unclear, unles!i thf:Y

reflect Beothuk experimentation in irollworking.

Another naiL DiAp:J:1S32 IPlate 16 b), displays

similar treatment to OlAp:J:718, 8.lthough ",ith some differ-

The former is a complete specimen, the head of Which

has been bifacially hammered flat. and bifacially cut longi

tudinally, probably using an axe. The fis.llur& is sligh~ly

off-center, proceeding (or almost thr ..e centimet(:rs dO'",n the
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shaft. The purpose ')f these alterations is unclear except

fvr reducing the nail's ,ddth in its widest area, which is

around th", head. No other nails indicate this sort of mod

ification, which raises the possibility that it 1s another

pro<.!uct of Beothuk experimental ironworking.

The third artifact shown in Plate 16, DiAp:J:80, is a

mOdified n",i1 shaft with its two ends hammered flat in

dlrl:<ctions perpendicular to !!ach other. This is another

ufliqutl recycling product and it could represent a projectile

point preform beset with manufacturing problems, such as

crilcking or breaking. as its blade was hamrnared out on one

of the ends. An enterprising artisan may then have tried to

fonll the blade on the opposite end of the shaft as a means

of finishing the projectile point and saving a valuable

pil!(.:e of wrought iron. The second effort at completing the

tool nlay have also ended in failure which would account for

its present condition. Alternatively, it could be ""l'lot.h~,..

product at Beothuk experimentation or someone's apprentice-

ship in ironworking.

Discussion: Beothuk Iron Tools

This section interprets Beothuk iron tools in terms of

implied functions relative to the Little PaGsage items they

replaced and perceived historic developments. Beothuk iron

projectile points are typically larger than their Little

Passage counterparts, including triangular blfaces. A

previous .:lllalysis of 171 Little Passage projectile points
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including their stems. and 6-18 IMI. wide. Their blades aro

therefore shorter than 4.2 11U'D. (Schwarz 1984:49. 74-18, 83

85. 891. Littl. Passage triangular bifllces are up to 55.6

ll'fII. long although most. ~2.4\ 114/111. are under 30.2 WIll.

(Penney 1985:129-1321.

Iron projectile points are much larger. with 74\

114/191 of complete iron blades. excluding tangs, and two

broken itoms e>e.mined in this thcsi!i being longer than 42

Six Il7') at' nine'Leen complete iron blades. and two

examples missing distal portions, are 49.0-62.1 men. long,

while eight other intact iron blades 14Hl are 73.0-170 n¥n.

in length. In total length. 29 of the 31 iron projectile

points. inclUding whola and broken items, are greater than

42 fMn. _ One Inspector Island item IDil\q: I ,7921. missing

most of its tang and part of its blade, is Shorter and the

conlplete length of the iron endblade IVIIIa-711 i!': nnt: knnwn

becausG it is hafted into a bone socket ITable 2: Figurel>

II, 13: Plate 101.

Beot.huk iron projectile points' tangs are also much

longer than their stone predecessors. All iron projectile

points haYe greater tang length/blade length ratios than do

Little Passage lithic examples and thio charactoristic

indicates evolutionary val:1ability within the metal Items.

The largest expressions of tang length/bladEl length ratios

come from interior artifacts that also appear to be more

recent., suggesting that long tangs ....ere advantagf:!ous in



caribou hunting, which was probably the most important

C':conomic activity away from the coast. The long tangs also

rt:llect later Beothuk ironworkers' greater attention to

detail and more complicated manufacturing procedures that

are indicative of improved recycling skills.

Five faunal samples from Boyd's Cove, the Beaches,

Indian Point, Pope's Point and Wigwam Brook indicate that

Beothuk hunting practices, utilizing iron implements, were

quite successful. Boyd's Cove features the riChest and most

diverse selectiun of animal remains, including fur bearers

which may have been used to purchase European materialS

(Rowley-Conway 1989: personal communication). The Beaches

faunal record indicates a large amount of food, but consists

of 90\ seal and is less varied than the Boyd's Cove sample.

The faunal record from interior Newfoundland mainly

contains caribou bone which, along with the recycled iron

objects found, suggests more recent occupations thAn t-.hF!

coastal assemblages included here, ca. post-A.D, 1750. The

large interior faunal samples attest to the effectiveness of

iron tools, which by then had probably completely replaced

stone implements, These <:lata support historical information

suggesting that the Beothuk killed large numbers of caribou

as late as A.D. 1820 (Howley 1976:123),

The Beothuk's continued reliance on traditional foocJ-

sources, albeit with a shift in emphasis to terrestrial

sl-lecies lilter in history, suggests that iron tOols ... ero!

c,lll~d UpUIl Lo l-lerform functions similar to those associated
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with prehistoric/protohistoric Little Passage objects. The

latter toolkit included at least (, cutting/slicing stone

tools, namely projectile points. triangular bifa.c:e£O, scrap-

ers, linear £l ...kes, utilized [l.xes "nO retouched flak ..!>, ill

adcHtion to t-one awls. ,.. smaller selection of comparable

Beothuk iron objects. including projectile points. awls,

fish speollrs and. less commonly, European items. suggests

that some of the metal types combined the duties of the

older 1 i th ic examples.

$hanawdithlt's information incUcates that iron projec-

tile points were used in hunting {Howley 1976: 2~8), but data

introduced here imply they may Ilave also been applied to

roles formerly handled by stone scrapers. kn.i.ves. 'triangular

bi faces, 1 inear flakes and utili zed flakes. Analogous use-

wear stUdies in<3!cate that stone projectile points performed

chopping. slicing. bashing. and scrap!ng runction!oO in

addition to strictly hunting applicolltions IMontet-WhH..

1974:151 and it is conceivable that Beothllk iron ve~sions

"auld have been similarly used.

As mentioned earlier, modified lIall fragments may have

been utilized in hide scraping functions at Beothuk coastal

sites at Boyd's Cove and Inspector Island. These artifacts

do not occur at more recent sites in interior Newfoundland

whore the indic .. ted high amount.. of cariboU tak"n by Deot..hlJk

hunters imply a ready supply of hidE";; for proclI<ssing. 'rhe

absence of stone scrapers and modif it:d nall fragmE!nts from

interior assemblages suggests that European knlv(:s and aXto:i.
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recycled iron project.ile point.s and expediently-used bone

tools were applied t.o hide scraping in these areas. At:.

Indian Point, H bone artifact.s and 31 other possibilities

contained evidence of having been used on a soft material,

such as animal skins or food IStewart 1911:191. FIve

similar bone fragments and 16 less obvious examples were

found at Wigwam Brook IStelo7art 1973:241. The bone artifacts

were modHied through use rather than fashioned int.o

specific tools, which indicates their expedient nature.

Although the Beothuk iron toolkit may have been

functionally equivalent. to its directly ancestral Little

Pass~ge counterpart:., the preferred use of metal over stone

holds a number of tochnological Implications. Hunter

gatherers often coordinate group movoments to maximiz.o thoir

environmental knowledge. including topography. seasonal

changes and resources. Among such people. items that. must

be carried with them are highly valued compared t.r: t-hn!"1'!

that can be expediently made IRidington 1982:4711. Li·.:.f::.le

Passage linear flakes. utilized flakes and retouched flakes

were often made from locally available. or sometimes

curated, stone and thrown away after being used. probably

most often in butchering animals. High quality cherts are

available in interior Newfoundland (Robert Stevens 1988:

personal cOlrullunication I. which suggests that stone might not

have to be carried that oft.en. Their implied replacement by

increasingly reusable iron objects. that did not occur

naturally or probably as commonly in the environment. may
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havf:: resull:.ed in ideological and operational I,odifications

to traditional practices as the Beothuk attempted to live

independantly of the European influence. Bone tools may

have become more popul.ar under thel>e conditions than they

had been previously. but until Lit.tle Passage sites with

good organic preservation are excavated, such comparisons

between Beothuk and their iImlediate ancestors are largely

conjectural.
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CHAPTER .. : METALLURGICAL ANALYSIS OF BEQTHUK HON

Problem!' in Rewol"Jdng Iron

The morphological analysis of Beothuk iron artifacts

produced a typology of implements and suggested processes by

which European objects were recycled into traditional tool

types, including projectile points. a ....15. fish spears and

possibly scrapers. Althougll there is ample physical

evidence of many of the recycling prOCedUI:"8S Involved,

surface analysis does not adequately explain exactly how the

iron was modified. Iron is a more complicated material, in

terms of tool production, than the cherts and other types oC

stone that ffilldo up tho majority of prehillltoric-protohlGtorlc

Beothuk toolkits until European goods became available in

Newfoundland. Early Beothuk/late Little Passagc pcople lTlay

have made pendants, awls. needles and other tools from bone,

but. unlike many comparable indigenous North Americans. they

did not have a native copper industry which raises the

question of how they learned to modify iron.

Stone and iron differ in that the latter offers a wider

choice of reworking meLhods to toolmakers. although the

various techniques often require specific conditions for

their successful implementation. Beothuk lithic materials

were worked exclusively by chipping. while wrought iron's

tendenCy to sustain a degree of plastic deformation in

response to hammering is one important differenCE: between it

and stone. If the Beothuk and their prehistoric ancestors.

the Little PassagE; people. were accustomed to grinding bone
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artifacts, this may have prepared them slightly for iron

working, although the properties of bone and iron are

clErarly quite different.

Obvious questions arise concerning how the Beothuk

acquired the knowledge of iron's physical properties

irllplicit in successful recycling. 'I'heir experience in

traditional industries, although of limited value to

ironworking, would conceivably have been applied to the

utmost in mOdifying the new material. As explained earlier,

bOlle and stone industries res'2mble Beothuk ironworking in

that all feature the gradual derivation of tools through a

series of size reductions from larger fragments. This

suggests a cumulative expansion of knowledg~ as might b~

expected in technological evolution (Moore 1972:S).

The recycled items at Boyd'S Cove include the earliest

firmly-dated artifacts in the sample, implying that by A.D.

1650-1720 the Beothuk had sufficiently mastered man~' of th~

limiting factors pertaining to reworking iron. The historic

background suggests that Europeans did not make much use of

mainland Newfoundland until around A.D. 1550 and that per

man",nt settlement ....as not attempted until A.D. 1610 (Howley

1976:191, which indicates that the selection of nan-Native

l1Iateri'lls, inclUding iron, would have remained marginal

until the seventeenth century A.D.. This: is: one possible

explanation for t:le predominant use of nails as raw materi-

als at Boyd's Cave an"- Insp'":!ctor Island. It also suggests

that the Beothuk acquired the skills inherent in the
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earliest Boyd's Cove artifacts over roughly a 100 year

period, ca. "'.0. 1550-1650.

The Beothux may have begun to rework iran throughout

the sixteenth century A.D., although lhere is no Clear

evidence for this. They may have accumulated know] edge of

ironworking through contact with friendly Europeans,

Natives. such as the Montagnais or Micmac, independent in

vention, or any combination of these fact-ors. Metallurgical

data. introduced here help clarif:J the question of tech-

0010g1co11 influences on Beothuk ironworking and provide

other information pertaining to this industry. A brIef

lntraOuetion to iron's physical constitution is presented

first.

Physical Properties of Iron

Understanding the physical properties of industrial

iron, including steel, wrought iron and cast iron. is

essential in assessing the significance of these materials

to the Beothuk. It is proposed here that European iron

tools are subject to successful reworking only under strict

conditions that must be learned by toolmakers/recyclers.

Iron is soft and easy to work with in its natural

state, as are most metals (Frurip et al. 1983:131, and the

presence or absence of particular impurities determines it.s

hardnl;!ss and toughness. A metal's hardness refers to its

ability to resist deformation, measured by indentation,

While toughness describes the quality of withstanding an
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lUnglik 1984:89, 911. The most efflcient iron tools

exhibit a balance between these two attributes.

The impurities in iron are car):;lon, sulphur, manganese,

phosphorouS and silicon IUnglik 1984:56). These metalloids,

i .t!. nonmet.ais exemplifying the properties of both metals

dud nonmetals, usually make up between one and three per

cent of wrought iron by weight lAston and Story 1939:2, J).

An examindtion of eighteenth-century A.D. BritiSh and French

wl-ought iron nails from Fort Michilimackinac in Michigan

revea.led they contain about two percent impurities IFrurip

at oli. 1983,12). Metallographic analysis of wrought iron

ndil:J [rom a Beothuk site at Boyd's Cove (OiAp:3) shows.

similar reSUlts (Appendix C,236, 24&).

Wrought iron's metalloid .Inclusions affect its reaction

to reworking in that particular concentrdtions necessitate

techniques such as heat treatment While other impurities

render iron unsuitable for any kind of modifications. The

pre"ence of sulphur in tha absence of manganese, or vice

venia, results in iron that is "cold short" and "hot short",

that is, brittle at normal Or increa.sed temperatures (Unglik

1984:861, Phosphorous in excess of 0.\5\ is detrimental to

iron's ductility and thus a lower level than this is desired

lll.ston and Story 19J9:421 Appendix C:2371.

Consider the case of cast iron ....hich is comparably

brittle due to the high amounts of carbon, sulphur, phospho-

rous and manganese it contains. Carbon is present at t.hree
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other impurities IFrurip et 011.1983:101. To alleviate its

un~esirable qualities, cast iron ....as tracHtionally rehp.ated.

in open hearths over Charcoal fires assisted by air bellows

to remove oxidizable impurities such as carbon and, if

necessary. silIcon. The removal of impurities in gas form

resulted in the iron compoun(l forming hot, partly 5011(l1£1od

balls due to its increased melting point. that cannot be

achieve<l in this type of hearth. These lumps of iron. known

as blooms .....ere removed from 1 iquid slag concentrations

heavy in metalloid content and squeezed through rollers to

remove more of the unwanted minerals. The blooms were thon

reheated and rolled at least twice more before acceptable

wrought. iron was obtained If'rurip et al.:\0-131. This

indicates the difficulty in reworking cast iron into other

tool", .

The temperature at which wrought iron was worl("'" in the

final st.ages of tool prOduction also has implications for

SUbsequent reworking. For instance, -blue brittleness" is a

characteristic of some Iron when it Is COld hammered after

being previously worked in the -blue h••t- range between 2JO'

and 370' C. Such materiol requires reheating in order to

eliminate this condition (Unglik 1984:861. The need to

reheat some wrought iron is interesting considering handmadE:

nails from the seventeenth and eighteenth c:enturias A.D.

The tertiary stage5 of the nail-making process involved

(ive-foot long, Rpencil-thickR iron rods warmed ';.0 a Rblack
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at. ....hich they will glow very faintly if held in a deep

This is just past the "warm heat~ level when t~e

mat.(ocial is barely too hot for the blacksmith to hold in his

hands (Hogg 1964:381. A brief immersion time in the hearth

is thUS impl ted here.

At this juncture the rod was removed from the hearth

alld its end harranered on four sides to produce a fine point,

or :..;truck on t ....o opposite side:.! to derive a str<llight-edged

n.lLl. Then, While resting on a prism-shaped "hardy" atop an

301111. the rod was partially cut by a hammer blow to the

appropriate spot. The rod was next placed point-first into

<t nail-holder, or "bolster", where it was snapped off and

roplaced in the fire. The proxlm~l end of the "proto-nail"

was then hallVTlered into a "rosehead M or a "clasp", depending

on which type of head was required. Larger spikes were

subjected to a different kind of heading process using dies

IGi Imour 19?6: 21).

The preceding description is significant because it

implies that nails would not require reheating to extremely

high temperatures for reworking by Beothuk or other people.

Hot working nails ....ould still be a means of safeguarding

against other inherent risks attributable to high impurity

content or internal fissures due to poor forging techniques

IUnglik 1984:86: Appendix e:23?). but might often be ullre

quired.

One other problem to be considereO in cold hammering

iron bears mention here. From 0 to -30' C. and lower, iron
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undergoes drastic reductions in toughness and ductility

which often results in fracturing due to applied force

lUnglik 1984:86). In extremely col.d environments this has

implications for the use of iron tools, including Beothuk

modification/recycling attempts 1n the .... llltertime. such as

in the previously-cited report by John Peyton. If iron were

stored outside during thp. winter it might. become more

brittle and heat treatment in recycling would then be highly

ddvisable.

The pt"eceding paragraphs, describing some of the basic

characteristics of industrial iron, suggest that recycling

it into other tools can be difficult. It is somewhat

paradoxical that iron's impurity COlltent largely determines

it/:; reaction to reworking attempts .....hila the metalloid/im-

purity percentage changes as the metal is modified. This

implies that the ironworker must be aware of the ctlanging

:Iature of his material throughout the tool··making rrn,.,,,,~~.

These same cClnditions apply to Beol:.huk toolmakers and are

important in understanding the role of iron in that context.

Metallurgical Analysis of Beothuk Iron

The laboratory examination of P:eothuk iron arti facts

produced interesting conclusions pE!rtaining to the typE!S of

European tools used a,; raw mater ials and some of the manu-

facturing processes involved in recycling. Tests wen,

conducted by Henry Unglik, under the supervision of chiE:f

conservation scientist John Stewart, at Parks Canada's
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ConsfOrvation Labs in Ottawa. The invest.igat.ive procedure is

tlxplaincd 1n more detail in Appendi>ll C.

The Test Sample

Forty-seven artifacts from Boyd's Cove (OiAp:3l were

divided into nine categories representing various stages of

mdllufacturlng procedures and problem items that had not been

satisfactorily identified to date. The sample inclUdes one

!>et of possible projectile point fragments and a second,

Itls.!> obvious group that could not be adequately classified

as Beothuk tools or European knife fragments due to the

ab~~nce of tang areas that would help identify them {Figure

251. Thesl! items and category 3 (Figure 261, consisting of

obvious projectile point fragments and preforms, were tested

for signs of h&at treatment and the t'~ssibility that the

BE:ol;hul< had. perhaps incidentally. increased their hardness

through cold working. This is a known side effect.

Ilallluered iron [Ross 1977,641 and identification of it on

Beothuk artifacts would be interesting coacerning their

~fticiency. In metallic terminology. hardness is attained

at the cost of toughness. and~. Which means that

harder items entertain a higher risk of breaking. although

their surfaces are more resistant +_0 indentation (Ross 1977,

1381. If the Beothuk, albeit unwittingly, produced iron

tools that were significantly harder than the parent

European object, the new items might have relatively short

use-lives due to their inability to withstand stress
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sustained through use. On the other hanel, slightly harder

projectile point.s and awls would retain I5harper working

edges that would .nhollnee cutting and puncturing functions.

It was also hoped that:. the examination of various

projectile p ... int preforms would be helpfUl in determining

whether heat:. treatment might have been utilized at early

stages of production or used throughout the process to

assist refining the desired shape of implements. Category 4

(Figure 261, made up of clearly moc1ifie~ manUfacturing

debris, was assessed far signs of the same treatment

received by the more diagnostic examples 1n categories 1-3.

Four differen!;. sets of nail fra.gmentl5 displaying

varying degrees of reworking and possible reworking werE!

subjected to tests similar to those previously des<::ribed.

Truncat.ed nails; (cat.egory S, Figure 261. as described

earlier. have broken shaft.s with intact head. and probably

reprfllsent inieial stages of tool-production. Que"" .. i ....nc tU'r'!'

concern t.he likelihood that n<!lils of varying thickness had

been similarly worked or if special techniques. such as heat

t.reatment.. were employed.

Category 6 (Figure 271 consists of the previously

dl'scrlbed ~modified nail fragments· that are similar to

truncated nails except for haVing the distal end of their

vestigial shafts hammered flat. Th~se were tested for signs

of hot working and the probability that their hardness

values are equal to those for proj~ctile points. If so.

this would indicate that such items wer ... dt.tached from th"
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distal nail shAft portion in tertiary manufacturing stages

with littl", subsequent preparation necessary for completion

of the to;)ls. Increased hardness values could also be

!:igni£icant if modified nail fragments were sometimes used

as chisel$ or hIde scrapers.

Worked nail shafts. category 7 IFigure 281. cHffer from

-lIIodified nail fragments· in that they lack heads while

(lxhibiting signs of lateral expansion/dorsal-ventral flat

tltll i ng. ",S deser ibed ea:.-li er. they represent projecti Ie

point. auu a .... l preforms pre5umably formed along with mo<1itled

l1i1il fragmf!nts in one method of reworking nails. One of the

t£<:;t artifucts, DiAp:J:12fl6, foaturing a ragged, fractured

edgE:!. implies some past cHffi>:ulty in recycling that is

poJ:>sibly attrIbutable to high impurity content. cold

working. or a. combInation of t:he two. Evidence for this and

possible signs of heat treatment wece sought.

Category B IFigure 291 consists of naIL shaft fr4gt"@f1ts

of different lengths and thicknesses that appear to be the

articulatir,g accompaniments of truncated nails. The absence

o( ~igns of reworking. i.e. flattening and/or halTmering. on

th~se shafts implies that they could be the earliest stage

of projectile polnt or awl preforms. Once again the

question of heat treatment at this bltsic 1 It"'':: 1 of tool

production is of primary import.ance.

The finlll class of artifacts, category 9 (Figure 291.

is comprised of clinched nails bent 1n a fish hook shape by

J::l;ropeans. possibly during boat-building_ As the Beotnuk
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(de la Morandiere 1962-1966: 221, these are includ.ed as a

control group for comparison with any evidence of not worked

iron.

Laboratory Procedures and Results

Time limitations dictated that only 22 of 47 artifacts

could br toxamined along the advocated format. Ten items

were selected from categories 3, 6 and 7, as these were the

most diagnostic modified pieces, while two specimens were

chosen from each of the remaining six sub-classes. All

items were cut in order to assess the grain structure of the

ir(;i\ both in the inner core and the outer ·case-, as

variations between these two regions are potentially

informatiVe concerning the appllcation of diff'9rent rework

ing techniques {Figures 25-291. Specimen:l were ca.refully

sectioned in order to preserve as much of the arti f .. r. .... A':;

possible and all materialS were r.eturned to Memorial

University following the investigation.

The ~xamination reve.:\led that 18 artifacts are made of

wrought iron, three are steel, and one truncated nail

exhibits alternate layer:; of these two materials [Appendix

C:2J6-238J. The aberrant nail is an interesting piece in

view of the f<lct that such composite examples shOUld not be

expected until the late nineteenth century A.D. when they

began to be Sold in the United States {smith 1966:91. Such

itP.ffiS clearly postdate the Beothuk occupati:m at Boyd's Cove
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It may also be the result or '" forqing accident.

such a~ extended innersien in a heart.h fire or contact with

t.1lt: charcoal fuel, that produced an over-abundance of carbon

<and formed patches of steel [Schenck and Knox. 1986:741.

In all. IS of 22 items t.ested had been modified in

conjunction with Be.:Jthuk lronworklnq. Twelve had been cold

hamnered at room t.emperature and t.hree portray evidence of

hot. working. Ona of tho hot worked artifacts WAS also cold

niln1l11ered on one of its ends, which suggests a. degree of

techn i cal dexter 1ty by the tool-maker. Three fragments that

had been cold hammereel over their complete surface areas are

European steel. One exhibits medium-carbon 10.3-0.4'1 st:eel

structure, while the other two constitute high-carbon 10.6-

0.8\1 varieties lAppendix C:241. 242, 2461.

Categories 1-3 lach contain one unfinished Beothuk tool

made from European steel IAppendix C:24". 2461, Which may

reflect difficulties in recycling this material at Boyd's

Cove. The category 3 specimen. marked by fissuring and a

ragged edge on its hammered end, implies that it did not

rel>pond favorably to mod if ication attempts. This possible

evidence for problems in tool production echoes the proposal

thdt Boyd's Cove artifacts reflect limited ironworking

skills compared to latQc occupationli at which Btlothuk

abi 11 t1 liS had eva1ved some. The corollary of this is that

more difficult Imlterials, such as steel, probably could not

be satisfactorily recycled until later times.
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Five of the cold /)ali\:nered ....rought iron artifacts had

been complet.ely modified while seven show reworking on

discrete sections. As might be expectQd, these 12 items

come from categories 1, 2, 3, 4. f. and 7, containing the

more diagnostic reworked material (Appendix C;241-244).

Eight of the cold worked artif.-.c::'::. ,...ere derived from .... rought

iron r.alls which corroborates the indicated Beathllk prefer

ence for them at Boyd's Cove and the ease with which they

could be recycle<1. The European origins of the remaining

four fragments cannot be identifitld due to extensive hammer

ing/deformation combined with SUbsequent corrosion.

Categories 5 (truncated nails) and 8 lheadless nail

shafts I , which are both tentatively interpreted as the basic

forms of tool preforms, and SUb-class 9 (clinched nails), a

control grouj.1, are not marked by signs of plastic deforma-

tion caused by hammering that distinguish the other items.

Categories 5 and 8 were too corroded to determine hnw thfl

nails were broken, but the the artifacts' clean fractures

suggest a hall'lT\er blo.... to a sharp axe or chisel.

Concerning hot working, two modified nail fragments

IDiAp:3:2480, DiAp:J:231) and one of the mOdified nail

shafts/preforms (DiAp:3:1498l carry signs of this treat-

ment. The latter piece ....as cited earliE:r because it had

been cold halmlered on the end opposite to its hot workE:d

,b,ll three hot worked artifacts exhibit extreme

thinning, up to a 50\ reduction in thickness, compared to

the 20-40\ flattening describing cold worked items !,b,ppendlx
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C:226, 227, 2~1, 242). The fact that iron could be hot

worked to ill thinner cross section than is achievable through

cold harrunering has obvious advantages concerning the

formation of thin blades and cutting edges on recycled

projectile points and scrape1'."s. The ability to bring iron

nails to significantl::, thinner cross sectlons under con

trolled conditions would also have been advantageous for

safely breaking them.

The three hot worked artifacts are additionally impor

tant in that tohey indicate having be'~n modified at 1000

1100' C in a forge(sl, presumab1.y by Europeans. Tnl!'> tem-

perature range seems excessive because iron needs only to be

warmed to 450' C and steel to 55u' C for grain structur~ to

recrystallize, Which is the operative effect of hot. working

( .....p~endix C, 2 4 ! I . The sugge8ted temperatures are beyon"- the

expected range of typical Beothuk housepit fires which could

probably generate a maximum of 370· C. IKnauth 1974,.1('}

Another seven iron fragments show signs of having been

heated to even greater temperatures, in excess of 1200· C.,

and COOled at room temperature (Appendix C,242}. These

artifacts include two nail shafts (category 8) that may have

been heated to facilitate removing their heads. Unfortu-

n<ltaly, in these two cases corrosion around the severed

areas has removed the evidence pertinent 1;;0 this question

and it cannot be determined Whether they were worked hot or

after they had cooled down.

The distribution of iron artifacts inside Beothuk
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houses at Boyd's Cava and Wigwam Brook IPlgures 30-341

includes some concentrat.ions within heart.hs, althe-ugh mac-t

material occurs else....here over the house floors. This

suggests that the occupants did not attempt to hot work much

iron. The depicted frequencies do, however, indicate that

iron was often worked inside houses, especially at Boyd's

Cove. The reasons for t:.he extraordinarily high numbers

there. relative to other sites, probably include its early

occupation, coastal location. continued reuse by. the

Beathllk, and undisturbed nature. The large amount of

arttfacts at Boyd's Cove corrOborates the suggestion that

this site represents one of the last coastal areas where

Becthuk were secure and successful, before being forced to

inland (Pastore 198!:1,66-67),

It is interesting that the hot worked items consist of

intarmediary stages in tool production rather than finiShed

projectile points, aWls or fish spears. This may reflect.

sampling error in t~at complete objects WE:re not selected

becaUSE: of the dtlstructive nature of the tests, but, as

mentioned earlier, the hot worked preforms are significant

in showing that the Beotnuk arEl nat rE:sponsible for all

modified iron at Boyd's Cove, contrary to previous inter

pretation (Pastore 1989:57, 661. They also imply that thE:

modifications took place in the Boyd'S Cove arr.a or nearby

and tilat European-modiried nails had same value to the

Beothuk, possibly as scrapers or preforms that could be

sUbsequentl}' finished. It is otherWise dif.flcult to explain
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trading of incomplet.e tooois.

A~ mt:ntioned in chapter J. the Beothuk may have

obtained iron objects. possibly along with other goo~s. from

Europeans or Native allies. such as the Montagnais Indians.

A. third. highly improbable, possibility is that the Beathuk

had access to a forge where they sometlmeSil made iron tools.

On mainland North America. Indian blacksmiths often used the

forges of tolghteenth- and nineteenth-century A..D. trading

P05tS (Russell 1967:3301. although in Newfoundland there is

no evidence for such cooperation. The historic record

suggests that some Europeans interacted peacefully with

Beothuk people (Howson 1984:8; Howley 1976:24,265.267;

Duckworth Papers:464S, Peyton 1981:1, 101 and t.he Boyd'~

Cove hot. worked iron is possible physical evidence for such

Europeans in the Boyd's Cove area and elsewhere

throughout Newfoundland would have requlred forges to repalr

t.heir t.ools and possibly modify iron. as tra.de object.s or

peace oHer ings for the Beothuk. No evidence of a forge has

been found to date in the Boyd's Cove area, but. such

facilit.ies were COlMlon on ships of the period. Furthermore,

land-based forges from that time IoIere much less elaborat.e

than the popularly depicted coal-based smithies t.hat are

really a late nineteenth-century "'.D. development. Earlier

operations used wood and charcoal, rotlthcr than coal, as fuel

and relied on a much smaller selection of tools. Rocks and

sand were the structural materials of older fire-boxes,
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which were fanned by a side-blast bellows. compared to later

metal or brick variations utilizing a bott.om-blast. of air

(Light 1987,662).

1'.s mentioned in chapter J, the Parks Canada conclusions

are corroborated by other metallurgical data asserting t.hat.

some Boyd'S Cove projectile points exemplify too high a

quality of workmanship to have been made by Beothuk. or

other late entrants into iron technology. 1oIithollt .\ssistance

['['om more skilled craftsmen l Light 1987: personal COITUllun ica

tianl. The suggested evidence for Beothuk trading activity

at Boyd's Cove finds further support in the presence of 617

glass trade beads, European pottery I and the high proportion

of fur bearing animals killed there, ~ompared to other

sites. Tr~de beads and possibly European-manufactured

projectile points have also been found at other interior and

coastal Beothuk sites (pages 58, 67, 75).

In conclusion, it can be said that the metallurgical

aspect of this research corroborates and illuminates trendS

noted in the historic data as well as in the physical

analysis of art.ifacts. Wrought iron, usually obtained from

nails, was the preferred raw material at Boyd's Cove, with.

steel being worked much less frequently. One of three

modified steel fragments in the test sample exhibits cracks

and a roughly fractured edge that are probably attributablt:!

to Beothuk difficulties in recycling sUCh materials,

compared to wrought iron, at this early site.

From his analysis of Boyd's Cove iron, Henry Unglik
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concludE<d that the Beothuk had knowledge of cold working and

hot worklng but opted for the former as it was less cumber

some {Appendix C:2471. Concerning the possibility that cold

hammering improved the quality of iron tools, the Ottawa

tt:sts indicate that 'the cold worked items were significantly

hardor than t.hey had been originally {Appendix C:24.1, 245.

2.471. The cold hammered artifacts are also harder than hot

worked it.ems. although this characteristic was probably not

appdrent or important to the Beothuk. The predominant use

of cold working over hot working at Boyd's Cove implies the

perseverance of basic tilchniques from Beothuk lithic

technolC'gy, including the retention of older tool forms such

as h<!llrunerstones and abraders. These represent skills C1J.1d

\:.ools t:.he Beothull could readily apply to mocHfying European

iron.

The hot worked items from Boyd's Cove effectivGly

indicate that some iron was modified through procedures that

cannot be satisfactorily connected wi th Beothuk craftsmen

due to the extreme temperatures involved, which are not

at.tdinable without properly constructed hearths. Three

ar-tifacts were clearly heated and worked in accordance with

Beothuk templates, while another three may have been

sil1lilarly modified. Four other objects heated to over 1200

·C. and cooled very slowly, as in a forge, had not been

recycled at these temperatures. Hot working suggests

advantages over cold hammering in Obtaining significantly

thinner tools which may be important in prOducing more
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effectIve cutting edges.

These data indicate a signli icant c:onnection bet....een

the Beothuk "'nd items speciE ically modif led by Europeans,

even though actual contact between the two groups cannot be

substant.iated. The hot worked iron, along with glass trade

beads and possibly other artifacts from Boyd's Cove. suggest

that the Beothuk obtained European trade goo~::J; through

peaceful contact wit.h other Natives or Europeans themselves.

Subsequent research may negate the theory that early

Europeans in Neufoundland did not need. or want, th"!!

allegiance of the Native people as they did elsewhere in

North America (Pastore 1988: 601. Early European settlers/

entrepreneurs in Newfoundland might have felt compelled to

befriend Beothuk people as a security measu['e 0[' form Saine

sort of economic association with them.

~letallurgical testing of iron, similar to that under

taken with Boyd's Cove material. from other Beothuk sitlls is

now necessary to assess the stat-us of hot working over time

and. space. It would be useful to discover lron that had

been hot worked at temperatures within the expected range

for housepit fires, to a maximum of ca. J70'C This might

provide proof that the Beothuk acquired metallurgical

knowledge at Boyd's Cove, and possibly othe[' sites, which

they subsequently applied else....here In Newfoundland_
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CHAPTER 5: COHr.LUSIONS

This research el"borolles on the BeothUk lron ind.ustry

which, from ca. A.D. 1500-1829, gradually replaced stone

tools thaI;. had developed from the l.ittle Passage cornpl.ex.

£arly coastal 15sem1)lages from the Beaches lDeAk:ll. Boyd's

Cove lOIAp' J I and Ins:pector Island I DIAq: 1 I feature mixed

stone/iron toolkits, while sUbsequent:. interior sites. dated

to eel. the late-eighteenth, early-nineteenth century A.D.,

indicate little or no use of comparable lithic items. The

limiteel data pertaining to some of the sites provide only a

general outlino of the rate at which iron replaced stone

a1tlOng the Beothllk. lInd it is expected that older inland

occupations containing mixed collections similar to coastal

assO::!mblages will be found th.rough noe"" exc~vations.

Conclusions derived in this thesis indicate that the

Ilcot.huk iiving in Boyd's Cove arounc3 /I,.D. 1650-1720 pos

sessed European trade goods, although little can b~ said

concerning the means by which such materials were obtained.

Metallurgical data reveal that the Beothuk had access to

European-modified nails and possibly other reworked iron.

Ldboratory anoJlysis of diagnostic Beothuk iron from Boyd's

Cove indicates t.hat three out:. of 15 modified artifact.s

t,ot worked at temperatures in excess of 1000· C.

lAppendix C 242, 246, 2471. These conditions are only

attainable in a forge, which strongly implies they were

manufactured by Europeans as trade object.s or gifts for

N<ltives, pos.lbly inclUding the Deothuk.
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The presence of European-modi f i ed nai Is/pre forms

implies that the ironworkiog took plac<l n~ar. Boyd's Cove.

In addition to possibly supplying finished projectile points

and r:elllted objects to the 8eothuk, the close proximity of a

forge and experienced ironworkers could have provided

valuable t.echnical insights concerning recycling that

facilitat.ed thQ development of a local Native iron industry.

Simi tar data were obtained from an examination of

Boyd's Cove projectile points by material culture specialist

John Light who reported the presence of high-quality work-

m",nshlp that would not be expected o!lt an early seventeenth-

century Beothuk site (John Light 1987:personal communica-

tion). ThEo possibilit.y of trade or peaceful contact at.

Boyd's Cove is further iocUcated by 617 g~ass trade beads

found in four housepits there, and a faunal sample indicat

ing a high proportion of fur bearing animals, relative to

other Beothuk sites. Nearly 1100 additional trade D~31s

....ere recovered from other 8eothuk sit.es, including In'iipector

Island on the coast and Pope's Point. South Exploits, and

Red Indian Falls III along the Exploits River.

From the formative period suggested by early coastal

sites at the Beaches, Boyd's; ':":ove and Inspector Island. the

Beothuk iron industry continued to evolve t.hroughout the

sellenteenth. eighteenth and oarly nineteenth centuries A.D.

probably with little, if any. further outside influences.

The consequentia~ Beothuk desh'e for European iron. mostly

to be recycled into other t.ools, resulted in their pilfering
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from fishing .!it.tions to obtain supplies. which led to ill

worsening of relationS with the newcomers. This marks the

blrginning of the end of the Beothuk period, probably during

the eighteenth century A.D. when they began living year

round in interior Newfoundland as a means of avoiding

Europeans. Alt.:lough faunal samples and historic data imply

that the Beothuk UPlid iron tools to kill large amounts of

caribou, as well 011.1 smaller animals. in the interior. tlley

"'"re doomed to extinction. possibly due to their attempt to

survive £lsl>entially on one major food source. caribou.

The evolutionary nature of Beathuk lronworking is

implicit in the gradual production or various sizes and

typc~ of projectilc points. including toggling harpoons.

Latter-period Beothuk ironworkers also utilized more

di.fficultlY-lofOrkod European objects. such as scissors.

hammers, axes and fur traps. that incorporated steel into

their structure andlor were problematic because of their

llulk. This is in contrast to the predominant reuse of

easily ...orkod wrought iron nails at earlier coastal sit"s at

Boyd's Cove and Inspector Island. Nails were prObably less

available in the interior, compared to the coast, Which

(arced the Beotl1uk to use other, less-favourable, European

Items al; raw nlaterials. Stone abraders with deep grooves

attributable to ironworking are much more common at interior

sites than they are on the coast, which indicates greater

production of iron tools at the more recant inland areas.

The prominent evidence [or grinding reflects the Beothuk's



increased at.tention to detail. including sharply-shouldered

blades and long tangs wit.h square cross sections. at later

sites.

Beothuk ironworking also manifests its evolutionary

nature in t.he manufact.ure of project.ile points t.hat probably

were specially designed for a caribou-oased economy .....hich

represents a modifivd subsistence strategy for the Nat.ives.

Projectile points with large blades Isub-types 2c. Ja and

3bl, including some equipped with long, sturdy tangs as well

(sub-type Jal, are affi1iated with 'relatively late, ca,

post-A.D. 1750, inland sites Where the most important food

resource was caribou. Their resembl"'lIce to "deer speat'l;~

described by Shanawdithit may be a. clue t.o their m"in

function.

Concerning the broader perspectivII of Nort.h American

Aboriginal history. Beot.huk iron artifacts flt the criteria

for classification wit.hin a t.ypology of seven categQri~!;:

reflecting the impact of European goods on traditional Ne10l

World cUltllreS. Class five consists oC " ••• old types of

artif4cts modified by the sUbstitution of importf:d material

Cor local material that was inferior in physical properties,

lacking in prestige or harder to obtain. Forms: remained tho

same~ (Quimby 1966:251. The Beothuk recycled an indirectly

imported mat"cial, European iron, into tools with pr€'hJ.s-

toric non-iron counterparts, including projectile points,

a\olls, fish spears and possibly scrapers. Hlst.orlc data and

archaeological assomblages containing large amounts of iron
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artifacts indicate the high value of this metal to the

Bcothuk.

Beothuk iron artifacts also closely resemble QUlmby's

category six in .....hich old types of artlfacts, a.s Ciescrlbed

earlier, were modified by the sUbstitution of an imported or

heretofore unused local material, the use of which involves

a different technological principle to achieve a similar end.

product IQuimby 1966:25). In reCyCling iron into tradition

al tool types. the Beothuk necessarily employed differE',nt

technological pr-ocedures than they had previQusly applied to

Iron had to be hammered. cut and ground into the

dCliircd shapes ra:ther t:;han chipped, as stone was. The

Deothuk and their immediate ancestors, the Little Passage

conlplex, did not use ground slate implements. Their

fdilli 1 iar i ty wi th gr inding bone pendants and, po:.ssibly, bone

neQdles and alo/ls may have prepared them somewhat for

abrading iron, although the bevelled, sharp edges of metal

i ter~s, loll th deeply-grooved abraders as the most obvious

byproduct, have no Beothuk or Little Passage counterpart.

Comparisolls of the Beothuk iron industry with three

contemporaneous mainland examples highlight some unique

qualities of the Newfoundland case. Micmac Indians from

Nova Scotia, Onondaga Iroquois fl:om the present New York

State area, and Labrador Eskimos all had clo:oe trade align

ments with Europeans that ultimately resulted in greater

access to the latter's goods than the Beothuk experienced.

The Micmac were not significant recyclers of European goods
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as they preferred to trade for intact. objects. includin9

projectile points, knives, axes and other basics at:. first,

until they obtained more prestigious items, such as gUlls.

They ra.pidly became close allies of Europeans and were

basically dependant on the latter's tools by the early

seventeenth century A.D. The Onondaga Iroquois and

Labrador Eskimos initially exhibited iron industries similar

to the Beothuk, alt!"lough their recycling of Eur0r-ean Objects

gradually waned as more valuable tt"ade goods became avail

able. Similar to the Beothuk, Labrador Eskimos pilfered

much material from European fishermen, but like the other

comparative cases, they gradually became active participants

in the fur trade.

The three comparative group~; altered their SQttlement

patterns to enhance access to European object.s. Normal

hunting activities were redirected towards securing marketa-

ble animal skins rather t.han providing meat, ....hich did not

produce enough food for Native families and increased their

reliance on Europeans. In contrast, as European-Beothuk

relations deteriorated throughout the historic perio<l,

probably by the latter half of the eighteenth century A.D.

the Natives were confined to interior Newfoundland where

they reorganized their subsistence halJits towards a major

reliance on terrestrial resources. They pursued this goal

utilizing iron versions of prQhistoric tools, including

awls, fish spears, projectile points and possibly scrapers.

European axes, kni ves and other uti 1 i tar ian Objects
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supplemented t.hese items. The shift:. in settlement./subsis

tenCE< strategy appears to have been maladaptive for the

Beothuk, however, and was probably a major factor resulting

in their extinction.

In short, the Beathull. iron industry, inclucHng its

implications for settlement/subsistence patterns and

malerial culture, indicates a mixture of change and trad1-

tional continuity that differs from the more sweeping

cultural tr-'lnsitions characterizing other contemporaneous

Nulive groups. The Beethull. attempted to use European

m.:l.lerial:;, including possible trade goods at Boyd's Cove and

"ther sites, in traditional roles that became increasingly

difficult to implement throughout the historic period .. By

the early eighteenth century A.D .• the Beothuk attempt at

living ino(1pendently of Europeans had reSUlted in a unique

11:"0n industry and associated economy. although of a rela-

t.vely short duration,
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TA.BLES
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'rable \; PROJECTILE POINT SAMPLE

I.

~AP: J:~:;;:

2423"
\16S"

'"HF 3114

2.

~AP:3:1;:::.. '
1565'"
127'"

DiAq: 1: 792'"

'"NF 3161
L-I
L-2

Ib
NF 3172
NF 3170

2b
DfAW:l; 249

73
Sandy Lake
NF 3169
NF 3115
IF'-a
IP-b
Lock",

3b
iP-c

2c
iiF 3171
Pope's Point-l
OfAw: I :217

3c
BUchan's

4
Toggling narpoon endblade IVIIIA-71 J

Pre f arms/ Fr<lqmen ts
OiAp: J: 1437"

~ 123&" Type 1 preform
896"
711>"
87'"

2422" Type 2 preform
2424"

O~Aq: 1 :~~::

776"
812"
815" Type
88S"
890"

I/type 4 preform

DfAw 7:95 Type 4 preform

.. '" coastal artifacts
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Tat::.le 1: Projectile Point. Sample (c:ontinued,l:
Pre f arms/ Fragments

NF 3116
" 3180 Type 2 preform
" 3167 Type 1 preform
" 3173
• 316&

ofAw: 1: 74 Type
7S
76
77
78
79
80

2 pre~orm

Wigwam BrooM; preforms 10£Aw: 1 :75-801 are shaft/tang
portions characterized by Slight cross sections with one
flattened end, signifying the distal area, towar'Js the
blade. The proto-blade regions, which are small and
lacking shoulders, suggest poor workmanship that may be
attributable to tne Becthult's attempted recycling of less
favourable sources of iron than had boen previously
llvailable when they spent IHore time on the coast of
Newfoundland.

Pope's Point (D£Ba:l): IDevereux l!:16S:Plate 16 I
"e"
"g" Type 2 preforml projectile point fragment.
Mk" Type 2 "
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TABLE 2: PROJECTILE POINT T'iPuLOG'i

TYPE 1: Lanceolate Blades n-8

BI-
rr.5 NF 3174"

~::: O;Ap:3 ~:~~
58.5 1168"
61.0 2423

~:~i:-:09"7--~1~'

BW
9" 4 NF

;~:~ O~Ap:3

13.3
14.4
18.6
x«13.27

3114
1168
2672
2668

"2423

BTl
UO
1.65
2.00
2.25
2.10
2085
x-2.lc.

NF 3174

D~AP:3: 24~~

26G8
2672
1168

TL X-S
25.6 DiAp:3 2672" S
40.95 1168" I
44.60 NF 3174 S
62.0 DiAp:3: 18 S
x_53.3

TWI x TTl
~OO
<1.30 x 4.20
5.10 x 4.90
6.00 x 4.35
6.40 x 4.35
x=S.17 x 3.13

DiAp:3:2668
NF 3114
OiAp: 3: 18

M 2612
1168

x=27. 78: 1

BL:BW

;:~~:: D~AP:3 ~:;;
4.01): 1 2668

~~~\~:-,,,---__---'-""

BL:BTI
~1
24.18:1
30.50:\
38.00: 1

CiAp:3: 2672
M 2668

2423
18

x-s tang cross section
5 square
1 irregular

incomplet.e artifact.

BW:BTI
4.05:\
4.59:1
5.91:1
6.27:1
1i.73:1
9.30:1
x«6. 47: 1

O;"p: 3: ~~;~

Hioo
NF 3174.
OiAp:3: 18

2423

BL:'l'Wl
8.30:1 DiAp,3:2672
11.00,1" 18
15.77:1 2668
x 11.69: J

X 2.55,1



SUb--type 1a (continued)

TL:BL
iJ."9"9"71 DiAp:3:

TL:BT1
29.73: 1 NF 3174
37 .S8: 1 DiAp:3: 18
X_33. 65: 1
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TL:BW
~1 DiAp:3:18
4.74: 1 NF 3114
X 4.52: I

TL:TWI
fO:3'f":l Nf 3174
10.88:1 DiAp: 3: 18
x=10.62: 1

TL:TT\
~l NF 3174
12.66: 1 DiAp:3: 18
x-I}. 89: 1

SUb-typo lb n=2

TWI :TTI
~
1.16:1
1.38:1
1.47:1
3.45,1
x_I. 70, 1

NF 3174

Di~P:3: 26~~

1168
2668

BL
56.4 NF 3172
20.85~ NF 3110
X 56.4

BT
0":"80 NF 3110
1.45 NF 3172
x-I.22

TWI x TTl
~5NF3110
4.0 x 4. SO NF 3112
x 3.35 x 3.52

BL:BW
6:"3"571 NF 3112

BW:BT1
'f':'72":1 NF 3112
9_00:1 NF3110
x 8.36:1

BW:TWl
~ NF3110
2.80:' NF 3112
x-2 .18: 1

x-s tang cross section
5 square
I irregular

incomplete

BW
7.2 NF 3110
11.2 NF 3112
i-9.2

TL X-S
117.5 NF 3172 5
122.6 NF :i110 I
x=120.05 ---

BL:BTl
~1 NF 3172

TL:BL
~1 NF3112
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Sub-ty?,. lb IconUnuedl

TL:DW
i"O:49, I NP 3172
17.03, I NF 3170
x-13. 76; 1

TL:8TI
81.03: I NF 3172

153.25: I NF 3170
x-112.14 '1

TL;TWI
~I NP 3172
45.41: 1 NF 3170
x-37 .39; 1

TL,TTI
~I NF3J72
48.08:1 NF 3110
x-37 .95: 1

TWI : 'IT1
~NF3172
1.06; 1 NF 3170
x=0.97: I

'!.YE.L2: Shouldered Blades < 84.00 1TU'lI. Long n=15

SUb-type 2a n=6

BL
i6 .0
24.2
28.7
31.9
39.1
49.0

DiAp:3: 1211~
DiAq: 1: 792~

DiAp'); 1769
~ 44"

'84
1565A8"

BW

~:~ D:AP;3

13.4
13.5
15.0
19.0 DiAa 1

1271"
1565
1769

H

'84"2
x-33.9 x"'14 .86

x:61.57

T~,~'"".-:.;;-o-0"''''-=.'"',IC:'~''''''''.'_.xSS
:;:~~ D~AP;3:1S:~AB";
53.10 1769 5
74.10 784 5
76.)0 1271 5

DiAp;3;1271". ..
1769
1565

".
79'

BTl
0:-60
1.)0
1.70
2.00
2.00
3.45 DiAg: I;
x 2.09

TWI x TTl
~o
4.50 x 4.05
4.65 x If .85
4.76 x If .10
4. 90 x 4.20
5.50 x 5.00

DiAp; 3; 44
DiAq: 1: 792

D;AP: 3:: ;~~
1769
'84

x"'4.71 x 4.40

x-s = cross section
5 .. square
" = incomplete



Sub-type 2a:leontluuedl

X 2.37: I

120

BW:BTI
~1
7. 51: 1
7.88:1

10.38: 1
11.17:1
x-8. 49: 1

BW:TWl
'2":'"""i'371
2.73: 1
2.76:1
3.14:1
4.22:1
x-3 .12: 1

CiAq:l: 792
CIAp:3: 784

~ 1769..
1565

D~Ap:3 1~::

1565..
'92

BL:'IWl

~:~~;~ D~Ap:] I~::
x-G. 48: 1

TL:BL

:::~~i D~AP:3'1~::
~--1 .87: 1

TL:BW
~1

3.96:\
4.94:1
x-L02: 1

TL:TWI
~1
10.84: 1
13.47:1

D~Ap: 3: 17::
'84

CIAp:3: U
• 1769

78.

TL:BTI
~I
]2.92:1
]7.05:1
x"33.7(:1

TL:TTI
~I
12.64:1
14.82 :1

D~Ap: J 17::

'8'

C~AP:3: 17::
'8'

x",ll .42: I

'IWl :TTl

::~~:~ D~AP:3:15::
1.10: I 784
1.11: 1 DiAq: 1: 792
1.16:1 DiAp:]:1271
1.17:1 • 1769
x-l .09: 1

x_12.55: 1



Sub-type 2b n ..8

BL
li.7 OfAw:l:73~

20.0 SL~

26.5 NF 3169
28.4 OfAw: 1: 249
31.4 IP-b
3(.5 NF 3175
34.5 IP-a-
53.0 L-3
~

BTl
'l':1 OfA.... : 1 :249
1.]5 NF 3175
1.4 N~ 3169
2.2 DfAw: 1 :73
2.9 SL
.3.04 L-J
~

'!'WI x 'IT I
~80 OfAw:l:249
J.SS x 3.80 NF 3175
(.22 x 4.28 L-J
4.55 x 3.20 SL
4.60 x 3.50 NF 3169
4.70 x 4. 70 IP-a
5.20 x 5.20 IP-b
5.25 X 3.75 Of".... : 1 :13
x .. 4.23 x 3.78

BW:BTI
~ SL
4.59: I L-3
5.82: 1 Df"w:! :249
8.22: 1 NF 3175
8.27: I 73
e. 29: I NF 3169
x"6.81: 1

x-s ct"oss section
R round
I irregular
S Sql,lolt"B

incompletB

BI<
6.4 Of""':1:249
10.2 lP-b
11.1 NF 317S
11.6 IIF 3169
12.15 SL
13.96 IP-a
15.3 IP-a
18.2 Df"w: I :13
x.. 12.37

~T~",_.J"''---'O'',,''w''-',''I'''2....'----OX~S
74.1 NF 3175 I
76.7 SL S
89.5 IP-a R
97.1 NF 3169 I

101.65 DfAw:l:73 S
10.3.84 L-3 5
124.3 IP b R
x_90.44

BL:BW
2':"'"2"'i'71 NF 3169
3.06: 1 IP-b
3.80: I L-3
4.44: I Of"w: 1 :249
x"'3.38:1

BL:BTI
~l L-3
18.93: I NF 3169
25.82: 1 Of1\w:l: 249
x=20.73:1

BL:TWl
5":"'1'6"71 NF 3169

6.68: 1 IP-a
12.55: 1 L-3
14.20: 1 OCAw:l: 249
x-9.80: 1



SUb-t.ype 2b (cont.inued)

BW:T\i'1
~ IP-b
2.52:1 NF 3169
2.67: 1 SL.
2. :"4:1 IP-a
3.20: 1 0[1\,.,: I: 249
3.31: I NF 3175
3.31: 1 L-3
3.47:1 Of1\,.,:l :73
i 2.95: \

'"
TL:BL
~, L-3
1.98:1 OfAloI:l,249
3.66: 1 NF 3169
3.96: 1 IP-b
x-2.89: 1

TL:BW
-5:5'9 1
5.85:\
6.31:1
6.68:1
7. 44: 1
8.37'1
8.80:1

12.19:1
x-1.65: 1

Of1\w:l :73
IP-a
SL
NF 3175
L-J
NF 3169
Of1\w: 1: 249
IP-b

TL:BTI
2~1
H.16:1
46.20:1
51.23,1
54.89:1
69.36:1

SL
L-J
ofAw: I :13

249
NF 3175
NF 3169

TL:TWI
16.86:1
11.21:1
19.36:1
21.11:1
22.12:1
24.61:1
26.45: 1
28.11:1
x_21.99

SL
IP-a
Of1\,.,:1 :13
NF 3169
NF 3175
L-J
IP-b
Df1\w: 1 :249

TL:TTI
~1 IP-a
I!L50:1 NF 317S
23.97: 1 SL
24.26: I L-3
26.45: 1 IP-b
27.11: I OfAloI: 1 :73
27.74: 1 NF 3169
31.31: I ofAloI: I: 24q
x_24.69: 1

TW:TTl
~ NF3175
0.99: 1 L-3
1.11:1 OfAw:1 :249
1.31: 1 NF 3169
1.40:1 ofAw:1 :73
1.42: 1 SL
~



BL
71.0 PP-l
83.95 NF 3171
8!L21 OfAw: 1 :217·
~"82.0

BTl
1:10 NF 3171"
3.10 DfAI,J: 1: 217

TWI X TTl
J:"2T"""'X? PP-l
:':.2 x 1.85" NF 3171
5.7 x 3.75 DfAw: 1 :217
xITWII"4.04

BL: BW
~1 DfAw: 1 :217"
4.79: 1 PP-l
7.63: 1 NF 3171'"
')["5.30: 1

BW:ST!
~I 0£1\.... :1:211*
10.00: 1 NF 3171"

BW:TWI
~ NFJ17P
4.49: 1 DfAw: 1 :217
4.73: 1 PP-l
»=4.61: 1

TL:BW
~~1 NF 3171"
7.27: 1 PP-l

TL:TWI
f9:();1 NF 3111"
l4. 39: 1 PP-l

TWI :TTI
~DfAw:l:217
1.73: I !'IF 3171·

123

BW
'i"l.O NF 3111"
15.2 PP-l
25.6 DfAw:1 :217
X 20.4

TL X S
10.40 ofAw: 1 :217* S
60.ao NF 317,. I
~L~-_'_____

I
BL:BTl

1
28.80:1 OfAw: 1 :217"
76.32:1 NF 3171"

I
I

BL:TWI !22.67:' PP-l
22.63:' NF 3171 I
x=24.65 1 l
TL:BL J
~1 NF 3171" l

1.52:' PP-l j
I

TL:BTI I
5"5:'"~1 1'1:.<' 317'" I
TL:TI'l I32.86:\ NF 311'"

I
X-S cross sect.ion I5 square

I irregular i? unknown j
incomplete i
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Type 3: Shouldered Blades) 100.00 rm.~

BL
101.0 NF 3181
113.3 L-l

~x_128.1

BTl
U NF 3\81
2.1 L-l
5.8 L-2
it=3.73

TWl X TTl
~50 L-I
6.85 x 5.60 NF 3181
8.20 x 8.20 L-2
x"".08 x 6.77

BL:BW
~l NF3J81
5.59: 1 L-I
6.63: 1 L-2
~

BW:BTl
~ NF3!SI
6.33: I L-I
6.70: 1 L-2
x-6.09: I

BW:'I'W1
~ NF3181
2,76: 1 L-l
3.71: I L-2
x=3.07: 1

TL:BW
~:1 NFJI!1
22.04: I L-I
x-lSi .01: 1

TL:TWI
~I NFJIS1
.f~. 9S: 1 L-I
x=44,!l1: 1

X-S = cross section
5 = square
• = incomplete

BW
17.1 L-I
1 B.l NF 31B I
30.4 L-2
~

TL x-s
214.0 L 2- S
300.5 NF 3181 5
376.8 LIS
j(~338 9S

BL:BTI
29.31: I L-2
37.41: I NF 3181
41.96: 1 L-I
x"36.23: I

BL:TWI
~I NF3181
18.27: I L-I
20.73: I L-2
x_17 .91: 1

TL:BL
~1 NFJI81

~
x_3.1 5: 1

TL:BT1
TTT:""'3'O:, NF 3181
139.56: 1 L-1
x-125. 43: I

TL:TT1
~I NFJI81
60,77: I L-l
x-57. 21: 1
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Sub-tYPf< 3d Icontinued)

'!'WI :TTI

~L-'
1.00: 1 L-2
1.22: I NY 3181
xtl.09: 1

SUb-type Jb I Indian Point-c I

BL BW
126.4- 20.9

BTl TL X-S
N:A. 1.90" R

TWI x TTl
5.35 Idi4meeerl

Bl.:BW BL:T\li'l BW:TWl
6:"""<5'571 ~1 ~

Sub-type Jc: Project-He Points M,lde by the British Navy
~

BL
120.0

TL X 5
4I.JO~ 5

BL:BW
~I

BL:'I"MI
:lO:O:l

x-s = cross section
5 '" square
~ '" r.ound
• = incomplete

BW BTl
23.0 Do

TWl X TTl
~

BL:BTl BW:BTl
31.58: , 6.05:1

'J:L:BL TL:BW
O~l ~1

TL:TTI TWI :TTI
~1 ~
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Type 4: Toggling Harpoons n"'l IVIIIA-71I

BL
23.5

TL X-S
~

BL:BW
~I

BL:TWl
~

BW,TTl
2'7.93:1

x-s = tang cross section
F '" flat

N .1>.. = not available

BW
i1.9

'Nl X TTl
..~5

BL:BTI
~1

BW:TWl
3.49: I

'Nl :TTI
~

BTl
J:5

KEY
DiAp:J
Di1\q:l
DfAIol: 1

pp
IP
SL

L-l
L-2
L-3

Boyd.' 5 Cove
Inspector Island
Wig....am Brook
Pope's Point
Indian Point
I uncatalogued I Sandy Lake
uncat~logued pro2ecti Ie. point :t MUs~um
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TABLE J: DIAGNOSTIC PROJECfILE POINT PREFORMS (mill. 1

~
DiAp: 3: 1236 Blade:

Tang:
S4.75 x 17.0 x 3.45
32.55 x 8.3 x 4.85

7.95 x 3.8
square cross section

NF 3167 Blade: 75.5 x 10.1 xl. 5
Tang: 49.2 x 5.2 x 3.9

4.8 x 4.9
3.0 x 2.85

irregular cross section

'!:Y£.Ll
DIAp:3:2422 Bla.de: -45.5 x 9.4 x 0.9

Tang: 7.3 x 3.6 x 5.2

NF 3180 Blade: 107.0 x 11.4 x 1.5
Tang: 2.35 [wide) x 2.9

square cross section

OfA..... : 1:74 Blade: 76.1 x 15.76 x 4.31
Tang: 1.54x4.54x4.07

square cross section

Pope's Point (DEBa:!): Plate 16:
-9 Blade: 51.0 x 8.8

Tang: 41.76 x 4.21
cross section shape unknown

-k Blade: 2\1.0 x 4.1
Tang: 104.::1:5 x 3.4

ceoss section shape unknown

Type 1/4 I? J
DIAq:l:8IS Blade: 68.3 x 31.7 x 4.55

Tang: 10.5 x 15.6 x 5.2
flat cross section

1YP~
DfAw:7:95 Blade: 0.98 x 31.53 x 4.B&

Blade edges, 46.04,422&
Tang: 1&.76 x 10.B7 x 3 BB
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TABLE 4, INDIVIDUAL. IRON ASSEMBLAGES, Nails Are Handmade
Wrought Iron Types: Except Where Otherwise Indicated

Table 4a, Total Boyd's Cove
Nail fragments lwit.h heads I
Nail shaft fragments
Unidenti f i ad fragments
Complete nails
Modified nail fragments

• nail shafts
iron fragments

Projectile points/fragments
Fishhooks
Knife fragments
Nail fragments"
Modified complete nails
Strip iron
Trap dogs?
Cast. iron fro!lgments
Modified nail heads
Rod iron fragmentlil
Cut nails
Modified strip

.. fishhooks
Axe fragments
Shot
Wire
Ti n fragments
Awls
Trap parts
Chain link5
Projectile point preforms
Modified knlfe fragments
Gaffs
Saw blade fragments
Hinge fragments
1\dze ..
Buttons
Sheet fragments
Hoop ..
Buckles
Total

Boyd's Cove Nails

IDihp,31

40'
363
3J8
'19

8J...,
36
21
20
16
IS
13
12,

8
B

•
3
3,,,,,,
1
I
1
I
I
I
1
1
1
1
1

1712

Iron n-1712

Compi ete 2 19
FragmClnts {with ho..dsJ 402
ShaH fragments 363
Fragments" 16
Cut 4
Modified fragment.s (..... it.h heads) 83

.. heads 8
shaft.s 69

Total nails/fragment.s "79

.. presence or absence
of heads is not
indicated
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Table 4b: Total Inspect.or Island (01,21.9: I) Iron n=291
Nail shafts 66
Unidentified fragments 36
Nail fragments (with heads) 33
Truncated nails 32
Complete nails 31
Nail hE:ads 21
Modified nail fragments
(with heads} 15

Mod if led nail shafts 12
Cast fragments 9
Projectile point fragments/

pce;,formfi 5
Cut nails 5
Medii led complete nails 4
Trap dogs? 4
Projectile point fragments 1

~ ~ preforms 1
Clinched nails 1
Hinge fragments 1
Rod fragments 1
Fishhooks 1
Axe fragments 1
Modified iron 1
Awl::; 1
Total 282

N.lils
Shaft fragments 6G
Fragments (with heads) 33
Truncated 32
Complete 31
Heads 21
Cut 5
Modi f led nail fragments

(with heads) 15
Modified shafts· 13
Modified complete 4
Total 220

* inclUding one aw1/
recycled nail shaft

Tahle 4c: Total BeachGS IDeAk:11 Iron n=19
Sheet fragments 11
Wrought nail fragments 7
projectile points 1
To! 011 19
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Table 4<1: Total Fox Bar Burial (Oe1\)(:2) Iron* n-54
Knife fragments 13
Projectile points/fragments 9
Rod fragments 8
Modified fragmentsl
European tool fragments
Unidentified Fragments
Projectile point preforms!

fragments ~

Nail fragments 3
Sheet fragments 3
Trap parts 2
Rust fragments 2
Axes 1
Total 57

'" very corroded collection

Table 46: Total Pope's Point IDEBa:l) Iron n-18
Awls 8
Knife fragments 5
Projectile points 1

" point preforms 3
Modified Axe fragments 1
Total 18

Table 4ft Total Indian Point (DeBd: 1) Iron n=16
Nails/spikes
Projectile points
Modified fishhooks

axe heads
bar/trap parts

Cast fragments
Knife fragments
Trap fragments

(unmodified) 1
Hinge fragments 1
Total 16
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Table 49: Total Wigwam Brook IDfAw:ll Iron 0-130
Wrought na i IS! fragments 41
Unidentified fragments 35
Sheet fragments 15
Strip ft 13
Projectile point preforms 7
Cast fragments 3
Projectile points 2
Modlf led nail shafts 2.
Scissors fragments 2
Jack-plane irons 2
Cut nails 1
Clasp knife fragment 1
Modified axe head 1
Large hook/handle 1
Tong arm 1
Chain/turn bucklo swivol 1
Book clasp 1
Kettle lug/bale fastener 1
Total 130

Tabla 4h, Distribution of European Iron Obiects

Objects Sites
Wrought nails/spikes. . .. sc:-B. II. IF, we. FB
Axes. . .. BC, II, IP, we, FB, pp
Knives/fragments... . BC, IP, lola, FB. PP
Cast iron fragments. . .BC, II, IP, we
Sheet. iron fragments. . ..... BC, II, B, we
Rod iron fragments. .BC, II, IP, FB
Fur t.rap fragments;. . BC, II, B, IP
Cha i n li nks. . BC, II, WB
Fishhooks ...................••...... BC, II, IP
Machine cut nails Be, II, WB
HInges/fragments.. .. BC, n, IP
Strip iron fragments. . .BC, WB
Bar iron. . ... BC, II
Wire.. . ...................•...... 11
Tin fragments.................. . .11
Gaffs. .BC
Saw blade fragments. . .... BC
Adzes. . .. BC
Buttons. .Be
Sc i lOsors. .. we
Book clasps. . WB
Tong arms. . WB
Jack planes. . WB

~
Be= Boyd' s Cove IP. I'l\dian Point B= Beaches
II'" Inspector Island WB.. Wigwam Brook PP= Pope's Point

I
!

1
j
j

1
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Key to Figurols # 13-23
o Type 1a coastal

~ Type interior

• Type interior

0 Type 2. coastal

• Type 2b interior

0 Type 2, interior

Type 3. interior

Type 3b interior

* Type 3, interior

Type , interior
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BEOTHUK IRON FROM BOYD'S COVE
(DiAp 3) INDICATING SECTIONS REMOVED
FOR METALLOGRAPHIC STUDY (0'22)

CATEGORIES, I-~ 0
II) "PROJECTILo (llf

POINT FRAG- I I , ::

MENTS'" '0 ~
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Plate I: Boyd's Cove Projectile Points

A. Oi/o,p:3: 18 - Type 101
B. - I 168 - ~ ~

C. 2672 -
O. 44 -
E. 1565A -
f. 784 -
G. 1769 -
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Plate 2: Boyd's Cove Projectile Points/Preforms

1\. DiAp: 3: 1236 -
B." 2422 -
C. 2668 -
D. 2423 -
E. 1437 -
F. 896 -
G. 716 -
H. 871
I. 1271 -

Type 1 Preform
" 2 -

T~pe ~ a

Type 2a
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Plate J: Inspector Island Projectile PoLnts/Prelorms

~: D~Aq: 1 ::~: =;:~~:o~~;~~:g~e~~eform
C. 812 _. •
D. 565 -
E. 792 - Type 24
F. 930 - Blade Fragment
G. 77' - Preform/Fragment
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Plate -4: Wigwam Brook Projectile Points/PreforillS

A. OfA.... : 1 :249,
B. 73
C. 217
D. 74
E. 19
F. 77
G. 75
H. 76
1. 80
J. 78

2c Preform
2
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Plate 5: Newfoundlan13 Museum Projectile Points

A. L-2
B. L-l
C. NF 3181 -
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Plate I): Newfoundland Museum Projectile Points

A. NF' 3116 - Preform/Fragment
B. NF 3166 _ w

C. NF 3171 - Type 2c
D. NF 3170 - Type Ib
E. Sandy Lake Example - Type
F. NF 3114 - Type la
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Plate 7: Newfoundland Museum Projecti le Points

l>.. NF 3169 - Type 2b
B. L-J •
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Plate 8: Newfoundland Museum Projectile Point Preforms

A. NF 3180 - Type 2
B. NF 3167 - .. 1
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Plate 9: Buchan's Projectile Point:
Type 3c
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Plate 10: Toggling Harpoon
Type 4
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Plate 1\: Hopps Site Projectile Point
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Plate 12: Beothuk Iron Awls

A. DiAp:3 2652
B. 843
c. 793
D.DiAq:l:610
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Plate 1J: Newfoundland Museum Awl:
Modified Fishhook
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Plate 14: Modified Nail Fragments

A. DiAp:3 2105
B. 2108
C. 23
D. 211
E. 2407
F. 904
G. 2078
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Plate 15, Modified Complete Nails

A. DiAp 3 2440 AS
B. DiAq:l: 900
C. DiAp 3 2604
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Plat.e 16: Unusually-worked Nails

~: D~AP:3: 15i~
c. 718
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Plate 17: Intact Fur Trap
(Gerry Penney photo)
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Plate 18: Newfoundland Museum Uncatalogued
Type J Preforms: 'l'rap Parts
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Newfoundland Museum Type 2 Preforms'
Uncatalogued [trap part I
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Appendix A: Beothuk VocaJ:)ularles

Clinch

Leigh

European Term

f lshing line
gun"
hatchet"
iron"
nails"
pin"
shoot a gun
~"
trap/gin"
twine/thread

bonnet
buttons/money
blankets
cattle (cows, horses I
cat (domestic)
candlE!
cream jug
dog
drawing knife"
fish hook'"
fishing line
fork"
gimlet"
glass
gun"
gun powder
hammer"
hatchet"
hoop"
ire· •
lead
nails"
"'t
puppies
sails
saw"
scissors"
Shovel"
silk. hank.erchief
~ ..
stockings
sword"
thread
trap"
trousers

Beothuk Equivalent

dis-up
harreen
now-aut
mou-a-gee-ne
cush
tus-meg
hod-thoo
han-a-mait
iib-e-mait
me-roo-pish

aboddnec
agamet
manavorit
nethabeat
abidesook
shaboth
motheryet
manunasmeet
momeshawdet
adothook
edot
ethewroit
quadranuck
hadibiet
adamadret
beasothunt
mattesis
thingaya
woin
mowageenite
goosheben
quish
giggarimanet
mammasaveet
ejabathook
deddoweet
osegeeu
godawick
egibiduish
adadiminte
gasset
bidisoni
merrobish
shebathoont
mowead



King

"9
bread
cap
large boat
tobacco
te.
white boy

annaahadya
eeseeboon
dhoorad
nechwa
butter\oleye
bubbishamesh

iron objects In-151
_"_ :: objects made of iron or other metals (n=21
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Apptmdix B: Hopps S1 te (Bkep: 1) Artifacts

Projectile Points Imm.l
Paris , BL x BW TL x TW BL!BW BL/TW BW/TW
SJ960a 106,00 x 20.00 5.30/1
153961 114.15 x 24.10 18.'05 x 11.40 4.74/1 10.01/1 2.11/1
59594b 132.85 x 30.80 19.55 x 17.00 4.31/1 1.81/1 1.81/1
59625 136.90 x 26.30 12.10 x 8.90 5.21/1 15.38/1 2.96/1
59621 150.65 x 31.65 28.85 x 1\. SO 4.76/1 13.10/1 2.75/1
53957 153.00 x 29.50 23.70 x 8.10 5.19/1 18.89/1 3.64/1
59623c 152.85 x 26.75 22.85 x 9.40 5.71/1 16.26/1 2.85/1
59620 153.15 x 31. 90 18.80 x 7.60 4.80/1 19.63/1 4.09/1
59596 154.30 x 27.80 17.85 x 10.90 5.55/1 14.16/1 2.55/1
59610 154.90 x 29.60 25.15 x 13.00 5.23/1 11.92/1 2.28/1
59622 155.85 x 29.30 21.00 x 6.90 5.32/1 22.59/1 4.25/1
59611 156,65 x 34.20 26.85 x 11.10 4.59/1 14.13/1 3.08/1
53962d 157.00 x 30.00 21.00 x 9.55 5.23/1 16.44/1 3.14/1
59598 159.30 x 30.60 18.60 x 18.60 5.21/1 8.56/1 1.65/1
59626 161. 75 x 26.40 16.40 x 10.85 6.13/1 14.91/1 :;:.43/1
53959 162.00 x 25.00 23.00 x 10.00 6.48/1 16,20/1 2,50/1
59627 164.55 x 32.90 16.90 x 9.80 5.00/1 16.79/1 3.36/1
59619 166.80 x 29.70 20.40 x 9.30 5.62/1 17.94/1 3.19/1
53956d 167,35 x 27.15 18.75 x 9.45 6.16/1 17,71/1 2.87/1
59628d 167.55 x 32.80 17.40 x 13.95 5.11/1 12.01/1 2.35/1
59593 167.85 x 31.10 21.35 x 9.60 5.40/1 17.48/1 3.24/1
53247 171.00 x 36.95 x 9.80 4.63/1 17. 45/1 3.77/1
59595d 172.60 x 31. 70 28.10 x 8.00 5.44/1 21.57/1 3.96/1
~396 3 180.85 x 31.25 20.85 x 11.80 5.79/1 15.33/1 2.65/1

155.00 x :!~ . 48 20.81 x 10.77 5.29/1 15.49/1 2.93/1

~
a = non-shouldered blade
b = blade with one shoulder missing
c '" intact blade
d ,. blades with intact lengths

! All other examples are missing tip portions and varying
al110unts of their maximum widths. )

Adjusted means for more complete artifacts.
Blade length: n=5; x=163.47
BL/BW: n=5 x= 5.53/1
BL/TWI: n=5 X= 16.80/1

Modified Spike
Paris /I Length rom Width (at tiplrnm Width (below head)nvn
59644 365.0 40.0 12.0
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Appendix C:
Metallographic Analysis of Beothuk Iron Artifacts
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1. IN1'ROOUCTION

A larg€ number of ie-on artifacts from lloyd's Cove,

U"wfoundland WtlS forwardeJ to Clur laboratory for

metallurgical eJC,wtiliation (47 objects weiqhiny about

0.7 Kg in total).

(fayd' 5 CoVe is a Boe thuk ll\lli an $ i te dated to thf:! lat~ 17 th

and the early 18th centuries. The extinct Roethuk Indians

w«re a mysterious tdhe of aboriginal people, distinct [roln

all other Indians. 'They lived in historic tilnes in part of

wlltlt is now NewfounnJan<1, chi"Cly in the hasin of th~

~:xpl"il·.o.; Ri"~r and the shorer. '1[ llotn.' OalOe f!ily and 1~llite

n"l'. In 1497, whell Newfol1n,il,1nd, \~ar; discovered, the tribe

war: thou~lilt tn nllPlber nn 100fe thilll 50U people. The last

kllown Bnf!thok WOmill1 ,H",] i'l',oiptivity in St. ,10I1n's,

rlewfoumllolnd, in 11129,

'I'hoU<1h til"! bow anrl arr') .... , ,1,\<1 the c1 tlh antl speat" .....ere

eVl'rydilY necessitie~ for hunting ilild for clef~llce, there is

nl) ('vidence that the [1(lethuk Indian!'; knllw how to make metal.

It is then of qreat interest to finl! at this site a large

..:ollcct ion of Europ<:'<J11 i r"ll <I";. i ~.\( ts. f\.cconlill'J to

!"lurie ~lac[,ean, /·lerllorial University. St. ,10hn's,

N\'ldmlfHltalld, tho site yielriecl allllut 16()o [inisht.!ll alll] semi

finishen objects e;troupc(l into 23 <:ate'Jories, as well as

ll.tldifi€!<1 fraYlnents in varioL}~ st<lIjf!S (Jf completinn of the

rcwl)rking prOCC$H. !laIC of tile ohjects {c. BUU) are wrought

iro11 nails, ,Jhout 130 (IF theln are d~arly In\")difiell,

prC'sulIl,lhly by the Buelhllk Il1di"ns.
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The aims of thin investi9ation are tn iclentify alld

characterize the m(lterial, examinl2 and inLllCprl:t it.1>

structure, and determine what kind of technological

processes were applied in the manufacture anrl reworking of

the various iron objects. It is hoped that SOlnc li<]hl will

be shed on the practices and techniques utilized hy the

Boethuk in lnodifying F.:urope,m iron Objects into n,lLive

weapons or tools, and that the findings will be instruhwntal

in interpretation of the Doethuk Indian cultural

development.
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2. DESCRIPTION OF IRON ODJP-CTS

The object!;, though visihly corrrled, were fOr:" old iron in a

good state of pr~scrvation. Nine different tYFoloo,Jicai

cate<jnt"ies of objects were distin~IIJi:;:h~.1 hy Laurie MacLean

among th~ forty-seven iron artifacts, The nine categorie:>,

each with artifacts of simil·ar shape and character, are

described below.

Category 1 - Projectile point fral.jlnents (Fig. \)

Modified (fl(lttt!nl!,~) objects in the £orlll of metal

strips of rectililgular- crocs-section.

CillP.ljt)["y 2 - E\lade fragments (Fil]. 7).

Modifi",rl '.lhjl?cts in the form of tapered hladt"s with

rounn eno or sharp point (Fig. 2).

Category 3 - Tangs and basal sections of projectile points

(Fig. ]).

Modified nails with square tRpered shanks, eKtensively

flattened head side of trian9ular. shape, and often

flattened point. III some of the Objects the bead end

and the point end were clearly cut (3-2, ]-5 & 3-6).

The objects 3-1, 3-2 & 3-5 were reduced by hClnunering

about 30 to 4(\, am1 the objects 3-3, 3-4 ~ 3-6 1U to

:ZO't.

Catc<Jory,1 -!\n0Inalolls IIIn<1itied tr<l\l11IClltfi (Fig, 4).

~lail11y tl"n''lllli>r" nlet.:!! ~tfip" "Iltl fi4llill'(' tlani. '{'!lese

wen~ very (;<'1I11110n obj~('t$ at the l'nycl's Cove site,

C'ltl"J,n"y 5 - "rllllrate,l nails (Fig. '»),

r,itt.lE' Il'nclificd nails with liCllt;'rf' or fP.C't,lllylllClr

t.rllllciltpd shall'::; <1IlIl (,[ten dt,r,jl"llll'd rect,lllu,:!l,)[" ht!<llls

h'itl' it sphL'rical or flat tOI' f)Ur[,lcc.
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Category 6 - ~lodHie,l nails (rig. 6).

Nails with squ.1re stlilflks, extl:'ll"ively fJilltl'lll'd to <1

thin edge (30 to 50\ reduction). Cllt at the encl, and

rectangular heads with a spherical top cur face.

Category 7 - Modifie<1 nail shafts (Piq. 7).

Square, tapered shanks with often flattened hellrl sir'lc

and deformed opposite sicle.

Category 8 - Nail shafts (Fig. 8),

Nails with removed Itealls, and often tapered,

rectangular or sauare shanks. Tuo nails ar~ cljnch~c1

(S-6,6-7).

Category 9 - Clinchr.d nails (fig. 91.

Bent nails (likely by Europeans) with square or

rectangular tllperec1 shankfi, and rectClII'lular hCilll!,; with

a flat or spherical tor surface.

'I.'able 1 ~ ives the designation of the olJjecls, the

approrimate size and the wei':l'ht of th(;' i1rtif<lcts. It ClhQ

refers to photographll of the ohjects taken CIt the outset of

the investigation (Figs. 1-9).
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CD ~----""",.,.

Fig. 1. Appearance of iron objects, at x 0.6.
Category 1: Projectile point frayments.

~

~
~

~ ~ ~

~ N ;:::
N

~
F'ig. 2. Appearance of iron objects, at x 0.6.
Category 2: 131Clrte fra'lme~t~.
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f I{T
Fig. 3. Appearance of iron objects, lit x 0.6.
Category 3: Tangs and basal sections of
projectile points.
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f( , ~{

Fig. 4. Appearance of irOn objects, at x 0.(;.
Category 4: Anomalous modified fratjments.
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CD .....---~.
Fig. 5. Appearance of iron objects. at x 0.6.
Category 5: Truncated nails.

1~~O I~~ 111 13 1060

i' t

Fig. 6. /'Ippeara':lc~ of ir;on objects, at x 0.6.
Category 6: 11cu:llfled nal.ls.
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Fig. 7. Appellrance of iron ohjects, at x 0.6.
Category 7: f-lod ified nail shafts.

Fig. 8. Appearance of iron objects, at 0.6.
Category B: nail shanks·
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~ .... ~
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CD ........----.-..<.

Fig. 9. Appearance of iron objects, at x 0.6.
Ca tegory 9: Cl inched nail s.
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3. EXAMINATION PROCEDURE

Two or three typical objects we re sel ected froln each

cateyory for sectioning and n1etalloqraphic examination

(22 <lrtifacts in total). The specimens for microscopic

examination were cut from the artifacts using a low-speed

smol with a dialflond blade. Sketches of the examined objects

anI] the h)cation of the sections are shown in Fig. 10.

I\fter sectioning and coln-mollOtiny in expo)(ide resin, the

specimens were ground on foor silicon carbide abrasive

papers of progressi .... ely finer grit size {Nos. 240, 320, 400

and liOO) in cOlnbination wi tIl running water as lubricant and

coolant. Roll<]h polishing on a napless nylon cloth with

6 micron size diamond paste ~Ias followed by a medium nap

velv(!t cloth with 1 micron paste. Interstage washiny was

done to a... oid transfer of 9r.it from one sta\1e to the next;

specimens were rinsed in a stream Qf hot vater, flool1(:o in

alcohol anCl rapirlly drleCl in a hot air blast. '1'0 reveal the

structure, the s[lccilnens were etched in 4% nitric acid

solution in ethanol (nital).

The structure of polislwn an(1 etcherl specimens was studied

by rcflect(:d-lil]ht microscopy (Leitz "Othoplan") at

ma'Jnifications o( 100, 160,300 and 8011 di"'lneters. 'I'he

<],"ain size was oetermillEd in <1ce<>,·,I,!!p.." ... ith the comparison

procenure of tIle I\lllcrican fiociety for 'I'estill'.! ill!!1 r·'.-.1..~r.ials

(IIS'rl-l) [itandilrd t 112-74. tlicn:;''Jfilphs ....ere reconlt:d to

supplement the metallographic examination.
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Haroness measurements were tilken m\ ~l ished <lnll moulltefi

Gections 1ll;in~1 thl! Il',,:k'~ell ~uperficial ,"etholl of h.unllefifl

testing in accnrdance with th~ M:;'rt~ ,'I·'llt,lard E 18-74.

Rockwell l"uperficial T measurements, obtained with a hi'll 1 (If

1/16 in. diameter under 30 k9 load, had he-en C'Ollvertccl to

stanc]arc1 r;rill.,.11 lii"ll 0/3000 as appr.oximate equiv"lent.

hardness (AST!'! E 140-72). '{'he numher of il\(lC'nti'ltiol1~

depenrHng on the spp.cilnen size was usually 2 to 4.
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4. S'l'RUCTURE: OF IROrl OBJEC'tS

Microscopic ellilmination of polished (not etcherl) sections

nhowed the structure of most iron objects to be typical for

wrought iron containing an assortment of slag inclusions

p.lonqated in the rlirectinn of prevalent plastic rleformation.

1'lle slaq stringers are often non-unifonnly distdhuted and

Vill"Y in amount i:tllfl fiize (Figs. 11-13). As shown in Fi9. 14,

nlOF.t of theln ace of rluplf'x stT."Uctllt:"e cOlnprising li'Jht

wilstite dendrites (FeO) in a <'lark lIIatrix of fayalite

(2FeO.~i02)' 'I'here are also present JIlany slay

inclusions of a unifl'lrmly hlack single-phase structure

havin'J il silicilte IHltrill.

Ni tal etch ing revealed that the structure of the iron

Glljects cl)nsints, with few exceptions, of either equiaxed or

clongateu ferrite <jl"ilins. since ferrite is n~arl~ pure iroll

.... ith less than 0.05\C, the iron ohjects have prec'tolllinilntly a

low carbon structure so characteristic for wrought iron.

The equiaxed ferrite ~lrains, indicative of hot workiny. vary

wi(lely in size from object to object and within a sill<Jle

object (Fi']s. 15-17). r,lost of the artifacts have a mlldium

~r<tin size of M>T~I !-In. 5 to 7, thougJI several of them have

coar5(> grains varying in size f(OIIi ASW] No.4 to 2

(Cooe Nos. 3-1, 5-), 7-3, B-1, 8-4 and 9-1). In fE<w objects

ver,' snl<1J 1 <)(ains (AST/,j No. 6/9) o ...:<:uI." at the be.",! surface

(ill 1-2, 5-4, 6-5 illnl 9-4).

'l'he presence of banded strllcture in the form of <1lternate

banos nf fine ann coarst! equiilxed qrains and sen'ilted layet-s

\-'as ohserved in ohjects 3-1, 4-4, 7-), 8-4, 9-1 and 9-4

(rt(].1I1). Tlds L'Iyednq is a5s()cii1t~(1 with f,hosphorlls
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segregation, the .coarse-qrain bands bcil)<J rich ill phosphorus

and the fine-grilin banns beiliU poor in phosphorus. ViHial>l~

phosphorus would be expected from the inhomogeneous

oistribution in the ore and the fact that the diffusinn

coefficient of phosphorus in iron at 1300·C is rc1i1tively

Blllall as compared to that for carhon, with therefore very

limited movement of phosphorus throu<]h the !llructurC'. l!ot

working cauGed the segregated regions of phosphorus to he

elon<Jeted in the directi')11 of plastic neformation. 1'he

presence of higher contents of phosphol·US induces ill iron

cold-shortness or brittleness at or<1in.... ry temperatureG,

althou':lh the same metal may he quite nlalleilhle at or above

red heat.

There is no reason, in this case, why the f,11\Jth worki.H<J Cl

high phosphorus iron should be dissatisfied willi hi!;

products, especially sine ptu:.osphorus will hard!:n iron a]l1Io5L

as much as carbon. Such material woulll he COilll'll'tcly

satisfactory f.or nails.

The lightly to heavily elongated ferrite yr<lins fQl10winy

directional deformation were forml'd during cold workJng

(Figs. 19 & 20). This type of structure WClS found in

objects 1-1, 1-2,2-2,3-1,3-2,3-4,4-1,7-4 and 7-~, antI

in nail heads 3-1, 3-2 & 7-3 as well as nail points 6-5 &

7-2. Elongated qrains Io.'erl' £lIsa ob!5erved .:It tile hC<lr1 ed~l..'

of two nails with t1eformed heilds (1;-5 r, 9-1), <111(1 ilt th~

shank surface of nail ';-4,

In two nails, 7-3 anll 9-1, ferrite yrains at the ht~,',l's to!,

surface are crol:i5(;'d hy ndo!ltively strai'Jht han<h;, all

parallel with one another ~Jithin a given grain but chantjin')

direction frOll1 one crystal to tht- next (ri~. 21). '(,11"5~ ;j["':

Neumann bands jmechilnical twins) illld their J'rcs~nc() also

indica!. ... !' :",.",,! \')<1 tem[,erilture distortion of tilt: loalr,rial,

probably a halllmer blow to tlle Ilpils Ilb;fl.
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'J'hrN; Ohjl'ctli with none or little Slil9 inclusions (1-1, 2-4

& 3-4) have iI fiI(!dium to high cOlrholl structure of ferrite and

pe<1rl ite or typical for steel. The structure of medium

c<1rbon steel strip 1-1 (with O.3-0.4\t.:l consists of

elongater] ferrite grains with pockets of peadite (fiy. 22).

In high carbon steel blane 2-4 (withNO.SiC) elon98ted

pearlite is the prcclominant phase (Fig. 23). 1'he point of

the ultide shaHS partial sut"f(lcl;! decarburization. It can he

seen in fig. 24 that the closer the distancp. to the ~il1rface

the larger is the amount of f~rrit~ of tHdmilllstatten pattern

(Fig. 211). In high carbon stef;l nail 3-4 (with('JO.6%C)

pockets of elongated fer-rite occur in the elongated peilrlite

matrix (Fil]. 25).

A rather uncommon, laminaten structure of wrought iron and

steel strips was found in truncated nail 5-4, It consists

of the following sequence of layers. "surface layer 0'::

equiaxed ferrite grains of medium size (ASTN No.6) followed

by a layer of steel (N 1 mm thick) with peadite and grain

boundry fet'rite (C->O.6\Cl, a layer of equiaxed ferrite with

some pockets of pe<lrlitl.' (rJ tI,l-II.1.\CI, and a surface layer

of heavily e]ongnterl ferrite CJrains. 'l'he bE-ad contained

close to the centre a high c<~r;;(jll streak (eV U.6lC) resultinq

from primary carhuTization, and ilt the surf"ace a hil]h carbon

lIrt'a (2 mm thir.f;) of (ille reurlite and ferrite ~Jraills

IfI~'I'n r~I1, (I). 1\ steely area of ferrite ann pearlite

{O,2-0.]~CJ "'as also ohservell ilt "'i<l8 enn of oIJjE'ct 4-4, and

.:J ferrite "n,! rCilrJite stre,11; in nail 11-5,

1'he r.tructure or the individual iron ohjects is sUllimariz~d

in Table? dcsc:rit:>in<;J the llistrib\1tion of sla~l inclusions,

lile type and Sh,lpE' or f'IIMH~~ f'rcB~llt, tht: '.lraill sizt" ,1Il,1

the appro x imate cilrh')11 ':'lllt"llt,.
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5. TECHNOLOGY OF IRON OBJECTS

5.1 nelationship Between Structure and Tec:hnoloqy

It was mentioned hefore that the main phases of slowly

cooler! iron an(l sted are ferrite and pearlitE. Ferrite is

iI very soft anil ductile phase of /learly pUl:"e irO/1 with less

thDn O.05'l.C. Pearlite is a lammelar- ClyI.jre9ate of ferrite

and cemf~ntite (Fe3C) which contains ahout 0.0\ carbnn,

and is much harder then Eerrite. The Inorc carbon (up to

O. fit) and the hi<Jher rate of cool ing. the more pearl ite and

less ferrite i~ formed, and consequently the harder and less

ductile is the lnatet'ial.

Bot ....orkin'] is a Il'echanit'al treatment resul ting in plastic

deformation of metal above the recry:.:;l:'l11 ization

temperiJture. /lot working of iron is usually cilrriell out

ilbove 1000·C. The ferrite grains which <I1though deformed in

foryintj are no longer elongateri because the temperature at

which hot working has beE'n done \~a!i sit)nificantly hiyh to

(.>C'rmit the structure, exclo'pt the slag strin'Jers, to

rct'rystilllize. In hot working operatior:, the r,,('tors that

(h~t(>rminil1<J the final grain size ...,oill he the temperature at

which deformation i~ cOlnpleted anci the rate of 1,,'001 ing from

this temperature. fiirnilacly in annealing, the final grain

5 izl' will be determined by t.lle tt'I"Fl'f,oI oIr:e dt which the

object il> heat~(j, ho",' long it is heater! and the rate of

conlin,) (rom this temperature. \'Ih~l"~ there ar~ no

structural ch"n'l~r, l'esllJtirl~1 fron' tl'illlsformCltions at lower

tC,lll'cr"tllres, the l~icJher the finishil\<] (or annea1in9)
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temperature the coarser will be the final grain !>i:-.e.

Overheating during annealing, or heatinl) for too lOllY a

period at a nigh temperature .... ill cause grain yrowth. Slow

cooling also will tend to coarsen the struclun: Ii!'> ':""Ipared

with that obtained hy faster cool inC] from the same

temperature.

Cold work involves working metal helow the recrystallization

temperature, which is for iron about 4S0'C lHH' for sleel

about SSO·C. As a matter of fact, most cold work is done at

or about room temperature. Cold working inCrE:aS~5 strength

and hardness of the matecial. The higher is the degree of

deformation, the greater is the distortion of structure (the

grains are more elongated) Bnd the stronger i~ the effect of

cold working on mecha-nical properties of iron.

5.2 Technoloqy and lIardness of lion Ohiects

Type of material, haron£>ss and, technology of th~ ill.liviriUill

iron objects is given in 'l'able 3. 'l'he technology or l:lle

modified artifacts is graphically illustratl;d in Fig. 10.

The examinec1 objects are arranHed below into three 9roup5

characterized by common structure find L(:,l'hll(ll("~~'.

". Cold work~d ....'rought iron and totr!cl obj(:cts

wrought iron: 1-2,2-2,4-1,7-4,7-5

steel: 1-1, 2-4, 3-4

D. Hot worked wrought iron ohjr:cts with cold workin'J

appl ied to part or the object

head: )-1, )-2, 7-3

head'~ enge: 6-5, 9-1

point: 6-!'>, 7-2

shank surfacl:: 5-4
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c. riot worked wroucJht iron objects

wrought iron: 4-4,5-3,5-4,6-1,6-3,8-1,8-4,9-1,9-4

The objects which wen~ modified by cold workilllJ (i.e.

Group A with elongated grains) were ori(jlllcdl}. I,',i: ""'H"ked,

evirlencc of which is shown in ohjects 1-1 anu 3-4. containing

some Clrei:lS with equiaxed ')rains. The objects in Group S,

with equiaxed grains and some areas with elongated 9rains,

were partially modifiet'l hy coli! workimJ.

With few exceptions, there i£ no f!viltence that the objects

in Group C (with equiaxerl ~rains only) were modified hy hot

working or cold workiny. 'I'he excE>ptions ar~ significant.

The three clear:1y modified objects are 6-1, 6-3 and 7-2.

This means that hammering was carrier! out in this case at

high temperatures by hot working.

The presence of medjum grain size in these three nails

suggests that hot working was finished at temperatures close

to or not ~)((:t;~,lin9 much 10UO·C, follo~]ed by moderately fast

cooling in air. A similar cnndllsi"'l ,:an he dra~m about the

original hot working temperature of all ohje~~ts containing

medium grain size. The objects with coarse yrains w~re

ohviousl~' overheated (3-1, 5-), 7-3, 8-1, 8-4 and 9-1 l; in

this case hot working ....'as finisht;rl at a very hi9h

temperat\lt:'e. Actually, the 1;"'0 nail shafts £1-1 and a-4 may

have Deen deliberately heatt'd to a temrerature probably

cxcecdin9 1200·C, prior to tlre heads relnoval. It was not

possible to determille diL·~~tly h'I"" these two elOl'! miln)' other

ohjects \,'e t:'c cut, b~cilu!'e carras ion ohl iterated the cut

sUl'face and its structun·.
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t':~: '~:':;' ,::"~ 'r';:' ~'~:~: 1"'''' ',i~";~ ~: ;\:' .. :;' ,
t.~ :':" ':'.: D.,%C

or,t
o.t~t

~~~ '~t I':;'.'" ~lj'11 ~:U U,,'.C $
. ,

Irn~t~
J.. Location of Ecctions

till Revolved sectic:'" superimposed on the side
vicl'l' of tht': obJect

~lATERIAL m:TAL \';QRKING OPERATlON

o l~rouc:llt iron lhot ""'JrJ~c(ll [B] Cold \.;orKed

~ Steel lhot \-:orkecll fEID Hot ","ocked

Fig. )0 Tec:hnulQgy ot iron olJj~cts ",nd location of
sectiolls til ken Cur lIletilllograplllc eXilmination.
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The effect of type of material and the metal \ol'OrkilltJ

operation on the hardness (IIDI of the iron objects is showtl

below.

tlrought iron
Steel 10.6\C)

Hot worked
97-141 (114 avg.)

170-180 11n aV9.)

Cold worked
146-194 (165 avg.)
180-25U (215 ilV9.)

The large variations in hardness are hasicly due to the

different degrees of deformation caused by cold working and

hot world n9. The har-dnes!l of steel objects is higher than

that of wrought iron objects by about 50-60 HB dUf> to the

presence of carbon. Also coIn workinlJ hardened conz::;idcrably

the material, The cold worked objectc are harder than the:

hot worked objects by about 40-50 HIL for some unexplained

reason the hardoe ..s of iron objects 4-4, 5-3, 8-1, 8-4 and

9-1 (about 150-170 HB) exceeds siqniCicantly the harr'lnc[;s

range of the hot worked objects, and the hilrdness of object

4-1 (246 HB) Is Iluch higher than that oC the cold worked

objects.
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6. CONCLUSIONS

6.1 Out of 22 exumined objects 19 are made of wrought iron,

] of steel (I-I, 2-4 (, 3-4) and 1 of fa9tJOted iron

15-4).

6.2 The structure of wrought iron objects consists of

virtually Cilrhl)n free ferrite grains, mostly of medium

size, and slag strillqers. F:lnnlJatell ferrite grains

occur in 12 objects while equillxed ferrite grains ir,

10 ohjects. 1'he structure of the hi'Jh carhl.1n Rteel

artifact!:; with O.6-0.R'lC {2-4 (, 3-4) is that of:

elonqatec1 pearlite with grain t)/)undary ferrite and

or very little slag inclusions. The 8tructure of the

medium carhon steel object with 0.]" (I-I) consists of

elongated ferrite and pockets of pearlitp. "le fag90teri

nail 5-4 i~ ..ade of. strips of wrought irnn and high

carhon steel {o.nel.

6.3 In total, 12 wrought iron objects ann 3 steel objects

were cold worked, and 9 wrought iron objects were hot

worked.

I\mong these, five wrought iren and three steel

artifacts were lIIodified colnpletely by co]11 working

(1-2,2-2,4-1,7-4,7-5 and 1-1, 2-4,3-4

respectively). ~:any other objects were only partially

modified, four of them were reworkecl by coIn working

{3-1, 3-2, 6-5 (, 7-3), two hy hot workilll.J (6-1 &. 6-3),

and one appears to lJ~ r.iodifil;!d Ixlth hy coIn ....·orking and

hot ~.'orki Ill,] (7-2).
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6.4 In most artifacts hot workiny ~Ias finished at

temperature ran(J~ lOOO·C-llOO·C, follO\.lerl by modtlriltely

fast cooling in air. Several objects were hot worked

at a very high temperature and cooled very slowly,

perhaps in a forge (3-1,5-3,7-3,8-1,8-4' 9-1),

The two nail Shafts 8-1 & 8-4,may have been

deliberately heated to a very high temperature,

probably exceeding 1 200'C, pr ior to the heurl' 5 removal.

6.5 Cold working hardened considerably the matt'rLil

yielding average haroness of 165 1m and 215 HI) for

wrought irOn and steel, respectively, cnm~arinlJ with

114 HB and 175 H13 for hot worked objects.

6.6 No heat treatment had been given rellultinC) in hardl'ninlJ

of metal due to carburization or quenchin'J, except such

as would naturally accompany forging and cdr coolin9 of

iron obj ecls. PI.' imary carbur i za tion (tak in') pl ace

curing smelting) was observed in iron nail 5-4. 1'he

,c;econdary carburization, observed in objectf; ~-4 lo 6-5,

was accidental, -..s their surface was most likely

carhurized in the for~e while in c')nLiI':t .... ith hot

charcoal.

6.7 Evidence SUggEsts that the IlQethuk lnrli<lm; W~l'C

familiar with hot working, but pr<:clolOin<lntly hallllncrc:r]

iron at ordinary t~lnperaturcs. 1'he fact that only

three objects were modified by !l('atill'l prior lo

hammerin!) sugljests that \oIorkin'J [lot lneta) was an

operation too cUl1\h~rsOlne for lh{'1n to carr'l it out

frequently. It ..mulrl he adv<lntn'.lOllS tn 1Ii:<: cold worldn'J

over hot workin',?, if thl;- I!oethuk werl! uware of the

hardf'ning and str:"l:l1':lthcnill'1 pff('ct of ,.,,1<1 \>"(,rI:in'J Oil

old iron.
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Pig. 11. As pol ished (Not etched I x 100
SOl'le slag inclusions.

: .
;",

fig. 12. As polished (Not etched) x 100
Considerable nUlliber of slag inclusions.
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Fig. 13. As polished (Not etched) x 100
Many slag inclusions.

Fig. 14. As polished (I~ot etched) x 300
Duplex structure of slag inclusions: mixture of
FeU (1 ight) and Si02 (dark) •.
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Fig. 15. 4" Nital x 100
Structure of hot Io'Orked wrought iron: small
equiaxed ferrite grains (ASTM No.7).
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Fig. 17 H Nital x 100
Structure of hot ..."Orked ~..roUl:lht iron: coarse
equiaxed ferrite 9cains (A$TH No.2).
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Fig. 19. 4\ Nital x 300
Structure of cold worked wrought iron: lightly
elongated ferrite grains.

Fig. 20. 4\ Nit<l] x 160
Structure of cold \o'Orked wrouyhl iron: heavily
elongated ferrite grains._
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Fig. 21. 4% Nital x 160
Structure of wrought iron nail head resulting from a
hammer blow: equiaxed ferrite grains crossed with
Neumann bands.
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. -'
I,~:~-d~~

Fig. 23. 4t Nital x 100
Structure of cold "..orked "high carbon steel (O.Ble):
elongated pearlite grains in nail 2-4.
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Fig. 2~. .; % ~~; t a1 x , 00
Structure o~ r,a:l ?::~~ 2-~ at cec~r:~:::~c surface:
pearli.te a::~ <::.1l::: ::::';:1c:~' :~r:_:~ ~~~:::~e:::: b:
pearlite c::::.
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